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LAND SALE. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
Laxd Office, I 
Augusta. Sept. 22, 1875.j 
Pursuant to the provisions of “An act to facilitate 
the business of the land office and the disposal of 
the public lands,” approved February 21, 1875, the 
undersigned, 1 sin f Agent of Maine, will sell at pub- 
lic auction at the City Hall, In Bangor, on THURS- 
DAY, the twenty-eighth day of October next, at ten 
o’clock A. M-, the following described lands and in- 
terests id lands aud timber belonging to said State, via; 
I. The following described timber land held by 
the State in fee and unconditionally, viz: 
Tract of land lying north of township Nol, K 8, 
WBKP, and west ot township No 6, Range 2, N B K P, Franklin County, 8,918 acres. 
It. Tho following land set apart and held by tho State for Permanent School Fund, viz: 
West part township No 11. R 17, W E L S, Aroos- took County, 6,901 acres. 
III. The right to take oft'timber and lumber from 
the following township until 1884 as excepted in the 
grant to the European and North American Railway Company, viz: 
Township No 4, R 18, W EES, In the County ot 
Somerset, 30,826 acres. 
All the foregoing townships are subject to the usu- 
al reservatious of lots for public uses. 
IV. Also I he right to take oft timber and grass from the public lots reserved in the following de- scribed townships and parts ot townships, the right to continue until the townships are organized into plantations or incorporated into towns: 
AROOSTOOK COUNTY. 
Township No8,R4,WEES. 1,000 acres Township No 9, R 5, W E E S, 1,900 acres Township No 13, R 7. W E L S. 1,000 acres 
Township No 17, R 10, W E L S, 1,000 acres W 4 Township No 12. H14.WEES, 500 acres 
E pt Township No 11, R 17. W E E S, 770 acres 
W pt Township No 11, R 17, W E E S, 230 acres 
PENOBSCOT COUNTY. 
Township No 4. R 7, 1,000 acres 
E 4 and S W 4 Township No 5, R 7, 750 acres 
SOMERSET COUNTY. 
S W 4 Township No 3, R 4, N B K P, 250 acres 
Township No 4, B9.NB K P, 156 acres 
Township No 3, R 5, N B K P, 1,000 acres 
Township No 7, R 16, W E E S, 1,000 acres 
Township No 8. It 16, W E L S, 1,000 acres 
Township No 9, R 10, W E L S, 1,000 acres 
Township No 5, R 17, W E I, S, 1.000 acres 
Township No 4, R18, W E L S, 1,000 acreB 
Township No 6, R 18, W E L S, 1,000 acres 
Township No 7, R 18, W E L S, 1,000 acres 
Township No 9, R 18, W E L S, 692 acres 
Township No 5, R 19 W E L S, 737 acres 
Township No 6, R19, W E L S, 1,000 acres 
Township No 7, R 19, WEES, 1,000 acres 
FRANKLIN COUNTY. 
— ijiug liux IU 111 IUBU1UIJI iiu 1, IV O, WBKP, and west of Township No 6.R2.NB K 
P, 387 acres. 
V. Also the following described lots reserved by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, in grants made 
bv it for the future disposition of the Legislature, and 
since transferred to this State; the lots to be sold be- 
ing those so reserved in the following towns and 
townships, viz: 
Gore adjoining Ellsworth, Hancock County, 320 
acres. 
Kingfield, Franklin County. 320 acres. 
Township No 4, R 1, W K R, Franklin County, 320 
acres. 
Township No3,R2,WK R, Franklin County, 320 
acres. 
Township (JWBKP, Oxford County, 320 acres. 
Township A, No 1, Oxford County, 320 acres. 
Township No 7, Oxford County, 320 acres. 
Mayfield, Somerset County. 320 acreB. 
Ripley. Somerset County, 320 acres. 
Township No 1, R 2, W K R, Somerset County, 320 acres. 
Township No 1, R 3, W K R, Somerset County, 320 acres. 
lownship No 2, R 7, W K R, Somerset County, 320 
acres. 
Township No 3, R 7, W K R, Somerset County, 320 
acres. 
VI. Also the following lots ana sections of land 
situate in Townships set apart and designated for 
settlement, the same having been determined to bo 
unfit for settlement, viz: 
COUNTY OF AROOSTOOK. 
TOWNSHIP NO. 11, RANGE 1, W. E. L. S. 
Lots numbered 20, containing 96.11 acres; No 23, 
87.68 acres; Lot A 34, 93.52 acres; No 34, 95.80 acres; 
No 46,111.04 acres; No 48, 201.40 acres; W £ No 49, 
110 acres; No 58,200 acres; No 50, 219.50 acres; in 
all, 1,214.95 acres. 
TOWNSHIP C, RANGE 1, W. E. L. S. 
Lots numbered 56, containing 170.26 acres; No 52, 
190.48 act eg; in all, 190.48 acres. 
TOWNSHIP E, RANGE 1, W. E. L. S. 
Lots numbered 1, Section 4, containing 156.31 
acres; No 1, Section 6, 158.64 acres; No 2, Section 6, 
145.55 acres; No 3, Section 6,160.40 acres; No 4, Sec- 
tion 6, 148,48 acres; No 3, Section 11,16L23 acres; 
No 2, Section 12, 220.59 acres; No l, Section 20,160 
acres; No 3, Sectien 20,1611.28 acres; in all, 1,474.48 
acres. 
TOWNSHIP F, RANGE 1, W. E. L. S. 
Lots numbered 1, containing 135.16 acres; No 2, 
135 16 acres; No 3,155.86 acres: No 4, 155.86 acres; 
No 5,159 37 acres; No 6,159 37 acres; No 7,159.38 
acres; No 8,159.79 acres; No 25,135.16 acres; No 26, 
135.17 acres; No 27,155.86 acres; No 28, 155 86 acres; 
No 29, 159.38 acre-; No 30,159.38acres; No 31,159 79 
acres; No 32, 159.79 acres; No 43, 128.20 acres; No 
46. 128.20 acres; No 47, 143.66 acres; No 48, 143.67 
acres; No 49, 141.08 acres; No 50, 141.08 acres; No 51, 
142.03 acres; No 52,142.03 acres; No 55, 128.20 acres; 
No 56. 128.20 acres: No57, 143.67 acres; No 58, 143.67 
acres; No 59, 141,09 acres; No bU, 111.09 acres, ifrr- 
61.142.03 acres; No 62, 142.03 acres; No 71,155.10 
_\Tp -TO 1;; 1 A Mn TO ICfi (lRn/ionc Vn T.1 
166.95 acre6; No 75, 165.41 acres; No 76, 165.42 acres; 
No 77, 169.02 acres; No 78,169.02 acres; No 79.168.12 
acres; No 80, 168.13 acres; No 85, 155 11 acres; No 
86,155.11 acres; No 87 166.95 acres; No 88, 166.96 
acres; No 89, 105.42 acres; No 90, 165.42 acres; No 
91,169.02 acres; No 92, 169.03 acres; No 93, 168.13 
acres; No 94, 168.13 acres; No 95, 126 17 acres; No 
96,130.32 acres; No 97, 126.35 acres; No 102,163.73 
acreB; No 103,163.23 acres; No 104,163.23 acres; No 
105,165 68acres; No 106,165.68 acres; No 107, 165.98 
acres; No 108, 165.98 acres; No 109, 125.00 acres; No 
113,158.09 acres; No 117.163.23 acres; No 120,165.68 
acres; No 121,165.98 acres; No 122, 165.98 acres; No 
129, 166 06 acres; No 135, 165 80 acres; No 136, 165.80 
acres; No 166, 221.13 acres; No 170, 190.91 acres; No 
180, 200 acres; in all, 11,573.79. 
TOWNSHIP O. BANGE 1, W. E. L. S. 
Lot*numbered 6, containing 149.72 acres; No 8, 
148.57 acres; No 9, 53.68 acres; No 10, 149.75 acres; 
No 11, 160.74 acreB; No 12, 158.64 acres; No 13,160.30 
acres; No 14,114.71 acres; No 15,152.27 acres; No 16, 
160.80 acres; No 17,161 acres: No 18,163 acres; No. 
22,153 43 acres; No 23, 159.31 acres; No 24, 157.60 
acres; No 25, 158 70 acres; No 31, 161.95 acres; No 
32,167.66 acres; No 33, 166 57 acres; No 34, 165.43 
acres; No 35, 164.75 acres; No 36,164.40 acres; in all, 
2,352.98 acres. 
TOWNSHIP F, BANGE 2, W. E. h. S. 
Section No 82, containing 450 acres. 
TOWNSHIP H, BANGE 2, W. E. L. 8. 
Lot No 11, containing 176.54 acres. 
EATON GBANT, BANGE 2, W.jE. L S. 
Lot No 45, containing.188 acres. 
TOWNSHIP I, BANGE 2, W. E. L. S. 
Lots numbered 28, containing 127.44 acres; No 
64,149.58 acres; No 65,158.57 acres; No 74, 140 acres; 
No 119. 135.10 acres; No 121, 141.10 acres; No 145, 
163.50 acres;No 148,164.12 acres; No 151, 164.72acres; 
No 154. 165.75 acres; No 171,141.69 acres; No 172, 
144.86 acres; No 173,142.76 acres; No 174,146.80 acres; 
in all, 2,364.89 acres. 
TOWNSHIP L, BANGE 2, W. E. L. 8. 
Tract in Southwest part of this Township, contain- 
ing 3,463 acres; Lots numbered 2, containing 159.98 
acres; No 3,154’84 acres; No 15,141,33 acres; No 16, 
150.68 acres; No 17. 160.24 acres; No 18, 160.22 acres; 
No 39,107.65 acres; No 41,119.63 acres; No 42, 149.89 
acres; No 43,119.15 acres; No 44,132 acres: No 45, 
119.70 acres; No 46,132.28 acres; No 47, 119.61 acres; 
No 48,131.01 acres; No 49,119.60 acres; No 50, 123.50 
acres; No 51 108.56 acres; No 97, 147.77 acres; in all, 
6,030.02 acres. 
TOWNSHIP H, BANGE 2, W. E. L. S. 
Lots numbered 45, containing 159.40 acres; No 46, 
160 acres; No 47, 163.28 acres; No 48.161.08 acres; No 
50, 93.78 acres; No 45,157.70 acres; No 56,160 acres; 
No 62, 157 acres; No 63, 160 acres; in all, 1,372.24 
acres. 
SOUTH HALF OF TOWNSHIP NO. 2, RANGE 3. 
Lots numbered 15, containing 100 acres; No 16, 
100 acres; No 22, 98 acres; No 23, 98.25 acres; No 24, 
92.50 acres; No 25, 99 acres; No 26,99.50 acres; No 27, 
99.50 acres; No 28, 99 50 acres; No 29, 100 acres; No 
34, 100 acres; No 35,160 acres; No 36,100 acres; No 
51, 31,50 acres; No 64,100 acres; No 65, 100 acres; No 
66, 100 acres; No 67,100 acres; No68. 102.75 acres; No 
72, 99.75 acres; No 73. 99.75 acres; No 74, 99.75 acres; 
No 75, 99.75 acres: No 78,119 acres; No 79, 119 acres; 
Nn ftO Q4 np.rp.R- Nn ftS. AM 7K hpips* Kn 11A 100 n^-fPS: i 
Mo 113,100 acres; Id all, 2,816.15 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO. 5, RANGE 3, W. E. L. 8. 
Lot Me 3, containing 150.14 acreB. 
TOWNSHIP NO. 11, RANGE 3, W. E. L. 8. 
Lots numbered 8, containing 202.63 acre?; Mo 23, 
149.71 acres; No 30, 156.96 acres; Mo 31,139.94 acres; 
-at. No 38,190.69 acres; No 39, 110.75 acres; No 46, 206,94 
actes; No 47, 104.73 acres; No 54, 213.69 acres; No 65, 
105.76 acres: No 57,238.70 acres; No 60,162.91 acres; 
No 62. 216.63 acres; No 63,96.36 acres; No 70, 248.23 
acres: No 71, 62 25 acres: No 78,170 41 acres; No 79, 
122.10 acres; No 83, 167.16 acres; No 91, 168.72 acres; 
No 92,166.93 acres; No 94, 91.59 acres; No 95, 251.53 
acres; No 99, 166.02 acres; No 100, 166.09 acres; No 
101,163 64acres; No 102, 107.24 acres; No 110, 91.94 
acres; No 117 161 44 acres; Nolls, 94.28 acres; No 
123,166.70 acres; No 125, 160.19 acres; No 126, 99 67 
acres; No 131,168.06 acres; No 133,161.14 acres; No 
130, 330.80 acres; No 141. 310.97 acres; In all, 6,113.53 
acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO 12, RANGE 3, W. E. L. 8. 
Northeast $ Section No 49, containing 179 acres; 
lot No 53, 10b acres in all 286 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO 13, RANGE 3, W. E. L. 8. 
Lots numbered 11. containing 193.22 acres; No 22, 
188.89 acres; No 25, 153.67 acres; No 33, 191.45 acres; 
No 35, 154.43 acres; No 80,117.40 acres; No 81,114,14 
acres; No 86. 144 90 acres. No 4, Section 1, 150 09 
No 3, Section 2, 162.39 aoros; No 6, Section 2, 160.39 
nores; in all, 1, 796.97 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO 14, RANGE 3, W. E. L. 8. 
Lots numbered 23$, containing 109.45 acres; No 21$ 
102.09 acres; No 69, 159.78 acres; No 81. 79.81 acres; 
No 89, 156.41 acres: No 95, 166.22 acres; No 100,173. 
20 acres: No 107, 171.86 acres; No 112, 173.03 acres; 
No 129, 91 69 acres; No 130, 191.79 acres; No 141, 212. 
02 acres; Id all, 1,793 38 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO 15, RANGE 3, W, E. L, 8. 
Lots numbered 13, containing 103.01 acres; No 26, 
116.78 acres; No 46, 116.96 acres; No 53, 89.53 acres; 
No54, 101.51 acres; No51$, 117.97 acreB; No63, 418. 
23 acres; No 61, 300 28 acres: No 65, 188.13 acres; 
No 66, 120 80 acres; No 98, 110.91 acres; No 102, 118. 
35 acres; NolC8, 116.36 acres; No 108$, 101.25 acres; 
in all, 2,165.73 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO 18, RANGE 3, W. E. L. 8. 
An undivided half of the iollowing lots of land viz: Lots numbered25, containing 533 acres; No 26, 
361.25 acres; No 50, 275.78 acres; S. part 70, 136.87 
acres; No 71, 217.40 acres; No 72, 210.56 acres; No 
73, 174.00 acres; In all, 1,914.30. 
SOUTHWEST PART OF TOWNBBIP NO 6, RANGE 4, 
W. K. L. 8. 
Lots numbered 1, containing 132 acres; Nortli $ No 
15, 82 80 acres: South $ No 15, 81.99 acres; North $ 
No 18, 77.95 acres; North $ No 21, 76.80 acres; in all, 
451.51 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO 12, RANGE 4, w. E. L. 8. 
Lots numbered 4, containing 122.30 acres; No 7 
185.78 acres; no 8, 152 67 acres; No 13, 138.18 acres; 
No 16 148.25 acres; No 24, 117 71 acres; No 28,133.55 
acres; No 47, 178.44 acres; No 48, 178.44 acres; No 51, 
162.73 acres; No 52, 162.74 acres; In ail, 1,630.69 
acres. 
T0WI(gH|p K014, Range 4, w. E. L. s. 
The following lots of land, subject to the right of 
the late John Goddard, his heirs or assigns, to cut 
and remove pine and spruce timber therefrom, viz. 
Lots numbered 1, containing 132.0, acres; No 2, 
139.75 acres; No 3, 136.23 acres; No 9, 104 07 acres, 
No 12, 205.76 acres; No 15, 139.14 a(Tea, No l6, 137. 
98 acres; No 17, 135.94 acreB; No 27, 107.12 acres, 
No 31. 101.48 acreB; No 32, 106.83 acres, V) 32$,1(J6; 
65 acres; No 34$, 105.28 acres; No 35 104...5 i“c”2> 
No 38, 118.63 acres; No39, 124.03 acres; No 49, 194. 
60 acres; No 50, 327.87 acres; No 53, 317.28 acres, 
No56$, 103.83 acres; No 59$, 103.30 acres; No 67, 
158.51 acres; No88, 159.87acres; No97, 159.88acres; No 98, 160.81) acres; No 123, 212.11 acres; No 125, 263.00 acres,No 135, 217.50 acres; in all, 4,381.16 
acre?. 
TOWNSHIP NO 3, RANGE 5, W. E. L. S. 
Lots numbered 153, containing 100 acres; No 154, 
125 acres: No 150, 100 acres; No 165, 103 acres; No 
186, 182 acre9; No 189, 213 acres; west part No 190, 
113 acres; No 194, 130.25 acres; in all, 1,066.25 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO 4, RANGE 5, W. E. L. S. 
Southeast J Section 36, containing 167.63' acres; 
Northeast J Section 37, 167.08 acre ; South part of 
the Southwest J Section 37, 127.08 acres; Northwest 
J Section 39. 166.35 acres; Southwest J Section 39, 
166.36 acres; Northwest J Section 46, 127.93 acres; West part of N. E. J Section 46, 127.93acres; South- 
east \ Section *6, 167.93 acres; Southeast J Section 
50, 165.36 acres; in all, 1,423.65 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO 8, RANGE 5, W. E. L. S. 
Section 1, containing 401.93 acres; Sec 2, 432 acres; 
E J & N W J Section 3, 319.50 acres, N J Section 4, 
183.13 acres; N J Section 5, 206 acres; Section 6 416. 
62 acres; Section 7. 588 acres; Lot A. Section 9, 164 
acres; Lot C. Section 9, 165 acres; Lot D. Section 9, 
169 acres. North part of Section 10, 297 acres; South 
part of Section 11, 196.93 acres; Section 15, 646.01 
acres; South part Section 16, 478.50 acres; Section 
17, 640 acres; Section 18, 658 acres: Section 21, 551. 
66 acres; Section 23, 632 acres: Section 24, 647.80 
acres; Section 27, 575.73 acres; Section 30, 672.40 
acres; Section 33, 557.68 aores; Section 35, 217 acres; 
Road Lots numbered 1. containing 139.08 acres; No 2 
128.18 acres; No 4, 127.79 acres; No 7, 132.84 acres; 
No 8, 132.84 acrcsr No 9, 132.96 acres; No 11, 144.47 
acres; No 20, 142.06 acres; No 22, 132.97 acres; No 24. 
137.35 acres; GoreLot, 163.29 acies: in all, 11,429.72 
acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO. 10, RANGE 5, W. E. L, S. 
Lots numbered 1, East Division, containing 69 
acres; No 4, East Division. 79 acres. No 5, East Di- 
vision, 82 acres; No 48,159 acres; No 56, 129 acres; 
No 64, 168 acres; North J section 87, 147 acres; in all. 
833 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO. Jl, RANGE 5, W. E. L. 8. 
Lots numbered 80, containing 160.78 acres; No 97, 
123.65 acres; in all, 284.43 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO, 18, RANGE 5, W. E. L. S. 
Lots numbered 186, containing 194.28 acres; No 
187, 193.05 acres; in all, 3^7.33 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO. 9, RANGE C, W. E L. S. 
Section 4, containing 640 acres; E J & N W J Sec- 
tion 5, 486 acres; Section 10, 640 acres; E J & S YV J 
Section 11, 429 acres; Section^, 768 acres; W part 
Section 14, 257.90 acres; N part Section 16, 339.04 
acres; E part Section 18, 310.29 acres; N E J Section 
26, 177 66 acres; S E J Section 26,177.35 acres; S E J Section 27, 176.06 acres; N E J Section 27, 176.06 
acres; W J Section 27, 352.13 acres; N W J Section 
31, 137.90 Seres; S E J Section 32, 155 acres; Section 
33.602.18 acres; S f Section 34, 275.43 acres; in all, 
6,190 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO. 11, RANGE 6, W, E. L. S. 
N Epart of Section 26, containing 256.25 acres; Lot No 30,150.83 acres; Lot No 31, 153.72 acres; in all, 560.80 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO. 13, RANGE 6, W. E. L. S. 
Tract ot land lying west of Portage Lake in this 
township, containing 1,504 acres. 
Lots No. 30, containing 112.46 acres: No 52 West 
side Portage LaKe, 160 acres; No. 53 west side Port- 
age Lake, 120 acres; No.54 West side Portage Lake, 
% acres; in all, 2,082.46 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO. 16, RANGE 7, W. E. L. S. 
Lots A, containing CO acres; Lot B, 60 acres; Lot 
C, 60 acres; Lot D, 60 acres; Lot E, 60 acres; in all, 
300 acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO. 17, RANGE 7, W, E. L. S. 
An undivided half of a tract of land lying east* of 
Fish river and Dear the northeast corner of said 
Township, containing in the whole of said tract 1,556 
acres. 
TOWNSHIP NO. 18, RANGE 7, W. E. L S. 
Lot No 22, containing 38.25 acres. 
PENOBSCOT COUNTY. 
TOWNSHIP NO. 5, RANGE 6, W. E. L. S. 
Lots numbered 1, containing 283 acres; No 4, 211 
acres; No 5,160 acres; No 6,160 acres: No 7,160 acres; 
No 16,160 acres; No 17,160 acres; W. part No 18, 40 
acres; No 21,160 acres; No 22,160 acres; No 2$ 160 
acres; No 31. 160 acres; No 32, 160 acres; No 33, 160 
acres; No 34, 160 acres; No 38,245 acres; No 40, 155 
acres; No 41,160 acres; No 42,160 acres; No 43, 158 
acres; No 44,160 acres; No 49,141 acres; No 54, 160 
acres; No 55,158 acres; No 56,156 acres; No 61, 168 
acres; No 63,145 acres; No 64, 160 acres; No 123, 
206.50 acres;No 122, 162 acres; No 133, 218.50 acres; 
No 134, 167.50 acres; in all, 5,334.50 acreB. 
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY. • 
TOWNSHIP NO. 4, RANGE 13, W. E. L. S. 
Lot No 1, section 4, containing 161.52 acres. 
The right is reserved to withdraw any ot the lots 
from the sale in case there shall be found any doubt 
of the right to sell. 
Bias to be made for the whole number of acres to 
be sold in each township, for specific prices per acre 
in all cases. 
Payment is to be made as follows, viz.: For all 
sale* on timber and grass on lots reserved for public 
uses, being those of class IV, terms cash. For all 
other sales, one-third cash, and the balance in one 
and two years, respectively, wirh interest. 
No timber is to be cut until permit is granted spec- 
ifying the price, and time of payment as provided in 
said Act. 
PARKER P. BURLEIGH, 
Land Agent. 
octl eodtd 
ENTERTAINMENTS. 
Father Mathews’ Day J 
The Catholic Temperance Society ot Portland 
will celebrate the above at 
. CITY HALL, 
Monday Evening, Oct. 11, 1875. 
LGUTVKE BY 
Rev. Edward McSweeney, of Bangor. 
Subject “TEIUPEUAVCE.” 
moors open at 7 o’ciock, lecture to commence at 
8. Band Concert previous to Lecture. 
Tickets 25 cents, Reserved Seats 50 cents. 
The members ot the Ssciety are requested to meet 
at the Cathedral Chapel 7 o’clock sharp the evening 
of the Lecture to form in procession, which will pro- ceed through the lollowfng streets, viz:—Up Cum- 
berland to Washington, through Washington to Con- 
gress, Congress to India, India to Middle, Middle to 
Free, Free to Centre, Centro to Congress, Congress 
to City Hall. 
JOHN €. GOOSALL, IHaisbal. 
Titkest can be procured at T. P. McGowan’s 
422 Congress Street, and T. McGowan’s 223 
Congress Street, during the week, and at City Hall 
on the evening of the Lecture. Also Reserved Seats 
can be secured Irom 3 to 5 o’clock same evening. 
oc5 d6t 
TO LET. 
To Let at 9 Dollars per Quarter, 
ASrX Octave Piano, rosewood case; may be seen at 271 Spring Street. Address 
MRS. CHAS. HARLOW, 
554 Broadway, South Boston, Mass, 
oct 1dlwteodtf 
To Let. 
BRICK HOUSE, No. 47 Pleasant St. Ten rooms beside pantry, bath room and closets. Fur- 
naee, gas and Sebago water. Can be seen any after- 
noonoctSdlw* 
To Rent. 
A CONVENIENT Rent for a small family at NO. 41 LINCOLN STREET. 
oct4 dtf 
To Let, 
AVERY pleasant suit of rooms,with bay window to let to a gentleman and wife without children, 
at NO. 1 MYRTLE STREET. 
oct2 dtf 
To Let. 
TWO or three famished room. In a private family near Preble House, Address 
sep22dtfP, O. BOX 996. 
To Let. 
A TENEMENT OP SIX ROOMS, also one of rooms. Apply to 197 Newbury St., 
selBdtf _W. W. CAHR. 
TO JLfiT 1 
Room in the Second Story ot the 
Primers’ Lxchange. with power it 
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE 
or to B. THURSTON Ac CO., Ill 
C'vohono’o Slront 
cl2dtf 
TO LET. 
SECOND STORY in THOMPSON BLOCK, 42 feet wide nearly 100 feet in depth, newly fitted 
up with counting room and tables. The best lighted 
room in the city. Suitable for jobbing or manufac- 
turing, or will be let tor either, with plenty of stor- 
age room, over MHEPHEKD Or Whole- 
sale Fancy Goods Store, Nos. 121—123 Middle Street, 
below the Post Office. Inquire of H. E. THOMP- 
SON, No. 32J Emery street, on the Spring Street 
horse car route. Jan20d&wtf 
To Let. 
NICE and pleasant rooms to let, at 217 Cumber- land street, without board, 
sepldtlMRS. ALONZO BUTLER. 
Furnished House to be Let, 
SITUATED on State street. Very desirable. In- quire of S.W. Robinson, or Byron D. Verrill. at 
205 Middle street. aug23tt 
To Let. 
ROOMS to let, furnished or unfurnished, No. 4 Cotton St., second door from Free Street, 
apt 24 tf 
To Let. 
ABOUT February first the Stores and Chambers on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell Si Hodsdon, and W’oitney & Thomas. Apply to jalldtfST. JOHN SMITH. 
fo Let. 
4 GOOD rents at Woodford’s Corner. Possession given immediately. Inquire of 
J. H. REED, 
au6d2w*ttfWoodford’s Corner. 
To Let. 
THE BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street, containing all the modern improvements. En- 
quire at No. 10, CENTRAL WHARF. 
)ne!6dtf 
TO BE LET. 
THE t.esirable offires in the Merchants National Bauk building, recently occupied by Bank of 
Portland. Also offices in third story, with steam, 
gas and water. Possession given July 1st. Apply at 
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK. 
julO dtf 
For Sale. 
Brig Torrent, 336 touB, coppered. Well 
lound in sails, rigging, chains, an- 
chors Ac. Could be sent to sea imme- 
diately. For further information apply 
to J. S. WINSLOW & Co. auiStf 
Housekeepers take Notice. 
HAVE your furniture upholstered at your homes, o'1'* “uttrasses made over in good style by nirtS. j. W ALLACE, 624 York street. 1 ’" IS! Conebons and Draptries at my rooms. aug26d2m mas. awallace 
ENTERTAINMENTS. 
Win, OFFER 
Cheap Excursions 
to enable the 
CITIZENS OF PORTLAND 
to examine the line through the 
White Mountain Notch and return, 
— ON — 
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY & FRIDAY, 
October 6th, 7th nod 8th, 1875. 
Special trains will leave Depot in Portland at 8.45 
a. m running through without stop. except 
for Wood and Water. Return train will leave 
Crawford’s at 3.00 p. m. Ample time for dinner at 
Crawford’s. Capacity of trains limited, and sales of 
tickets will be confined to 500 on each of above days 
which will secure to each passenger a conlortabie 
trip. 
Tickets will be sold on above days—good only for 
special train and tor the day—at One Dollar for the 
round trip—an amount only sufficient to cover the 
cost of running expenses to the Company. 
No better time than the present to Tisit 
He mountains, now clothed in all the 
glories of Autumn foliage. 
This Excursion is not intended for the pecuniary benefit of the Company .but to allow those tax payers, 
who could not otherwise afford it, the opportunity of 
judging as to the proper expenditure ot the appro- 
priations made by the city to this enterprise. 
S. J. ANDERSON, President. 
J. HAMILTON, Sup’t. 
Portland. Oct. 2,1875.oct2dlw 
Raymond’s Dancing Class 
A T 
LANCASTER HALL. 
MU. J. W. RAYMOND will commence his first 
term in plain and fancy dancine, at Lancaster Hall. 
on WEONE8DA* EVENING, Oct. liltla, 
at 8 o’clock. 
TERMS : 
Gentlemen 85 00 for 19 Leaou; I.xidic. 
89.00 for the Season. No Free Liu 
octC 
_ 
dtd 
Army and Navy 
COURSE 2 
Tbc Lecture and Concert Committee of the 
PORTLAND ARWV&NAIV ILMON 
have the pleasure of announcing to the public that 
their 
Eight Annual Course of 
Entertainments 
— WILL COMMENCE AT — 
CITY HALL, 
THURSDAY EVENING, Oct. 28, 
with Eichberg’u charming Opera ol the 
ROSE OF TYROL ! 
to le given by the 
Caroline Richings-Bernard Eng- 
lish Opera Company. 
The members of the Company are: 
Hmc. Caroline Richings-Bernard, 
Leading Soprano, 
Hrs. Henri Drayton, leading Contralto, 
Hr. Pierre Bernard, leading Tenor, 
Hr. John Beniiz, leading Basso, 
Hrs. Hillie sterling* Soprano, 
Hrs. Annie Back, Soprano, 
Hrs. Kate Thayer, Contralto, 
fl. IV. MfevrnM. fJnnt.rnltn. 
Mr. E. J. Pryor. Tenor, 
Mr. J. Prank Seller*, Tenor, 
Mr. ■?. £K. Uuuh, JttaBSO, 
Mr, Janie* JL arrange, Basso, 
Mr. Frank Hewitt, Pianist. 
THUESDAY EVENING, Not. 20th, 
an evening of 
SELECT READINGS 
— BY- 
Prof. T. Willoughby Rcade, 
OF LONDON. 
Grand Concert of the Course 
— BY 
— OF — 
SIXTY-FIVE PERFORMERS. 
«* 
LEVY and ABB1JCHLG, Cornet Soloists, 
LEFEBBE, SaxaplioneSoloist, 
The lady singers will be announced in a day or two. 
THUESDAY EVENING, Nov. 18, 
Grand Concert 
__ jjy THE — 
BOSTON PHILHARMONIC CLUB! 
Members of the Club: 
Bernhard Aiisteinanu, Violin, 
Fritz Liitemann, Violin, 
Emil Gramm, 14t Viola and Violin, 
Adolph Hartdcgen, Violinccllo, 
Eugene Weiner, Flute, 
Adolph Belz, French Horn and 2d Viola 
assisted by the charmiDg Soprano 
MISS LAVRA SHIMER. 
THURSDAY EVENING, Dec. 2, 
LECTURE BY 
Hon. Wendell Phillips. 
Subject—'^Street Life in Europe.” 
THU USD Ax JUVJbNlNU, 1JCC. 
LECTURE iXY 
HON. CARL SCHURZ. 
Subject—A New Lecture. 
THURSDAY EVENING, Dec. 16, 
GRAND CONCERT 
— BY THE — 
Hyers Sisters Concert Com- 
pany. 
Mi»» Auuie M. Ilycra, Soprano, 
Mils Emma L. XI yer., Contralto, 
Mr. Wallace King, Tenor, 
Mr. John W. Lucca, Baritone, 
Mr. A. C. Taylor, Pianist. 
THURSDAY EVENING, Jan. 6, 
the beautiful Opera of 
M A RITA N A ! 
will he given by the 
Boston English opera Company. 
Characters by 
MISS DORA WILEY, 
MISS HATTIE MOORE, 
MR. HARRY KATES, 
MR.tHENR Y K. WHITE, Xr. 
MR. KEORGE TITUS, 
MR. KEORKE A FITCH, 
MISS MOORE. 
MR. JAS. L. K1LBERT, Musical Director. 
CHANDLER’S BAND 
will give a concert betore each Lecture and on the 
evening ot the reading. 
Doors open at 6.30; Concert begins at 8: Lectures 
at 7.45 o’clock. 
Course tickets, $2.00 each, for sale at the usual 
places. m 
KesXtved seats $1.50 each: sale will commence at 
Army and Navy Hall, Monday evening, October 11th, 
at 7 o’clock, alter which date the board will be found 
at Wm. E. Thomes’s, under Music Hall. 
The Reserved seat tickets and course tickets wiil be 
sold separate and patrons are not obliged to buy both 
at the same time unless they wish to do 60. 
Members’ tickets $1.00, eacn member entitled to 
two, can be procured of the Treasurer, Thos. J. 
Little. 
COMMITTEE ! 
3eo. E. Brown, A. K. Paul, 
Wm. E. Simmons, Thos. J. Little, 
Cbas. E. somerby, Wm. E. Thomes, 
Geo. P. Shebwood. 
oct7 dll 
A 
ENTERTAINMENTS. 
'combined show 
-OF THE— 
Cumberland Comity Agricnltnral Society 
— AND THE — 
Cumberland Farmers’ Club. 
PROGRAMME 
— FOE — 
Friday, October 8th, or the next fair day, 
Sunday Excepted. 
FORENOON. 
9 o’clock—Family Horse3 will be shown for 
Society’s Premiums. 
9J o’clock—Colts will be shown for Society’s Premiums. 
10 o’clock—Plowing for Society’s Premiums. 
11 o’clock—Gents’ Driving Hones for Society’s 
Premiums. 
AFTKENOONS. 
1.30 o’clock -Trotting for the 3 minute purse. 
2.30 Sweepstakes furse. 
oct8dtd SAMUEL D1NGLEY, Sec’y. 
MASS TEMPERANCE MEETING 
MBS. ELIZABETH J. FRENCH, 
President of the Woman’s Crusade of Philadelphia, will give a 
I.ectnre (free) on the Evil, of Intemperance 
and ill Cange nod Cure. 
— AT — 
CITlt BAIL, SATCRDAV liVENING, 
OCTOBER 9TU. 
It is seldom that our Citizens have the opportunity 
of hearing so Eloquent and Talented a Lady—and it is hoped all interested in the great Reform Move- 
ment will be present. There will he a collection 
taken to pay expenses. Services commences at 71 
o’clock. oct7d3t 
PORTLAND MUSEUM 
W¥ER Ac ARNOLD Proprietors 
Coro of Congress and Exchange Street* 
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 
FRIDAY EVENING, OCT. 8TH, 
By urgent request of a number of our leading Citi- 
zens, the successful Drama of 
LED ASTRAY ! 
Will be repeated this Evening, positively the last 
representation. 
Saturday evening and Saturday Matinee, the Nautical Drama, entitled Black Eyed Susan 
and the Irish Drama of Handy Andy* 
Monday, Oct. llth—-the Romantic Drama, entitled The Two Orphans. 
Box office open daily from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. for the Djilp af tiplrpfo 
LA£*!f8’ PERFCfIKD MATINEES every Wednesday and Saturday, at the usual 
popular prices. Doors open at U: commence at 2L 
a 2dtf 
MUSIC HALL, PORTLAND. 
One Evening Only. 
Thursday, October 14th. 
H. T. PADDOCK, Manager 
The Supreme Favorite and Pearl of the American 
Stage, 
MAGGIE MITCHELL 
Supported by Ibe Sterling Actor, 
MR. WM. HARRIS, 
— AND A — 
FIRST CLASS COMPANY. 
Thursday Evening, October 14, 
Maggie Mitchell’s Beautiful Play. 
OR THE ARTIST’S DREAM 
Sale of Seats will commeneo at Mafic Hall Box 
Office on Monday, Oct. llth, 1875. at 9 o’clock A. M. 
Admission, Parquette, 75 cts; GaJIerv, 50c; Reserv- ed Seats. 81. THIS. W. BROWN, Agent. JOS. W. BOGLE, Ass’t Agent. oc8dGt 
Dancing Academy. 
MB. H. J. HOLMES, assisted by MR. A. 
JORDAN, will open a school for instruc- 
tion in Plain and fancy Dancing, at Lancaster Hall, Thursday evening, October 
14tb, at 8 o’clock. The term will consist of 
nine lessons, two assemblies and a GRAND. 
BALL. 
Tickets for the term— 
ond lessor u.-’^ vntoher 18th. ocsdlw 
Vocal and Instrumental 
CONCERT, 
— AT — 
City Hall, Cot. 12, 
— BY — 
FRED TER LINDEN, 
On which occasion the following talent have kindly 
volunteered: 
MISS* MARY MOODY, 
MR. WILL H. STOCK BRIDGE, 
MR. II. KO I'ZSCHMAR, 
Chandler’s Rand and Orchestra, 
On which occasion will be performed (first time in 
Portland), by Chandler’s Band, the Sensation Pot- 
pourri. “Remembrance of the Frauco-Pmssian War.’* 
Tickets, with reserved seats, 50 cts. For sale at 
Stockbridge’s Music Store. oct6dlw 
l. a; 
CITY HALL. 
Twenty-sixth Annual Series 
— OF — 
Lectures and Enteptaimenls 
— BEGINNING — 
Wednesday Evening, Oct. 13, ’75. 
WITH A LECTURE 
— BY — 
Phineas T. Bar mini, Esq., 
Subject, The World and How to litre in it. 
to be followed by 
MISS LILLIAN S. EDGARTON, Oct. 20th, 
with a New Lecture. 
JOHN B, GODGH, Esq., Oct. 27th, 
Subject, “BLUNDERS” (new). 
THOMAS’ ORCHESTRA.Toesday.Nov. 2d, 
Fall Orchestra and Solo Talent. 
REV. H. M. GALLAHER. Nov. 10th, 
Subject, After Clond. clear Weather, (new). 
REV. ROBERT COLLYER, Not. 24th, 
OUUJCCl. TT J9 
DR. J. G. HOLLAND, Dec. 1st, 
Subject, “HOBBIT R1DINU.” 
REY. M. D. CONWAY, Dec. 8th. 
Subject, “LONDON” (new). 
Doors open at 6J o’clock. Entertainments begin at 
7J o’clock. 
Band Concert will be given half an four previous 
to each lecthre. 
Notwithstanding the great increased expense of 
the present course over previous ones, the price of 
course tickets remains the same as in former years. 
Tickets to the Coarse 9**50; Reserved 
Seats 9100 extra; members’ tickets9l.OO. 
(Each member entitled to two;) Evening tickets 
50 Cents, excepting the evening of Thomas’ Or- 
chestra Concert. 
Members tickets can be procured at Stockbridge’s 
Music Store, on and after Tuesday, Oct. 5th. The 
sale ot leserved seats will begin at the same place 
Friday morning, at 9 o’clock, Oct. 8th. 
Per order of Lecture Committee. 
M. B. COOLIDGE, CHAS. H. H ASKELL, 
GEO. C. BURGESS, CHAS. E. JOSE, 
JOHN C. PROCTER, H. F. FURBISH, 
sep29 CHAS. S. FOBES. dtf 
CONCERT! 
THE 
Haydn Association 
— WILL — 
U V II S qV E 8 T 
reproduce Schumann’s beantitnl Cantata 
PUGRlAliE OF T ROSE ! 
—AT- 
UNION HALL, 
THUBSDAY EVENING, Oct. 14th. 
Tickets limited to the capacity of the Hall. For 
sale at Stockbridge's and at the door. 
Concert commences at 8. oc7dt7t 
Vaults Cleaned. 
ALL ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at or addressing R. GIBSON, 
588 Congress Street 
octblti 
THE PRESS. 
FRIIIAY MORNING. OCT. 8, 1875 
Every regular attache of the Press is furnished 
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T. 
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel 
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding 
credentials of every person claiming to represent our 
journal. 
We do not read anonymoas letters and communi- 
cations. The name and address of the writer are in 
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication 
but as a guaranty of good faith. 
We cannot undertake to return or reserve commu- 
nications that are not used. 
Heister Clymer of Pennsylvania is an- 
other hard-money Democratic Congressman 
who has forsaken his principles and who is 
praebing the cull of the rag-baby in Ohio. 
The Massachusetts “Labor Reformers” 
met in convention Wednesday,mnd nomina- 
ted Wendell Phillips for Governor, Gen. Bart- 
lett for Lieutenant Governor, and J. E. 
Fitzgerald for Auditor. “It’s of no conse- 
quence,” as Toots says. 
Mexico appears in the sugar market as 
the competitor of the West Indies. Her first 
consignment of sugar was recently received 
in this country, and those who ought to 
know say that her capabilities for the crop 
#.te fully equal to those of the Islands. 
Will the Bangor Commercial and Bidde- 
ford Democrat speak out like little men be- 
fore the election in Ohio next Tuesday and 
tell us whether or not they prefer the William 
Allen currency platform to the hard money 
theory of the east ? Speak quick. 
The Augusta Journal is very anxious to 
see the man who got out of that city with 
ninety dollars in his pocket. The Journal 
leads us to infer that such carelessness on the 
part of the enterprising people of the capital 
city is exceptional and inexcusable. 
“A Little more grape, Captain Bragg,” 
is going the way of other famous expressions. 
One of Gen. Taylor’s officers denies that the 
expression was ever used by the old hero. 
Next we shall hear it denied that Gov. Allen 
ever spoke of resumption as a “d-d bar- 
ren ideality.” 
This isn’t a good year for cattle shows 
and agricultural horse trots. November seems 
to have pushed October aside and is carrying 
things with a high hand. Moreover, it is 
said that the people do not respond to an 
agriculture which insn’t faster than 2.40. in 
hard times we must have an agricultural pro- 
duct well down toward the twenties to en- 
thuse us. 
It is not of great interest to be sure, but it 
is a fact that a new Delai-Lama is to be 
chosen in Thibet, the tenth of the line hav- 
ing just died. As the Delai-Lama is wor- 
shipped as an incarnation of the deity by 
400,000,000 people he is a person of some 
consequence. The appointment of a sue" 
cessor rests with the Emperor of China, and 
doubtless candidates will be plenty, as the 
successful man has nothing to do but receive 
lots of money and be worshipped—much the 
position of a lady-killer who has married a 
rich wife. 
----- --- ■ « 
Elsewhere is to be found the masterly 
speech of Carl Schurz, delivered in Cincinna- 
ti. As an appeal to all men who have the 
honor and prosperity of the nation at heart 
and a warning and rebuke to the era 
zy inflationists of the West it deserves the 
careful perusal of every well-meaning citizen. 
;s as entertaining as it is instructive. Mr. 
Schurz contributes to our political literature 
an eloquent and noble defense and exposi- 
tion of the true principles of finance. 
Several months ago, when Hon. John 
Lynch found that his business would of ne- 
ceasny require ms uuseuue iruiu uie cuy a 
large part of the time, he tendered his resig- 
nation as President of the Portland and 
Rochester Railroad Company, but on the 
solicitations of the directors, he consented to 
fill the office without receiving anv salary 
during the year. In consequence of business 
engagements, he was compelled to decline a 
re-election. The company is fortunate in 
securing George P. Wescott Esq. as his suc- 
cessor. Mr. Wescott understands the busi- 
ness of the road and is an active and efficient 
officer in whatever capacity he is called to 
act. As President, Mr. Lynch has always 
displayed the greatest zeal and to his energy 
and perseverance, more than to the efforts of 
any other man, the public is indebted for the 
line to Rochester. 
Points of resemblance between the Eng" 
lish and American Tories abound. Possibly 
the next presidential election may furnish 
another. The English Tories are in power 
because of Liberal divisions. Some time 
since the Liberals fell to quarreling, became 
dissatisfied with their leaders, began to sigh 
for a change and to curse the party manage- 
ment and policy. The organization became 
weakened by dissensions, and the prevailing 
dissatisfaction resulted in a Tory majority. 
Here is a mirror for Republicans. The Tor- 
ies came into power and very soon succeeded 
in demonstrating that they had not changed 
one whit despite their professions. Their 
policy has proved to be “hide-bound,” retro- 
gressive and intensely distasteful to the great 
majority of the English people, and they will 
soon go out of power followed with curses as 
heart-felt as the cheers which welcomed their 
accession. Here is a mirror for Democrats. 
The public will te pleased to learn from a 
Maine paper that the Eastern Railroad is 
UUly Duuuiuy iiuiu a 1*1 jr uuauvim 
embarrassment due to the dull times. Mean- 
while, according to the official statement of 
the committee of the directors who have in- 
vestigated the matter, the debt of the Eastern 
aggregates $15,164,373.67, which they say 
can be reduced to $11,230,720.77 by the sale 
of certain property not necessary to the run- 
ning of the road. As ovo.r a million of this 
property not necessary to the running of the 
road consists of the stock and bonds of the 
Conway Railroad valued at par, and the bal- 
ance is made up of the stock, etc., of connect- 
ing roads at par and real estate at Charles- 
town and elsewhere, it is not probable that 
such assets can be so desposed of as 
to greatly reduce the aggregate debt. 
The rumor is current in Boston that there is 
a large deficiency in this year’s business, but 
the report makes no allusion to such a diffi- 
culty and may possibly result from the re- 
markable silence ot the committee respecting 
the business of the road. It begins to look as 
though the Eastern Railroad gentlemen who 
sacrificed so much to carry out their ambi- 
tious designs in.reference to the Maine Cen- 
tral, could have found ample scope for the 
display of their genius in saving their own 
corporation from financial ruin. 
Gen. Woodford appears to have floored 
Gen. Ewing in the Ohio financial discussion, 
and to havo come off with flying colors. He 
carries the people with him, and has doubt- 
less exercised considerable influence upon 
that “silent vote” which will determine the 
issue of the campaign. His finished rhetoric 
and souud argument has been reinforced by 
a readiness at repartee which has proved of 
great service in the discussion. This is the 
way in which he closed at Shawnee: 
When you do work you have to be paid. We 
want to pay you iu gold dollars instead of pa- 
per ones. Won’t you take the gold ones? 
(Voice—‘We’d rather have the greenbacks .’) 
My friend prefers a greenback dollar to a gold 
dollar. There are not many in Shawnee tkatdo. 
I can sell that five dollar gold piece' for six- 
teen cents premium. Five times sixteen is 
eighty. I can get from your store-keeper a 
bill like that and eighty cents in fractional 
currency besides. Won't five dollars and eigh- 
ty cents in fractional currency buy more than 
five dollar,.? put that bee in your bonnet Now, my friend says we keep the gold and sil- 
ver in Wall street. Well, suppose you printed 
your greenbacks and had them all piled up there, one thousand eight hundred millions 
or them, enongh to pay all the debt how are you and I to get them? (.Voice ‘\\ ork for them.’] I don’t know of but four ways If I have got something that I can sell, I sell it, and they pay me the green- backs; or, if I know how to do something, and aaybhdy wants my work, I work, and the mau that has got the greenbacks pays me, or if my credit is good I borrow the note, aud then I give my note, and some day I have to pay it; or it 1 a in hard up, and you are generous, I beg and jou give. I can sell and get greenbacks; l can work and get greenbacks; I can borrow and 
get greenbacks: I can beg and get greenbacks. Is there no other way? [Voice—'Steal ’em.’ 
Daughter] My friend suggests that you can steal. Now, that is the Democratic platlcrm, aud the Democratic theory pi t iu just two words. [Great applause and laughter.]” 
Current Notes. 
Is counterfeit money as good as real money ? 
This qucsliou covers the whole subject of the 
currency question.—N. Y. Sun. 
Campaign ammunition must be getting low 
in the rag-money camp or the Cincinnati En- 
quirer would not be putting out such utterly 
silly stuff as this: “Prominent business men, 
all over the country, who have been ruined 
by the policy of contraction and forced re- 
sumption, are ending their troubles by sui- cide.” 
Mr. Schurz Las made a most valuable con- 
tribution to the current discussion of what 
will inevitably form the great issue of nation- 
al politics. His arguments will have a wider 
reach than the audiences he is addressing iu Ohio. They will tone up public sentiment 
all over the country, aud draw still more dis- 
tinctly the lines of separation between the 
friends and enemies of public honesty, sound 
business, and sound money.—Lawrence 
(Kan.) Journal (Rep.) 
Somebody asks: If the Democrats can do 
anything to make times better, as they 
promise, why didn’t they do it in the pauics 
of 1837 and 1857, when they were in power? 
Who are the bondholders ? We know who 
some of them arc. The depositors of savings 
banks in New England and New York alone 
number over one million. Over seventy-five 
millions cf their eamings are invested in Gov- 
l-1 ~ 
An Ohio gentleman and a personal friend 
of Senator Thurman, who has just arrived 
here says that Mr. Thurman does not con- 
ceal his desire privately for the defeat of Gov- 
ernor Allen although he has been iorccd to 
take part in the campaign. The Senator is 
thoroughly satisfied that if the Democrats 
carry Ohio on the inflation question his re- 
turn to the Senate will be out of the question, 
and that the State will be controlled by Dem- 
ocrats of the Pendleton class, who are deter- 
mined to break him aud all other hard-money Democrats down. Senator Thurman’s son 
has announced his intention of voting lor 
Hayes, and against the Democratic ticket.— 
Washington correspondence New York Post. 
Pennsylvania Democrats once thought 
highly of the judgment of James Buchanan. 
They will do well to compare their recent 
platform with the following paragraph from 
one of their statesman’s speeches: “Now, the 
Constitution has provided gold and siiver 
coin, and no other currency, as the medium 
by which commerce is to be conducted; how 
then, can the gentleman create a paper cur- 
rency bv implication ? Congress has estab- 
lished mints to coin hard money in execution 
of this power; how, then, can it establish 
paper mints to manufacture paper money for 
the very same purpose? To use a law max- 
im, the expression of one is theexclusion of the 
other. If the framers of the Constitution had 
intended to confer such a power they would 
have added to the power ‘to coin money and 
regulate the value thereof, that of issuing pa- 
per money. Now, sir, can any person at all 
acquainted with the history of those times be- 
lieve that such a*proposition would have re- 
ceived a single vote in the convention ? * * * 
No, sir, we possess no such power to create 
paper money.”—New York World. 
ragrrscgrurs speech. 
An Argument for Honest Money and an 
Appeal to National Honor. 
MR. SCIIURZ’S OBJECT IN SPEAKING IN OHIO. 
Mr. Chairman and Fellow Citizens :—Tbe 
merchants and business men of Cincinnati havt* 
greatly honored me by inviting me to address the 
people of Ohio as an advocate of honest money. For 
that honor I offer them my sincere thanks. In obei- 
dience to my own sense of duty, I have accented that 
invitation, deeply sensible of the magnitude of the 
question and the far-reaching Importance of the dec- 
laration of sentiment which the people of Ohio will 
soon be called upon to make at the ballotJ-box. But 
before proceeding to discuss the issues at this con- 
test, I owe you a preliminary statement of a personal 
nature. I am told that my appearance in this cam- 
paign has been represented as part of a concerted 
plan to lead independent voters of the country into 
the ranks of the Republican party, and commit them 
to support its candidates in the Presidential election 
of 1876. That story is an idle invention. I know of 
no such plan. If it existed I would not be a party to 
it. Independent voters have minds of their own, 
and I respect them too much to believe that they can 
be transferred to this or that side by any individual 
or combination of individuals. Besides, I not only do 
not seek to commit anybody else as to the Presiden- 
tial election of 1876, but I do not mean to commit 
myself. I reserve to myself entire freedom of judg- 
ment on that matter, to be exercised when the exi- 
gency will arise; and I advise everybody else to do 
the same. My relations to the Republican party are 
no secret. I have deemed it my duty as a Senator 
and citizen to combat the errors and transgressions 
of the set of politicians that controlled it, and to at- 
tack the abuses grown up under its rule. I was in 
earnest. I thought I was right when I did so, and it 
is not mere stubbornness of opinion when I say I 
think so now. Not only have I nothing to retract* 
but I am sure recent developments convinced many 
good conscientious Republicans, that had our appeals 
been heeded in time, that organization would have 
saved itself many humiliations. It is therefore no 
sentimental partiality for the Republican party that 
brings me here. Whether the Republican party will 
put itself in a position to deserve support in the 
Presidential election in 1876, remains to be seen; 
whether the Democrats will do so remains to be seen 
also. My opinion has long been, and I have not con- 
cealed it, that the patriotic men of the Republic 
might do better than depend upon either. That 
well-meaniug citizens should so frequently have 
found themselves compelled to suppoi t one party, 
uui utvauw. iii uau uicu nuu ivuvuvuic, 
but because the other party appeared still worse, is a 
condition of politics unworthy of a free, intelligent, 
and high-minded people, but one of the most pro- 
lific sources of the corruption and demoralization of 
our political life. 
THE GOOD NAME OF THE COUNTRY INVOLVED IN 
THE OHIO CAMPAIGN. 
In that situation we have been for years, and there 
is now something going on in Ohio which threatens 
to continue that state of things in the year 1876, only 
in an aggravated form. Proclamation has been 
made by the Democratic leaders of Ohio that this 
State campaign is to be of decisive effect as to the is- 
sue of the Presidential election of 1876, and in the 
very front of these issues they have placed one which 
involves not only the National interests, but the char- 
acter, good name, and the whole moral being of the 
American people. An attempt is being made to se 
cure the endorsement by the people of tbo greatest 
state of the West, and one of tbe greatest in the Un- 
ion, of a financial policy which, if followed by tbe 
National Government, would discredit republican 
institutions the world over, expose the American 
people to the ridicule and contempt of civilized man- 
kind, make our political as well as business life more 
than ever the hotbed of gambling and corruption, 
and plunge the country into all those depths of mor- 
al and national bankruptcy and ruin which, as all 
history demonstrates, never, never fail to follow a 
course so utterly demented in its wickedness. The 
advocates of inflation in this state, as they them- 
selves give us to understand, expect the people of 
Ohio, by the election of the Democratic caudidates, 
to declare their approbation of that financial policy, 
that inflation fever which will, under the stimulus of 
such success, sweep like wildfire over the Western 
and Southern States, overwhelm and snbjugatc the 
Democratic National Convention next year, dictate 
its policy and its candidates, and in 1876 put an in- 
flation party into the field strong enough to defy op- 
position. 
I candidly confess 1 see good reason to apprehend 
such consequences. I do, indeed, not undervalue the 
importance of the manly, honorable, and patriotic 
condemnation pronounced by the Democratic Con- 
vention of New York on the doctrines preached by 
their Democratic brethren here. It was an act de- 
serving the grateful applause of every good citizen; 
hut I doubt very seriously whether that act will stem 
the flood, if the inflationists in Ohio are successful. 
Pennsylvania has already followed them, and it is 
but too probable that the sectional feeling which the 
inflation movement strives to excite iu the W est and 
Sou^ will be inflamed to more intense bitterness, 
andOrat the financial question will be used as a new 
agency to revive tbe curse of sectional warfare in 
our politics. Let us indulge in no delusion. The 
success ot the inflation party in Ohio will be the sig- 
nal for the general change along the whole line to 
submerge tbe best principles and leave helpeless in 
tlie rear tlie best leaders of the Democratic party, 
and, spurred on by a reckless demagogu ism, to capture 
the national power by a tumultuous rush. This is no 
matter of mere local concerns, as some weakly pre- 
tend to believe. It is a national danger which all 
good citizens should unite to avert, and which can 
surely be averted only by the defeat of inflation here* 
I repeat, therefore, I have not come here to white- 
wash tlie faults of the Republican party, to apolo- 
gize for its shortcomings, or to serve its ambitions; 
but here is an incalculable mischief threatened by the 
other side to bo prevented, and I simply try to do my 
duty as I understand it. 
NO CHANGE OF GBOUND. 
I beg leave to addres. my remarks directly to the 
Democrats of Ohio. In view of our former relations, 
I trust fliey will not for this direct appeal accuse me 
of impropriety. When I, as an independent man, in 
the Senate and before the people,advocated a policy of 
conciliation and justice with regard to the South, 
when I attacked official corruption and the transgres- 
sions of those in power, when I denounced violations 
of the principles of the Constitution, perpetrated by 
Republican officers of the state, you, my fellow citi- 
zens, lavished upon me expressions of applauso and 
confidence, for which I was duly grateful. But the 
Democratic inflationists seek to discredit my good 
faith by the accusation that I have changed sides. 
Let us see. In 1872, 1 stood before you as an advo- 
cate ol the Liberal ticket, which had also been 
adopted and was supported by the Democrats. That 
ticket was nominated upon a platform containing, 
as an essential part of its political faith, the follow- 
ing resolutions: “The public credit must be sacredly 
maintained, and we denounce repudiation in every 
form and guise. A speedy return to specie payments 
is demanded alike by the highest cosiderations of 
commercial morality and honest Government.” That 
platform was solemnly indorsed and adopted as tho 
political faith of the Democratic party by their Na- 
tional Convention at Baltimore. Upon that plattorm 
they stood then, and upon it I faithfully stand to-day # 
Democrats, where are you? In making that declara- 
tion of principles, I was in earnest. If your leaders 
betrayed their declared faith, what right have they 
to accuse me of deserting my cause when I resist its 
betrayal by them? Again, they pretend that from 
opposition to Gen. Grant I have tnmed around to 
speak for him and promote his re-election. Let us 
see. In the verbatim report of a speech made by Gov. 
Allen at Mansfield, I find the following language: 
“I have some reason to believe, and not a small rea- 
son either, that Grant, in his secret heart, wants the 
Democracy to carry Ohio, in order that it may be said 
by bis partisans, ‘Now, no other man can rescue the 
country but Grant; therefore we must have Grant.* ** 
You Democrats will certainly^ot accuse your candi- 
date for Governorship of telling a deliberate untruth, 
it he says he has good reason to believe that President 
Grant desires tho Democracy to carry Ohio. Then, 
ot course, his reasons must be good; we have Gov. 
Allen a word tor it. Now I, for my part, do not wish 
to see President Grant’s secret desires gratified on 
this point. I am honestly and earnestly opposed to 
the furtherance of that re-nominatian by the success 
of the inflation Democracy in Ohio. If there are any 
Grant men in this campaign, they are those who ad- 
vocate Gov. Allen’s election. The truth is there were 
a set of Republican politicians who, thought 4tbey 
could permit themselves any iniquity if they only 
raised the cry of “rebel;” there are those who think 
they could permit themselves any kind of iniquity if 
they only raised the cry ot “Grant.” I opposed the 
iormer as false pretenders, and upon the same prin- 
ciple 1 oppose the latter,lor it is my sincere conviction 
that there is just as little danger in the tricks of 
wily politicians who strive to hide their mischievous 
schemes behind what they believe to be a popular cry. 
No,my Democratic fellow-citizens,I have not changed, 
since I stand upon the same ground which I occupied 
when you cheered my utterances. I advocate the 
same principles and serve the same ends to the same 
sentiments which you then so loudly applauded. I 
ask yon now to give me a patient and candid hearing. 
THE OHIO PLATFORM ANALYZED. 
As Democrats you profess to be, above all, in favor 
of two things: First, the strictest maintenance of 
the limitations of governmental power as an inde* 
spensable safe gyard of f.ee institutions; and, sec- 
cond, an honest and economical conduct of our public 
aftairs. Its fidelity to these two things is the partic- 
ular boast of the Democratic party, and upon this 
fidelity ft bases its claims on popular confidence and 
support. As to the necessity of these two things we 
fully agree; in fact, it was whilo contending for the 
maintenance of the constitutional limitations of gov- 
ernmental power and for the restoration of honest 
and economical Government that the Independents 
broke with the controlling influences of the Republi- 
can party, and for which you applauded ns so loudly. 
Now then I protest we are in earnest and in good 
f«i«h in that strutrole. actuated not bv any motive of 
euioxx puieuuux b^uv, out, Ojr » gXjucwu avUviiuUp lux 
the integrity of Republican fnsTitutfonT ana TtilT 
good, and public being in earnest and in 
good faith, we must recognize our duty to 
defend that cause against whatever power 
whatever party, may imperil it, against Democrats 
no less than against Republicans, Were you Demo- 
crats of Ohio in earnest and good taith also when you 
represented the strictest limitation ot governmental 
powers and hostility to corruption and extravagance 
as your pet principles? Examine your present atti- 
tude. You adopted in your State Convention a plat- 
form insisting upon an augmentation by the General 
Government of its irredeemable paper currency, andf 
now I assert that those who advocate an inflation of 
our irredeemable paper currency, although calling 
themselves Democrats, are advocating an assumption 
and exercise of power by the Governmnet farjmore 
over-reaching and dangerous, and a corruption and 
profligacy far more demoralizing and oppressive, 
than any wo have so far experienced. If I make 
good that assertion you will not be able to deny that 
your Ohio platform is a reckless and barefaced aban- 
donment of the very principles the Democratic party 
pretends to be the proudest of. But before proceed- 
ing to this demonstration I must notice an evasion 
resorted to by some of the Democratic leaders who 
seem to feel the soreness of that point. Here and 
there the pretense is put forth that the Ohio platform 
does not mean an inflation of our irredeemable cur- 
ency at all, but merely an adaptation of It to the 
w ants of trade. This argument is used to calm the ap. 
prehensions of those who recoil from naked inflation 
and the prospect of ruin it opens. Never was a decep- 
tion more insidious Demociats, let us be candid asse- 
rious men, and tyave at least the courage of our 
opiuions and purposes. Let us throw aside the art 
of the juggler when tbo highest interests of the 
people are at stake. What does the Democratic 
platform say? It states that the contraction of the 
currency, wrought by the Republican party, which 
contraction, by the way, is only imaginary, as every 
well-informed man in the country knows, has 
brought about the present depression of business, and 
having made this statement, the platform proceeds 
to propose, “to make and keep the volume of the 
currency equal to the wants of trade.” What does 
this mean? If anything, it means that the volume 
of the currency has been reduced so much as to fall 
short of the wants of trade, that it must be “made” 
equal to iliose wants, and that can only be done by 
issuing more of it, and that it must be “kept” equal 
to those wants, and that can only be done by issuing 
still more of it from time to time, as the volume put 
out may not have effected the purpose. Every child 
in the country can understand the meaning of such 
language, and I wonder with what faith “honorable 
gentlemen” can stand up before intelligent people 
feebly Quibbling about the turn of a phrase which 
has no meaning at all if it does not mean inflation. 
But iiotwuii uui uuiy imintiuii oy a single act and 
to a fixed amount; it means inflation continuous 
and indefinite. The volume of the currency is to be 
»‘made” and “kept” equal to the wants ot trade. Is 
not the volume of the currency equal to the wants of 
irautJ Iiowf iuo iuu(> ia no nuuuiuus as najugui 
that the banka of the country, especially in centres of 
trade, are full of money that lies idle for want of 
employment. No intelligent man questions this fact. 
To any candid man this would conclusively prove, 
not that the volume of currency is unequal to the 
wants of business, but that the business of the coun- 
try is unequal to the volume of the currency. 
But no, says the inflationists, it does not prove that 
the volume of currency is equal to the wants of 
trade, for although there may be a superabundance 
of money in the banks, there are a great many peo 
pie who want money and cannot get it. To candid, 
common sense, this again would prove, not that 
there is a lack of currency, but that there is a 
want of confidence, which deters those who have 
money irom embarking in business, and lending 
money to those who need it. That want of con- 
fidence is to he overcome. How do the inflationists 
propose to accomplish this? 
GOT. ALLEN AIDING THE FALLACY. 
On this point we gain some information from 
their chief, Gov. Allen, who Is, by the Democratic 
Party of Ohio, charged with the great office of lead- 
ing the country out of all of its financial difficulties. 
I have studied some of the speeches of that venerable 
gentleman, which, I must confess, filled me with 
wonder and amazement. No words can do him jus- 
tice but his own. In a verbatim report of bia 
speech delivered some time ago at Marietta, I find 
the following language: “These men [meaning his 
opponents] go about and cry there is too much 
money in this country. I wish to God we could 
find some of it. [Laughter] They say it is in the 
banks. Is it? It might quite as well, for the pur- 
poses of money and currency, be in the bottom of 
the Pacific Ocean, for if it is not in circulation it is 
no more meneytban so many cornstalks would be. 
To be money, it must circulate as a^medium for car- 
rying on the exchanges of the country.** This, then, 
is Gov. Allen’s doctrine. I do not wish to speak 
harshly of the venerable gentleman, who, no doubt, 
liossesses many estimable qualities, and far be it 
from me to cast any slur upon his character as a 
man: but, standing there as one of the great leaders 
whose wisdom the people are called upon to trust 
for the management of their most impor- 
tant interests, his expressed opinions challenge scru- 
tiny. Now, I must confess, among all the glariug 
absurdities, with which the inflation school of finan 
ciers havo been flooding the land, I find nene equal 
to this theory of Gov. Allen’s in brilliancy of non- 
sense. It deserves to be recorded and transmitted 
to posterity as one of the immortal utterances of the 
financial statesmanship of this period. Only think 
of it. Money in bank is^no money at all for business 
purposes, because it is in bank. Tbe great leader of 
the Democratic Party of Ohio, who asks the people to 
vote for him on tbe very ground of his financial prin- 
ciples, does not know yet that in this civilized coun- 
try only about seven per cent, of the business trans- 
actions are accomplished by an actual transfer and 
delivery of currency from band to hand, and that 
fully ninety-three per cent, of those transactions are 
effected by the transfer of bank accounts through 
checks, notes, and bills of exchange. He does 
not know that ninety-three per cent, of the circula- 
tion of money In this country Is effected through 
those very banks, which he likens to the bottom Of 
the Pacific Ocean# He does not know yet that in the 
progress of civilization we have passed that ancient 
period of barbarism when a business man carried his 
treasury in his wallet and his counting-room in his 
hat. It seems almost incredible in this, the nine- 
teenth century, and yet this very absurdity is the 
basis of all the reasoning of the inflationists, and 
Gov. Allen is not only the blunt, but the true repre- 
sentative of the ideas of his followers. Believing or 
pretending to believe that money in tbe bank is lost 
to circulation and no longer performs tbe office o 
money, they strive either to force that money out Of 
the banks or to issue more which will not go to the 
banks, and decide at once for the latter course. Now, 
suppose more of onr irredeemable greenbacks be Is- 
sued, no matter wbo gets them, the first thing the 
people who receive them will do is to go straightway 
and deposit them in banks—all except Gov. Allen. 
“Hold on,” cries be, “that will never do. You are 
destroying yonr greenbacks for all purposes of mon- 
ey and currency. You are throwing them to the bot- 
tom ot the Pacific Ocean.” and he sagely proceeds to 
stow his away in an old stocking, or an earthen 
pot under the bed for circulation, for it he lends his 
money to anybody, or pays it out in a business trans- 
action, the man who gets it, if it is a considerable 
quantity, will forthwith deposit it in a bank, and ev- 
en if it id out in small sums It will eventually get 
there. Yes, this is a perverse age, when people wll* 
insist upon depositing their money in ibank*. Now, 
Gov. Allen will say: “This experiment not having 
answered, the great mass of the greenbacks having 
gone into the banks, or. which is the same thing, to 
te bottom of the Pacific Ocean, of coarse we mast 
issue more greenbacks, and more and more, until 
the ^oney stays out of the banks,” and finally, Gov. 
Allen would accomplish his purpose. That is when 
the greenbacks will have become so utterly worthless 
that it will ne longer be of any use to deposit them 
in the banks at all. Then, I suppose, the green- 
backs would, in his sense, be “better than corn- 
stalks.” They would at least serve tbe purposes of 
money and currency, and really circulate as a medi- 
um according to Gov. Allen’s enlightened financial 
conception. This would, as Gov. Allen gives us to 
understand, be makin? and keni.incr the vnlnmn of 
the currency equal to the wants of trade In pursu- 
ance ot the Ohio platform. I desire to prove that the 
Ohio platform means inflation. Will any follower of 
Gov. Allen deny it yet? But oh, citizens of Ohio, I 
ask you in all soberness, would it not be a burning 
shame for the people of so great a State, an intelli- 
gent, an educated people, at a critical moment, when 
so much depends upon their decision, to deiignate 
him who claims their votes, just because be is the ex- 
ponent of such a policy, as tbeir chosen chief, thus 
putting the seal of their approbation upon a finan. 
cial theory so utterly absurd and childish as to be- 
come the laughing-stock of the world wherever they 
are mentioned. I earnestly hope the people of Ohio 
will think better of themselves. 
TBE VOLUME OF THE CURRENCY AND THE WANTS 
OF TRADE. 
Some Democratic speakers pretend that thp policy 
of making and keeping the volume ot the currency 
equal to the wants of trade may, In the sense of the 
Ohio platform, under circumstances, mean, instead 
of inflation, a reduction of the currency, namely, 
when it appears that the volume of the currency is 
in excess of the wants of trade. When will the ex- 
cess be admitted, if it is not admitted, while large 
quantities of money lie in the banks idle for want o* 
employment, and that paper money at a heavy dis- 
count as to gold? If, now, the wants ot trade are 
considered to require still more currency, under wbat 
circumstances will they l»e considered to require less? 
It is easy to show that as you go on increasing 
the currency the demand will not be satis- 
fied, but it will be still more excited. One 
thing is universally admitted; if tho volume 
of our irredeemable paper money is Increased, It 
will lurther depreciate. The paper dollar, which is 
worth eighty-five cents in gold now, will Le worth 
eighty, or seventy, or sixty, or fifty cents ;tben, and 
what you can buy for $1 in paper now will cost 91 25 
or 91.39, or 91.40. or 91*50 then. As the paper 
money depreciates and loses ia parch—hi g 
power, its power of aflectirg exchange* wm aeciea*e 
,u u v<irrw>|KnKiii,« iurawarv. A tranaflrtinn reqnlr- 
twer Ti fifulred dollars now will require 
9125, or $130, or 9150 then. What follows? The in- 
creased quantity of the currency bringing with it 
no increased power of effecting exchange in conse- 
quence of corresponding depreciation, j on are, alter 
tho increase, jnet as Car from satisfying the supposed 
wants of trade as you were before. You try further 
expansion, and the result will be exactly the same. 
You go on trying in that way to make the volume of 
currency equal to the wants of trade, and the infla- 
tion will be indefinite, until finally the currency be- 
comes so worth lews as to e&ecfc no oxohaoges at all,and 
the whole edifice tumbles down in universal repu. 
diation, bankruptcy and rain. Is there any advo 
cate ot the Democratic platform who cam gainsay 
this? If not, then let us hear no more about that 
platform not meaning inflation. It means inflation, 
ndefinite, unlimited, until the currency is utterly 
worthless. Besides, you need only listen, not to ib« 
trimming apologizers, but to tho real makers and 
exponents of the Democratic platform, and you hear 
nothing bat the roar ror more money, more money. 
If it did not mean inflation it would have no value 
at all to them. To qnibble about it is not only a 
useless, it is simply a ridiculous attempt at eva- 
sion. The inflationists of Ohio themselves will laugh 
at you did you tell them that the platform 
does not mean more money, much, very mnch more 
money. 
INFLATION AN UNDUE ASSUMPTION OF POWER. 
Now let me return to the point from which tbij 
was a digression. I affirmed that those who advo- 
cated an inflation of our Irredeemable paper cur- 
rency, pretending to be Democrats, are advocating 
an assumption and exercise of power by the Govern- 
ment far more overreaching and dangerous, and 
a corruption aud profligac» far more demoralising 
and oppressive, than any we have yet experienced, 
thus betraying the very principles which the Demo- 
cratic Party puts In the foreground in soliciting the 
confidence and support of the people. First, then * 
as to the limit of Governmental power; you, my 
Democratic friends, insist that a strict limitation 
of the powers of the Government, ac„ 
cording to constitutional principles, is the 
most essential and indespensable safeguard 
of popular liberty and free institutions. 
I contend for the same doctrine. But you insist also 
that our irredeemable paper currency shall be aug- 
mented according to the supposed wants of trade; 
and who is to determine what the wants of trade 
are, and to what extent the volume of currency shall 
be augmented? Of course, the Government. Have 
you considered what that means? In specie-paying 
times the amount of coin circulating in a country is 
regulated by the circumstances of business. If there 
is more than finds profitable employment, it will 
flow out and go where it finds a better market. If 
there is less than the wants of trade require, It will 
become dear, and flow in from countries where it is 
cheaper. The issues of a well-regulated banking sys- 
tem based upon specie will conform to the same 
rule. Temporary disturbances brought on by pan- 
ics or artificial operations may arise, but on the 
vhnlA thA rnlw hnlilt onml. Th« flnvprnnirtnl. haa no 
arbitrary control whatever over the value of the cur- 
rency. It 83es to it that the coin struck in the mint 
be of the prescribed standard valne. It punishes 
counterfeiting. It regulates the banking system so as 
to make it safe, and then it lets currency ard trade 
in their relations^take care of themselves. That is 
sound democratic and also sound financial principle 
and practice in the true sense of the word. There 
the Government is reduced to its proper funct.ons. 
But how is it where an irredeemable paper money 
prevails? There the volume of currency is not regu- 
lated by tbe circumstances of trade. The paper 
money not having outside of the country that valne 
which specie possesses, it does not flow out and in as 
the needs .of business may require. The quantity 
the country shall have is determined by the arbitrary 
will of the Government. This Is a power of awtol 
extent and significance. It is not disputed that the 
value of the purchasing power of an irredeemable 
paper currency is afiected by the quantity in circula- 
tion, and that other circumstances, such as the confi- 
dence of the people and solvency of the Government, 
remaining the same, an appreciable expansion of the 
currency will result in its depreciation, and rice 
versa. But as the currency changes in purchasing 
power, so the money value of all you possess, and all 
you have to buy or to sell, changes also; so that the 
power of the Government to determine the quantity 
of currency that shall be in circulation is virtually 
equivalent to the power by its own arbitrary act to- 
increase or decrease the money value of all t he pri- 
vate property in the land. In other words, tbe pri- 
vate fortune of every citizen is placed at the mercy 
of the Government’s arbitrary pleasure. You can- 
not venture upon any business enterprise, you can- 
not sell or bay a lot of merchandise on time, or even 
for cash; you cannot make a contract involving the 
outlay or payment of money, but the Government 
will have the power to determine whether it will be 
to your profit or loss, and perhaps, in extreme cases, 
whether it wiJl make you rich or bankrupt. This, 
then, is the awful power of a Government Intrusted 
with the office of making and keeping the volume of 
currency equal to the wants of trade. You may ask 
me, “Cannot the Congress of the United States be 
depended upon to exercise such a power with wis- 
dom and discretion?” The Lord preserve us I The 
wisest assembly of financiers in tbe world would be 
unable to discover any other means to make anil keep 
the volume of currency equal to the wants of trade 
than by a return to specie basis, where trade and 
currency may adjust themselves, Congress- 
give us the most honest and intelligent Congress we 
[concluded on foueth paoe.] 
Literature for Boys and Girls. 
Those who would give childrou for daily 
diet only dry crusts, well-picked bones, and 
slops would be hooted at as barbarians— 
and rightly too. Then what can be said of the 
kindly and respectable people who provide for 
their youug charges a mental food which cor- 
responds to the hones, the crusts and the slops? 
The quality of the literature specially prepared 
for boys aud girls iu their early teens is not 
more remarkable than its quantity. It is too 
often flabby, gushing and pretentious. It at- 
tempts muscle aud ends in mush; it adorns the 
tale at the expanse of the morals, and is as far 
below the fine old English models as it well 
can be. There’s little that is rich, strong and 
healthy about it, and yet it is the stuff outside 
text-books, that chiefly helps to make the 
brains of school boys and girls between the 
ages of twelve and sixteen. When the supply 
fails the young people are naturally not slow to 
take up those novels which are even more weak 
and] gushing. There is scarcely such a thing 
as vital aud systematic instruction in English 
literature in home and school. Readers cer- 
tainly do not offer it, and the average teacher 
appears to take very little interest in it. Even 
in the old and thorough schools, the course of 
reading—if there be ooe—is apt to be pursued 
in a perfunctory fashion which leaves the 
graduate without any quickeuing desire to 
seek for himself the literary treasures of the 
world Youug Americans of the better class 
have, as a rule, bright minds and docile tastes 
—yet the usual reading matter of an unpleas- 
antly large number of young men and women 
is made np of sensational novels, and the “en- 
tertaining things”—fashions and murders 
among them—in the daily newspaper. They 
are utterly ignorant as to the real riches of 
English writings; it is no wonder that their 
minds so quickly take on the conventional 
commonplace tone. 
It is useless to inflict upon young people a 
daily compulsory stint of dry history and drier 
essay. The teacher who is really wise and ac- 
complished understands very well how to 
awaken and to train an active and delighted in- 
terest in the best thought and the Doblest liter- 
ary manner. If nothing but a novel appeals at 
present to the young girl’s capacity, give her a 
novel; but let it be a standard in conception 
and execution. “The Newcomea,” if rather 
more worldly, is assuredly a sweeter aud 
healthier tonic than "Che Wide, Wide World” 
or eveu the fashionable Boston “juveniles.” 
There is not much danger of surfeiting chil- 
dren with writing too old for them; every 
teacher who knows his business thoroughly 
kDows how the fields of history may be made 
to blossom under young eyes: how childish im- 
SnlrA fi.A hAt«./,An tliA Bint nF 
aud the steel of action when both are brilliant- 
ly rehearsed: and how even the bones of infer- 
ence and deduction are made lively by eager 
young minds. Girls and boys who are not stu- 
pid naturally delight in splendid description, in 
good sense, and in simple English. If, instead 
of all this, they learn to love a diet of crusts 
and slops, it shows willful carelessness on the 
part of friends and teachers.—New York Tri- 
bune. 
An Incident.—In Redpath’s list of lectures 
may be seen the name of Major H. C. Dane, 
who, during the war, was the chief signal offi- 
cer of Farragut’s fleet. While in service on 
the Sabine river in Louisitna, he was taken 
prisoner, and a valuable sword bearing his name 
taken from him. Re was afterwards exchang- 
ed, but all efforts to again get possession of his 
sword prove 1 fruitless. This happened ten 
years ago, and a few days since he received a 
letter from a gentleman in a Southern city stat- 
ing that in passing by an auction room recently 
he saw this sword, and noticing the name and 
the value of the weapon he purchased it, think- 
ing that if the owner was alive he would value 
it very highly, and if dead it would be a sweet 
reminder to his friends. The letter concluded 
by saying that if he desired he would forward 
it to him. Of course the Major was greatly 
surprised to get the letter, and he lost no time 
in answering it, thanking the. gentleman for his 
kindness and begging to pay the price which 
he had paid for the sword. The sword was re- 
ceived by the Major in Boston this week, and 
with it a note refusing any pay, but asking him 
to receive it as a present from one who wore 
the grey to onewho wore the blue, and appoint- 
ing a meeting at the Centennial next year. The 
meeting will doubtless be a happy one, although 
neither of the gentlemen have ever met. 
A Warm Tribute.—It will not only be the 
friends'but the legion of people in this country 
who have heard Annie Louise Cary sing, who 
will rejoice to hear that she has made a most 
unqualified and enthusiastic success in Russia. 
She made her debut at the Imperial Opera 
House in Moscow last Thurskay evening, se- 
lecting the role of Azucena in “II Trovatore.” 
A cable despatch says that the enthusiasm was 
very great, that she received many floral gifts, 
and was calleo before the curtain nine times 
during the evening, it being the grandest ova- 
tion ever received toy an American artist in 
ltussia. Those who know Cary*a pars!a- j tnnf onH rnuBpiontinna HptrAt.iiin t.n hor arf. t.hp i 
misgivings with which she went to ltussia,and 
the fears that she would not satisfy the fickle 
and somewhat fastidious Russians, will heart- 
ily rejoice over her-success, and the whole peo- 
ple will receive the announcement of her re- 
markable success with a large degree of pride, 
from the fact that she is the first native-born 
and purely-American artist who has succeeded 
on Russian soil. It emphasizes the statement 
which has more than once been made in the 
Tribune of the future possibilities of the Amer- 
ican prima donna.—Chicago tribune. 
News and Other Items. 
The new hotel in Cleveland, O., will cost $1,- 
000.000. 
A Hebrew co'l^ge has been opened in Cincin- 
nati. 
A son of Dan VoorhefS is goiug to come out 
on the stage as Hamlet. 
The reception of Admiral Wellesley at Prov- 
idence has been postponed till Saturday. His 
frigate sails for Halifax Monday. 
The latest discovery at Pompeii is that of 
the figure of a woman lighting a fire in the 
cook stove, while her husband is asleep in bed. 
Nothing of the lost arts about that. 
Col. Baker’s disgraced relatives in London 
paid a photographer £1000 to prevent the sale 
of the unfortunate soldier’s picture on the 
street. 
H. B. Claflin & Co. are to be sued for $1,500,- 
000 on smuggled goods, and to be criminally 
prosecuted also. The suit s based upon what 
one of their purchasing agents did. 
Judge Strong of Erie, has sustained the gov- 
ernment claim of priority over other creditors 
upon the assets of J. Cooke & Co, to the ex- 
tent of £132,010 due from the London branch 
of the firm. 
The youngest Jesse Pomeroy on record is re- 
ported from Digby, Nova Scotia, where the 
son of a Mr. Rice, aged eighteen months, 
nearly beat his baby sister to death with a curl- 
ing iron. 
Captain John Norris of Peter3burgh, Ky., is 
said to be the only man now living who took 
part in the battle of Lake Erie. He is 84 years 
old, is in vigorous health, and has a gold medal 
which the Legislature of Kentucky gave him 
in 1860. 
The most long lived game of chess reported 
recently, is one which has been going on for 
nine months between O. A. Brownson, Jr., of 
Dubuque, and a gentleman named Rogers of 
Detroit. As it is by correspondence, Uncle 
Sam’s postoffice department has made more 
out of it than anybody else. 
Gen. Joseph E. Johnson has at last put an 
end to that story about himself and the Khe- 
dive’s army. He writes to a friend: “I am 
very sorry to say that the Khedive has not made 
me the magnificent offers reported by some 
southern editors, nor do 1 know if he is still 
appointing Americans in his army. 
At a meeting of the clertrvmen of new Ha- 
ven on Monday, both President Porter of Yale 
College, and the Rev. Dr. Leonard Bacon ex 
pressed themselves as opposed to inviting 
Messrs. Moody and Sankey to undertake a re- 
vival in that city. Dr. Bacon took the ground 
that the results of ]a visit of the 'revivalists 
would be temporary and unsatisfactory. 
One of the remarkable men of the Alabama 
constitutional convention is Colonel Bethen. 
He is a lawyer, that has had only one case in 
his life. It was his first and his last. The 
case involved a large amount of property, and 
his fee depended upon his success. He won; 
his fee was 860,000, and with this he gracefully 
retired from the bar. A legal career so brief 
and so brilliant has probably been the lot of no 
other man since litigation began. 
An English traveller, Mr. Hartshorne, gave 
the British association, the other day, au ac- 
count of the Weddas, a wild tribe which lives 
in the interior of Ceylon. These Weddas are 
about five feet high, live on water and roast 
monkey, and are, he reports, incapable of 
laughter. After trying every way to make 
their chief laugh, and failing, he asked in 
amazement whether they ever laughed. “No,” 
replied the Wedda, “why should we? What is 
there to laugh at?" 
A number of hotel keepers in Chicago, who 
have been swindled frequently, now require 
travellers to pay in advance. They say a man 
who intends to pay for his accommodations can 
not Object to the arrangement. One traveller 
not appreciating the change in affairs, was 
questioned by the clerk, who said; “You will 
not object toj paying before you go to your 
room, sirV' “Certainly not, make out tour 
bill.” “For how long, sir?” “Well,” says the stranger, “you may charge me with about 
ten minutes, on the |European plan. By the 
end of that time I think I shall be at a bote! 
where the clerks wearj smaller diamonds and 
have more confidence in human nature." 
BY TELEGRAPH. 
MATTERS IN MAINE. 
[Special Despatch to the Press.] 
Escaped Prisoner. 
Kockland, Oct. 7.—Frank Mclutosli, inmate 
of Wiscasset jail, eluded the city marshal by 
jumping from the train near New Castle th.s 
morning. At last accounts he was still at 
large. 
[To the Associated Press. 
Skeleton of a Missing (Soldier PonuJ. 
Augusta, Oct. 7.—A human skeleton cov- 
ered with soldier’s clothes, was found in the 
woods near the Soldiers’ Home at Togus, yes- 
terday. ft is supposed to be that of a German 
inmate, aged 75 years, who was missed from 
the Home 13 months ago, and was supposed to 
have deserted. 
Dead in the Cars. 
As conductor Lincoln, on tho train from 
Bangor to Boston, passed through the cars 
near Waterville, he found the dead body of a 
respectably dressed man. In his hat was a 
ticket from Bangor to Boston. A handker- 
chief was found on his person, with the mark 
Samuel C. Rice. He is apparently about 50 
years of age and has a heavy gold riDg on his 
right hand, aud a gold bosom pin. The body 
lies at Augusta depot, awaiting the coroner. 
Appearances are that it is a case of death from 
heart disease. 
Loss of a Richmond Vessel. 
Gardiner, Oct. 7.—A private despatch from 
North Sidney, Cape Breton, Oct. 7th, to J. W. 
Hagar, ol Richmond, reports the foundering at 
sea of his ship, the Mayflower, bound from 
Greenock to Boston with pig iron. The May- 
flower was-built by her owner at Richmond in 
1863, was of 1018 tons burthen, and valued at 
830,000. No insurance. She was commanded 
by W. S. Harrington. 
Maine Mchoonsrs Seized far not Baring 
Fog Borns. 
Boston, Oct. 7.—The schooners Native 
American of Calais, and Olive Clark of East- 
port, were seized to-day at this port, by. U. S. 
revenue officers, for non-compliance with 
the law requiring the use of suitable fog horns. 
Sellers of ..Vnllfe Wines and Cider for 
Tippling Pntpo.es Liable to Prosecu- 
tion. 
Lewiston, Oct. 7.—Iu the S. J. Court at 
Auburn to-day, Judge Walton ruled that any 
person who sells Mains’, or any other native 
wine or cider, or any other intoxicating bever- 
onn fno ftnnliniv r»n rnmmo is lialllo fur lrnd ni *1 rr 
a nuisance. 
Franklin County Fair. 
Farmington, Oct. 7.—The annual fair of the 
Franklin County Agricultural Society was held 
yesterday. The day was fine, and a large 
crowd was in attendance, The display of farm 
products was the best for many years. In the 
trot for the sweepstakes race there were three 
entries, viz: Copperbottom, Shooting Star and 
Jack Hazard. Shooting Star won the first 
money. Time 2.44. The three minute race 
was won by Victor Hugo in three straight 
heats; best time three minutes. 
NEW~HAMPSH1RE. 
TOE LANGitlAID MURDER. 
Discharge of the (Suspected Parly Arrest- 
ed at Unwell. 
Lowell, Oct. 6.—John Maher, arrested here 
Tuesday night on suspicion of murdering Josie 
Langmaid, has been liberated. Mr. Davis,con- 
ductor of the freight train which leaves Man- 
chester at 4. a. m..identified Maher as the man 
whom he gave a ride to Nashua last Monday 
morning, and he saw him alight at Nashua at 
half-past five. It would have been impossible 
for Maher to get back to Pembroke in season to 
perpetrate the crime of which he was suspect- 
ed. 
The Iuquest. 
Concord, Oct. 7.—The coroner’s inquest in 
the Pembroke murder case was resumed this 
afternoon, and alter a short hearing adjourned 
till Saturday morning. Nothing of importance 
was brought out. 
The Arrested Tramp Disoharged. 
The tramp arrested at Baymond was dis- 
charged to-day, there being no facts to warrant 
his further detention. 
Drew Still in Custody. 
Drew is still in custody, but there seems to 
be no important evidence against him. Not 
much confindense is felt that the stake found is 
a clue that will lead to the detection of the 
murderer. 
Detectives Wood and Dearborn re utned to 
Boston this evening. It is not known whether 
they will return or not. It is generally be- 
lieved that the crime was not committed by a 
tramp, but by a mshslsi tbs town, mo fa- 
til iliar with tbo woods nod who /too w llio hah- 
its of the girl. 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Preparations for the Bxecuti on of Pem- 
berton, 
Boston, Oct. 7—All arrangements have 
been perfected for the execution of George W. 
Pemberton, the murder ot Mis. Bingham at 
East Boston, which lakes place at 10 a. m. to- 
morrow at the Suffolk count; jail. The pris- 
oner appears penitent and reconciled to his 
inevitable fate. 
Bepablicam Rally. 
The first Republican rally of the campaign 
was held to-night at Fanueil Hall, which was 
filled to its utmost capacity. Hou. A. W. 
Beard, chairman of the state central commit- 
tee, introduced Hon. Richard Dana, Jr., as 
chairman. Vice-President Wilson announced 
to Mr. Rice his nomination as Republican can- 
didate for Governor, anil that gentleman for- 
mally accepted in a speech of about 30 minutes 
upon the issues of the campaign. Speeches 
were made by Mr. Dana, Vice-President Wil- 
son, Mr. Rice, Geu. Swift and Col. Hopkins of 
Worcescer. 
Ice Houses Burned. 
Gloucester, Oet. 7.—Abraham Day’s four 
large ice houses at Day’s pond, Rockport road, 
were totally destroyed by fire at 11 o’clock to- 
night. Supposed to be the work of an incen- 
diary. They were valued at $10,000, on which 
there is an insurance of about $8000. About 
$10,000 worth of sleighs, wagons, &c., belong- 
ing to Nathaniel Webster of the Webster 
House and others were also consumed. The 
houses were free from ice. 
NEW FORK. 
The Baptist ministers Welcome moody 
and Sankey. 
New York, Oct, 7.—At the annual session 
of the Baptist association, last evening, strong 
resolutions were introduced by Rev. Dr. Armi- 
tage, and unanimously adopted, extending a 
cordial welcome to Moody and Sankey in their 
evangelical work here, and promising every aid 
in the power of the Baptist ministry and de- 
nomination. The resolutions were heartily en- 
dorsed by several of the most eminent Baptist 
divines present. This is in exact opposition 
to the sentiment expressed by Fulton a few 
days ago, who, however, was not authorized 
even to speak on that subject for his own 
ohurch. 
A special from Philadelphia states that 
Moody and Sankey have determined to com- 
mence work in that city, November 14th, and 
a large building is to be erected. 
Yacht Race. 
The yacht race yesterday was one of the most 
remarkable ever sailed in these waters, being 
made throughout in a tremendous gale and sea, 
the latter sweeping the decks of both yachts 
continually. Both the Resolute and Estelle 
exhibited sea going qualities of the first order. 
J.L1C A^abCIIC TV UU IUD liKC UJ LI LUO aiiuwauoo. 
The Iiesolute lost a topmast and broke her fore- 
boom. 
Held lor Purchasing Stolen Bonds. 
At the police court to-day Cyrus G. Clark, a 
Broadway druggist, was held in $10,000 for 
haring in March feloniously purchased ten 
$1000 Jersey city bonds, they being a portion 
of the bonds stolen in January 1874, by Abner 
Hamilton, then treasurer of Jersey City. 
WASHINGTON. 
The Forthcoming Report of the Com- 
missioner of Internnl Revenue, 
Washington, Oct. 6.—The Internal revenue 
commissioner Pratt has begun writing his an- 
nual report for the first three months of the 
present fiscal year. The internal re venue re- 
ceipts show an increase of about $2,0 00,000, as 
compared with the same period last year, and 
the commissioner estimates the receipts for 'he 
entire year at about $120,000,000, or $ 10,000,000 
more than was collected last year. 
The New Secretary. 
Washington, Oct. 7 —It is reported to-night 
upon good authority that the new Secretary of 
the Interior will be announced to-morrow, and 
futther that bis name has not yet been men- 
tioned in the speculations heretofore made con- 
cerning that appointment. 
Colored Men’s Convention. 
Augusta, Ga-, Oct. 7.—A colored convention 
composed of fifty delegates for the purpose of 
refuting thecharges that the negroes intended 
an insurrection and to determine the best 
couise for the colored race to pursue, met here 
to-day. The resolutions attack the government 
for its conduct towards the colored people; they express gratitude to Judge Herscbel V 
Johnson tor his fairness and impartiality in the trial of the Washington county prisoners; they condemn lawlessness aud advocate the cultiva- 
tion of amicable relations between the two 
races. Some advocated, emigration to Africa but the majority proposed remaining in the 
state as the rights ot the colored race were 
comlog to be respected. 
NETEOBOLOtilC A I, 
probabilities for the next twenty-four 
HOURS. 
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1 
Officer, Washington, D. C., > 
October 8, (1 A. M.)) 
For New England, 
the Middle states higher pressure, cooler, clear 
or partly cloudy weather, with northwesterly 
winds and possibly frosts in and north of Penn- 
sylvania. 
Count Hayes, the new Austrian ambassador, 
arrived in New York yesterday by .the steamer 
Hussia. 
THE MISSISSIPPI TROUBLES. 
One White Man and Nerernl Negroes Kill- 
ed. 
Memphis, Teen,, October 7.—The Appeal’s 
Friar’s J’oint special despatch this morning, 
says that Gen. Chalmers continued the pursuit 
of the negroes under Gen. Pease (colored) Tues- 
day* night to *Scbnfordvil'e. Frank Scott 
(white) was ambuscaded and fatally wouudei 
by negroes Tuesday, and subsequently a squad of white cavalry charged upon the negroes in 
ambush killing four of them; they also captur- 
ed two, who are now in jail. Gen. Chalmers 
is in command of 250 cavalry. He has not yet 
returned, and some forty or fifty of his com- 
mand remained last night at Clarksdale to 
watch the negroes in that section. Chalmers 
proceeded last night to Jamestown where the 
negroes under Gen. Bill Pearce were reported 
to be in force, about 500 strong. The negroes 
are also reported to be in force at Maj. Alcorn’s 
place, twelve miles from here. There are about 
100 armed citizens here who picket the town, 
and will remain under arms until the disturo- 
ance is ended and security of life and property 
is restored. The white people hardly know 
what to do. Their homes in the country are 
unprotected, and should the negroes offer vio- 
lence there would be a fearful state of affairs 
in this county. White men are determined to 
disperse all mobs, but are prudent and act on 
the defensive. 
Peaw’fl Forces Retreating. 
The Appeal’s Friar’s Point special states that 
Chalmer’s force was driving Pease’s force from 
Jamestown and had him nearly surrounded, 
and that reports had been received of negroes 
trying to organize forces in other parts of the 
county, but there had been no further fighting. 
Chalmers is determined to capture Pease if 
possible. This will end the disturbances, but 
even this will not allay the excitement, as the 
whites, irrespeotiveiof politics, fear an out- 
break in other sections of the county, and will 
remain under arms. 
Dental from Sheriff Brown. 
Sheriff Brown is still at Helena and denies 
that he attempted to incite the riot, but on 
reaching Helena telegraphed Gov. Ames that 
he could and would quiet the disturbance. 
Alcorn’s Account. 
Senator Alcorn to-day telegraphed Attorney 
General Pierpont as follows: “Having re- 
ceived several incredltable and sensational dis- 
patches touching the recent race troubles at 
Friar’s Point, I beg to assure you there need be 
no alarm for the peace of this county. Several 
hundred armed negroes who had been incited 
by an ill-tempered sheriff marched in our town 
___ — rJ1 1 1 1 XI. i.: 
tbe lead of the most prudent citizens who have 
been following the armed bands of negroes and 
dispersing them with as little trouble as possi- 
ble, and urging them to go home. Mob has 
been dispersed and will, I think, remain quiet. 
There is no question of politics in this excite- 
ment. The whites are to a man for defence. 
Those of the negroes who have been misled are 
fast being reconciled. A community ofjplant- 
ers may be relied on for kind treatment of the 
laborers. The whites have made no demon- 
stration of hostility against tbe negroes of this 
county, but arr anxious to cultivate the most 
friendly relations. My name has been most 
redicously associated in the matter. I trust 
you will not give credence to tbe share given 
me in this by telegrams. 
(Signed) Kespectfully, 
J. L. Alcorn, N. S. Senator. 
more Incendiarism in the Coni Begion. 
Pottsville, Va., Oct. 7.—Last night an at- 
tempt was made to destroy the large Western 
Brookside breaker, owned by the Philadelphia 
and Beading Iron and Coal Company. The 
blacksmith shop, and house connected with tbe 
breaker were burned down, but the employes 
succeeded in saving the breaker. West Brook- 
side is in the southern part of the region, and 
has hitherto been free from violence aud incen- 
diarism. 
American Board of Foreign missions, 
Chicago, Oct. 7.—The American Board of 
Foreign Missions this morning, heard the re- 
ports of the committees on various missious 
which were generrally to the effect that the 
missions were very successful, and growing so 
rapidly that their wants could not be properly 
supplied at the present time. 
FOREIGN. 
Large Fire in London. 
LoopoN, Oct. 7.—The splendid residence of 
Henry Alers Haukley known as the Garder 
House, in Queen Ann’s Gate, James Park, 
Westminster, was totally destroyed By fire to 
night. Loss on tbe building and its contents 
is estimated at £500,000. 
War in Siberia. 
London, Oct. 7.—The Times has the follow- 
ing: War has commenced at Cape Palmas be- 
tween Siberia and tbe Aborigines under com- 
mand of several natives. There was fighting 
on on the 17th of Sept, in which 50 were silled 
and wounded. The Siberian government has 
despatched troops from Monrovia to tbe scene 
of action. A great battle is daily expected. 
Spanish News. 
Madrid,Oct. 7.—It is reported that the King 
has decided to join the northern army again. 
It is asserted that Mr. Cushing, the Ameri- 
can Minister, has presented a note relating to 
the jurisdiction of courts martial over citizens 
of tbe United States in Cuba. 
Foreign Notes. 
Tbe ecclesiastical court at Berlin has deposed tilts ZHohop of Breslau. 
Brown, Stevens & Williamson, sugar refin- 
ers of Glasgow, have failed. Liabilities heavy. 
It is stated that several Greenock houses are 
also involved. 
The Porte has decreed that during the five 
years from the 1st of .Tan. next the interest on 
t.hft rpHpmntinn nf lh#» rtnhlir* floltt naid half 
in cash audjhalf in five per cent, bonds. 
The ServerJPasba has proclaimed ail the re- 
forms recently promised to the insnrgeuts and 
which have been made public. 
It is officially announced that Burmah has 
unconditionally agreed to allow the passage of 
an escort of British troops through the Bur- 
merge territory to Yuman if another expedi- 
tion thither is necessary. 
Lord and Lady Dufferiu sailed for Quebec 
on the steamer Prussian. 
The Ultramontane party has introduced a 
violent address in the Bavarian Chamber of 
Deputies, calling for the dismissal of the pres- 
ent ministry. 
A special to the Daily News states that Lyn- 
bolratich, leader of the Herzegovinian insur- 
gents, is at Ragusa, ill with fever. 
MINOR TELEGRAMS. 
Nebraska is alive to the importance of the 
Centennial celebration, and it is thought her 
full quota will be taken in a short time. 
Brig Mary Battle and barge Shawasser are 
ashore at Au Sable, Lake Huron. 
The President arrived at Pueblo, Colorado, 
yesterday, and was received by the Mayor. 
The N. Y. Commercial says John Gorham of 
the Gorham Manufacturing Co. is in trouble 
on his individual account. Liabilities $600,000. 
The jury in the case of Siney and Parks yes- 
terday rendered a verdict acquitting Siney, but 
convicting Parks of riot and conspiracy. 
The customs receipts yesterday were $483,012; 
internal revenue receipts $348,837. 
The wife of Joseph Wood, quite aged, resid- 
ing on the Berlin side of the river at Montpel- 
ier, Vt., fell down stairs yesterday morning, and died in half an hour. 
The Republican State Committee of Missou- 
ri Monday endorsed the efforts of the adminis- 
tration to purify the public service by a vigor- 
ous prosecution of all officials and other per- 
sons charged with the commission of fraud in 
all departments. 
Bostons8; Philadelphias 7. 
President Grant will start for Washington 
Sunday. 
William Wood of Waterbury, Ct., is on trial 
for the murder of Daniel Hayes. 
The failure of Mr. Gorham does not affect 
the Gorham Manufacturing Company. 
John Morrissey declines to be a State Sena- 
or, but continues, he says, to be in opposition to the present Tammany organization in Now 
York. 
Rev. Thomas Ryder, pastor of the Baptist church in Nottingham, Ct., was found dead in 
his bed at the residence of Harriet Beecher 
StOWe, In Hartford, jcoletdajr. 
FINANCIAL AND COMNERCIA L 
Portland Wholesale markets. 
-—- J giuiu UIU1 ncu 13 »CiJ 
firm to-day but there are no change to note In prices. 
Flour is still in good demand and is selling for good 
paying prices. Potatoes bring 50c and are offering 
plenty. Sugars are firm with no change in prices. 
Molasses dull. 
Foreign Imports. 
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Falmouth—30 empty casks to Kerosene Oil Co, 1 package merchandise to Eastern Express Company. 
Daily Domestic Receipts. 
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to Q W Tue & Co. 
Boston Stock Liat. 
[Sales at he Brokers’ Board, Oct, 7. 
$5,000 Union Pacific Sinking Funds 8s 88} 
10 Boston & Maine Bailroad. U2j 4 .do. 112} 
10 Eastern Bailroad. 23 
60.do. 22 
5®.3°.. 60 22} 
30.do. 24 JO. o. 244 
io.do. 
Second Call. 
10 Eastern Railroad.. 04a 
55.do.;;;;. vA 
80 .. . 
**’ 
24ft 
5 .do. 241 
10.do. 25 
O'cvv York Stock and Money Market. 
New York, October 7—Evening.—Money, after lending at 34 @ 4 per cent, on call, cl< sed at 2 @2[ 
per cent. Foreign Exchange quiet at 487} for bank- 
ers 60 days sterling and Irom 482 for demand. The 
customs receipts to-day were $307,000. Gold clot ed at 1171 the extremes of the day having been at 110} @ 1174, The rates paid for borrowing 
were 1-32,1-10 and 1-64 per cent, per diem and 3 per 
cent, per annum; loans were also made flat. The 
clearances at the Gold Exchange Bank were $31,358,- 000. The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day $10,000 
on account of interest and $41,000 in redemption ol bonds. 
Governments firm. State bonds dull. Bailroad 
mortgages—Union Pacific firsts sold at 103} @103}; Sinking Funds 88}; Central Pacific 1074; New Jersey Central consolidated firstB advanced to 107};Chicago. Burlington anil Quincy «’s brought 116. The stock 
nlS* h’'ni nnd higher at opening dealings, ?r8itsCal1 a reJctinn set in and prices declined f r '3 )*T 'eIlt-,n the general list; Union Pa. 
*U? New Jersey CentrS irom lUlg to 1034 St Joseph from 172 to 11G? Ohios from 16} to 15}; Pacific Mail from 36} to 35}; Western Union from 76} to75}; Lake Shore firm at 544® 54| Northwestern 38} @ 38}; St Paul 33} @31; Atlantic & Pacific preferred rose from 6} @ 6}, but later de- clined. At the second call the market was quiet at a 
recovery of from } to } per cent, tlie lowest point of 
the day, and at the final close the market was firm, 
except for New Jersey Central, Delaware & Laeka- 
wana, Western & Michigan Central; New Jersey 
Central was especially weak and dropped to 100*, a 
decline of 4$ per cent, for the day. 
The total transactions at the Stock Exchange ag- 
gregated 107,300 shares, including New York Central 
320 share3, Erie 1400 shares. Lake Shore 23,250 
shares, North Western 7100 shares, Pacific Mail 10,- 
900 shares. St Paul 1600 shares, Ohios 3000 shares, 
Western Union 1817 shares, Union Pacific 68,025 do, 
Missouri Pacific 18,600 shares, Atlantic & Pacific 
preferred 3450 shares. 
The following were the closing quotations of Gov- 
ernment secunties: 
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, coup. 123$ 
United States 5-20’s 1864, coup.119I 
Uuited States 5-20’s, 1865, new...im 
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old...ny} 
United States 5-20's, 1867 do.120* 
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do. ..121} 
United States new 5’s.. 
United States 10-40 coupon. inf 
Currency 6’s ex.- .... 
The iollowing are tbo closing quotations ot 
Stocks: 
Western Unic Telegraph Co—ex div.75J 
Pacific Mail..... 
N X Central and Hudson R.consolidated,ex-dv. .102} 
Erie.. 
Erie preterred. 34 
Michigan Central. 55 
Union Pacific Stock...<.61f 
Lake Sh re. 54} 
Illinois Central, ex-div.. 97 
Chicago & Northwestern. 38} 
Chicago & Northwestern preferred...52 
St. Paul Railroad. 34 
St Paul preferred. 62} 
Wabash. 6 
Chicago & Rock Island.... _ 103 
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 18 
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Rail- 
road securities: 
Central Pacific bonds infc... 107} 
Union Pacific do.. 
Union Pacific land grants. 98 
Sinking Funds. 88} Missouri Pacific.. 
Atlantic & Pacific, preferred. 5$ 
Providence Print Cloths market. 
Providence, October 7.—Printing cloths are 
nominally at 4|c for best 64 @64 goods; but small business is done at }c off that figure. 
Chicago Cattle market. 
Chicago, October5.—Cattle—receipts 3000 head; 
the market is weak and unchanged; shipments 1850 
head. 
Live Hogs—receipts 16.000 head; market is weak, 
unsettled and lower; light at 7 50 @ 8 05; heavy 7 25 
@ 7 90 jchoice Philadelphia 8 50; shippers 6 50 @ 7 00; 
shipments 6000 head. 
Sheep steady and easier; receipts 1100 head: sales 
at 3 62} @ 4 37}. 
Domestic markets. 
New York, October 7—Evening.—Cotton market 
firm at }c advance: sales 2485 bales; Middling up-' 
at 13|c; tor ward deliveries advanced }c. Flour—re- 
ceipts of 18,776 bbls; the market is quiet and prices 
generally in buyers favor; sales of 14,400 bblsjSuper- fine Western and State at 5 20 @ 5 50; extra western 
and State at 5 80 @6 15; choice at 6 20 @ 6 65; 
White Wheat Western extra at 6 65 @ 7 60; Fancy do 
7 65 @ 8 50; extra Ohio at 5 80 @ 7 65: extra St Louis 
6 00 @ 9 00; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 
6 80 @ 7 90; choice to doubl extra at 7 95 @ 10 00, in- 
cluding 3500 bbls of shipping extras at 5 80 @ 6 10; 
---- P‘*VVD nituiu auugc mg 
market closing dull and about 5 © 10c lower on ship- 
ping grades; Southern flour at 5 90 @ 9 00. Eye flour 
heavy at 4 25 @ 5 50. Cornmeal rather more active 
at 3 50 ffl 415. Wheat—receipts 178 371 bush jmarket 
1 @ 2c lower with only a limited export and home 
trade demand; sales 116,000 bush at 1 05 @ 1 07 for 
rejected Spring; 110 @ 112 lor No 3 Chicago; 114 @ 
116 for No 3 Milwaukee; 125 @ 127 for No 2 North- 
western ; 1 28 @ 1 30} for new and old No 2 Milwau- 
kee; 135 ® 1 39 for No 1 Spring; including No 1 Mil- 
waukee at 1 35 @ 1 36; 1 23 @ 1 42 for sound new and 
old Winter Red Western; 125 @ 144 for do Amber 
Western; 1 25 for good new Winter Red Western. 
Rye is dull at 88 ® 90c. Barley rather more active 
with a little better leeling; 19,500 bush, part slightly 
stained, 6-rowed State 110; ialr do at 115. Barley 
Malt is quiet and unchanged. Corn—receipts 146,- 
280 bush; the market opened firm and closed shade 
easier with a moderate export and home trade inqui- 
ry ; sales 127,000 bush; 6S @ 69c for steamer Western 
Mixed; 69 @ 69}c for sail do; 70 @ 71c for high Mixed 
and Yellow Western; 68 @ 68}c fort good Wesaern 
Mixed in store; 64 @ 67c for damaged and heated Western Mixed. Oats—receipts of 27,946 bush; tne 
market opened firm and closed heavy; sales 46,000 bush; 32 @ 53c for new Mixed and White, including White Stare at 47 @ 53c; Mixed Western at 40 ® 45c; White do 45 @ 53c. Hay unchanged at 65 @ 70c for 
shipping. Hops at 8 @ 12c for yearlings of 1874’s; 10 
@ 12 for new crop ol 1875. Coffee—Rio is quiet and 
scarcely so firm; cargoes at 19}@21}c gold; 194® 
22}c gold lor job lots. Sugar quiet and unchanged at 
7}@ 8c for fair to good refining; 8}o for prime; 500 lihas of Muscovado on basis of quotatisns; refined is 
unchanged at log @ lOJc for standard A; 10} @ 11c 
for powdered and granulated; 11} @ ll}c for crush- ed. Molasses is quiet and unchanged. Rice is un-. 
changed. Petroleum quiet and heavy; crude at 6jc; 
refined at 13c; cases at 17} @ 18c and nominalc;Nap- 
tha at 11c for City. Tallow is firm at 10} @ 10}c. Nav&i Stores—Rosin steady at 1 70@ 1 75 for strained. 
Turpentine steady at 35® 35}c ior Spirits. Pork is 
heavy; sales 1000 bbls of new mess, Job lots, at 22 25 
@ 22 40 ; 750 bbls seller for October at 22 lo @ 22 20. 
Beefisauiet. Cut Meats quiet; middles are steady; 
Western and city long clear at 12} @ 13c Lard hoav 
at 13} @ 13J for prime steam; 1000 do Beller October 
at 13}; 500 tcs seller all the year at 12 11-16, Butter 
firm at 16@26c for Western; 23@32c for State. 
Cheese is unchanged. Whiskey active and firmer 
at 118} @ 119. 
Freights to Liverpool advancing; Cotton per Bteam 
at 7-17 @ }d; do sail at|5-16d; Corn per Bteam at 8}d; 
Wheat per steam at 9d. 
Chicago, October 7.—Flour is quiet and steady; Western extra 5 00 @ 5 60; Minnesota at 6 25 @ 7 25. 
Wheat is in fair demand and lower; No 2 Chicago Spring at 110} on the spot; 1 09} for Beller October; 108} seller for November; 108} seller all the year; No 3 do 1 00; rejected at 87 @ 88c. Corn in good demand 
at lower rates; No 2 Mixed at 54} @ 54}c on spot and seller October; 53c bid seller November; 48c bid 
seller all the year; rejected at 55c. Oats dull; No 2 at 32}e bid on the spot; 32}c seller for October; 316c seller all the year. Barley inactive and active at 97 
97}c on spot; 97}c for seller October; 95c seller for December. Rye is dull and unchanged at 72} @ 73c. Pork is buoyant and unsettled at 22 75 @ 22 23 on 
spot; 22 35 Beller October; 19 17} seller all the year. Lard quiet and weak at 13} on spot; 12 05 @ 12 10 for ■aIIap nil 6ha OAOP (In 1 lr Maofa am bums41__ 
clear middles at’liicjthege'priceT wSrefor*“w1te6f 
cured loose, which are nearly sold out. Whiskey at 
(Jn the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat 
was easy at 1 09* seller October; 1 08| seller for No- 
vember. Corn unchanged. Oats are easier at 326c 
seller October; 32c seller for November. Pork firm- 
er at 22 40 seller October. Lard is unchanged. 
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 79,000 bush wheat, 75,- 
000 bush corn, 83,000 bush oats, 76,000 bush barley. 
8,000 bush of rye. 
Shipments—5,000 bbls flour, 81,000 bush wheat, 22- 
000 bush corn,24,000 bush oats, 12,00 DusL barley, 400 bush rye. 
Toledo,October ?.—Flour is active at 4 50 @ 7 50. Wheat is dull and lower; No 2 White Wabash 1 37; 
No 3 White Wabash at 124; No 1 White Michigan at 
1 27; No 2 White Michigan at 117 ;extra White Mich- 
igan 1 35; Amber Michigan on spot and seller for Oc- 
tober 124; seller Nov 1 27; seller December 1 30; No 
2 Amber Michigan at 126; No 2 Red Winter on the 
spot and seller October at 126; rejected Red 92c; re- jected Dayton and Michigan 90c. Com is nominal. 
Oats are dull; No 2 at 37c; seller November at 373c; Michigan at 36c; seller for November 37 j; rejected at 
Freights to Buffalo at 2J; to Oswego 5. 
Receipts—450 bbls flour; 32,0110 bush Wheat, 1,000 bush Corn, 8,000 bush Oats. 
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 37,000 hush Wheat, 17,- 000 bush Com, 17,000 bush Oats. 
Milwaukee, October 7.—Flour is quiet and un- changed. Wheat steady and in fair demand; No 1 Milwaukee at 119; do hard at 1 27*; No 2 Milwaukee at 109*; seller for October 1 096; seller November at 
109g; No 3 Milwaukee at 100. Com quiet; No 2 at 58*c. Oats opened easier and closed strong; No 1 at 
35*e; No 2 at 32J @ 33c. Barley is in fair demand 
and advanced ;No 2 Spring cash and seller October at 1 08;; seller November 1 02; do Decern bar at 1 01 @ 101*. Rye quiet and nominal; No 1 at 73c. Provis- 
ions quiet but firm. Mess Pork at 22 50 for prime. Lard at 13| @ 13*. Freights quiet but firm; to Buffalo at 3*; to Oswe- 
go at 6*. 
Receipts—6 000 bbls flour, 178,000 bush wheat, 0,- 000 com, 000 bush oats. 
Shipments-^,000 bbls flour, 127,000 bush whnat, 000 bush com, 000 bush oats. 
^Detboit, October T.-Flour is in active demand; City White Wheat 6 50; State 5 50 @ @ 6 00. Wheat 
£&1?*“,*1()wer*y extra at 136; No 1 White Michigan at 1 26; No 2 White Fall at 117*; Amber Michigan at 1 26. Corn is Quiet and steady; No 1 Mixed at 67c. Oats are quiet and firm; White Western Michigan 43*; Mixed 373c bid. Barley quiet but Arm; State at 2 2o per cental. 
Freights—to Buffalo 2*; to Oswego 5. 
Receipts—2000 bbls flour, 59,000 bush wheat, 1000 bush corn,7000 bush oats,2,000 bush barley. i Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 41,000 bush wheat, 0000 bush com, 3,000 do oats, 1000 bush barley. 
Indianapolis, October' 7.—Flour at 3 50 @ 8 00.— Wheat is quiet and unchanged. Corn—Eir at 55c; Shelled at 56 @ 60c. Oats—No 2 at 37 @ 40c jrejected 25 @ 32c. Rye nominally at 60 @ 80c. Barley 80 @ 1 00. 
Cincinnati, October 7.—Pork In fair demand and 
market hrm at 22 50 @ 22 75—inisde bid small; sales at outside price. Lard is firm; steam at 13* @ 136c; kettle at 13| @ 14c. Bulk Meats quiet and steady; shoulders at9| @9|c: clear rib sides at 13* @14; clear sides at 1$| @ 14*c. Bacon is scarce ana firm; shoulders at 103c; clear rib sides at 14* @ 15c; clear sides at 15*. Hogs dull; receipts mostly inferior; sales stockers 6 00 @ 6 75; common light to good at 7 00 @ 7 95; good at 7 90 @ 8 00; receipts 4033 head; shipments 85 head. Whiskey is in active demand 
European markets. 
London, October 7-12.30 P. M.—Consols at 94 1- 16 for money and and 94J for account. 
tle^-E>rfeiiSitwayralT51|:30 P' M.-American .ecu- 
Liverpool, October 7—12.30 P. M.—Cotton is 
strong; Middling uplands at 613-16d; do Orleans at 7 3- I6d; sales 18,000 bales, including 4000 tor specula- tion and export. 
__married._ 
In Bethel, Oct. 5, by Kev. Nahum W. Grover, at the residence of Hon. P. Burnham. W. S. Seeley ot Woodbury, Ot., and Miss Augusta Walker oi Bethel. In Bristol, Sept. 25, Albert M. Strange of Bristol and Miss Bertha D. Robinson of Friendship. In Lewiston, Oct. 2, C. Edward York and Miss Ma- 
ry A. Mitchell, both ot Webster. 
In Lewistoo, Oct, 2, Sam’l L. Bonney of Wintbroi, 
and Miss Ida A. Wakefield of Greene. p 
DIED. 
In North Yarmouth, Oct. 7. after a long a paintui illness, Charles B., only child of G. W. B. and M. J Lunt, of Portland, aged 19 years 10 months. Bangor 
papers please copy. 
[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at No. II Monument street, corner St. Lawrence St. 
Relatives and friends are invited. Burial at conven- 
ience of the family. 
In New Gloucester, Oct. 7, Mrs. Ella F. Snow, daughter of Kev. J. F. Morgan, aged 22 years In Charlestown, Mass., Oct. 7, Mrs. Mary,’wife ot Frederick Quimby and daughter ot William and Ala- 
ry Davis of Deering, aged 22 years. 
rfliuiature Almauac.October 7. 
Sun rises.6.03 I High water. 5.00 PM Sun sets...5.32 I Moon sets.. ^ . 10.30 PM 
MA-HITNE 1STEWS, 
PORT OF PORTLAND, 
Thursday, Oct. 6. 
ARRIVED. 
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, N S—passen- 
gers and mdse to John Porteous. 
Sch Lucy, Colwell, New York for St John, NB Sch Caroline Kriescher, Devercux. Bucksport Sch Sea Lark, Pike, Doicbester, NB, tor New York Schs Laurel, Bennett, and Wm Hill, Ball. Han- 
cock for Boston. * 
Sch Ruth Thomas, Clifford, Bangor for New York 
Sch New Zealand, Greenlaw, Bangor for NYork 
Sch Danl Webster, Trask, Bangor tor Danvers. 
Sch Belle, Lord, Bristol for Weymouth. 
Sch Wm Butman, Sproul, Winterport tor Boston. 
Schs Medford, Jordau, and Idaho, Creamer, Ban- 
gor for Boston. 
Sch Julia Baker,Baker, Kennebec for New York. 
Sch Sassanoa, Hinkley, Bath for Boston. j 
Sch E A Elliott. Sproul, Bath for Boston. 
Schs Isabella. Blagdon, and Smith Tuttle, South- 
ard Wiscasset for Boston. 
Sch Franklin, Greenleaf, Wiscasset lor Boston. 
Sch Robt Woodruff, Lewis, Wiscasset lor Glouces- ter. 
BELOW—About 100 coasters, at anchor in the 
Roads, put in for shelter, 
CLEARED. 
Steamship Eleonora, Johnson, New York—Henry 
Fox. 
Sch Hudson, Coleman, Calais—Natbl Blake. 
Tfrom merchants* exchange.] 
Ar at Boston 7tb, barque P C Merriman, Young, 
Calcutta. 
Ar at New York 7th, brig Lena Tburlow, Corbett, 
Havana. 
AratTybee 7th inst, ship Southern Rights, from 
Boston. 
Ar at Sydney, CB, 7th inst, sch L A Orr, Williams, London. 
Ar at Havana 4th inst, brig Carrie Bertha, Hall, 
Portland. 
HEMOKANDA. 
Sch Alfred Chase, (of Camden) Robinson, from 
Bangor for Providence, put into Vineyard-Haven 4th 
inst with loss of bowsprit, jibboom, cathead, head 
rail, and several top timbers broken, having been in 
collision with scbr w H Kenney. 
Sch C R Flint, from New York for Port Limon, which was run into and dismasted in East River 26th 
ult, has repaired and cleared tor destination. 
DOMESTIC PORTS. 
PORT DISCOVERY-Ar 28tb, ship War Hawk, 
Doyle, San Francisco. 
NEW ORLEANS—Ar up 5th. ships Kentuckian, 
Dunbar, London; Reunion, Curtis, Havre. 
Ar at SW Pass 5th, ship Nuuquam Dormlo, Cous- 
ins. Liverpool. MOBILE—Ar 5tb, sch Henry Norwell, ^Burgess, 
Boston. 
FERNANDINA—Cld 25th, sch Post Boy, Robin- 
son, Guadaloupe. 
Cld 1st, brig Mary C Comery, Davis, Port Johnson. 
PENSACOLA—Old 2d, brig Selma, Magune, for 
Aspinwall. 
BRUNSWICK, GA—Sid 30th, sch Mabel F Staples, 
Burrill, Aspinwall. 
SAVANNAH—Ar 5th, sch T H Livingstone, Mc- 
Donald, New York. 
CHARLESTON—Ar 5th, sch Frank & Emily, Mc- 
Cobb, Liverpool. « 
Sid 5th. barque Monitor, Eaton, London. 
WILMINGTON, NO—Ar 4th, sch Geo Savage,Nye, Philadelphia. 
Cld 5th, sch Joe Carlton, Spear, New York. 
RICHMOND, VA—Ar 4th, sch Virginia, Ross, Calais. 
Cld 5th, sch Quoddy, Young, St Marys, Ga; Colin C Baker. Baker, Boston. 
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 5th, scbs Royal Arch, lor Portland; Addie Jordan, Leavitt, and J R Bod well, (from Georgetown) bound East. 
R1LTIMORE—Ar 5th, scbs Thos Fish, Burgess, San Andreas; Fred Walton, Rich, Kennebec. 
Cld 5th, sch L A Burnham, Harris, Boston. 
Below 6th, brig Jennie Morton, Smoot, trom Ponce. 
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 5th, sch Nellie Crowell, Crowell. Old Harbor, Ja. 
Cld 6th, brig P Hobbs, Dodge, for Gibraltar; scbs 
Margie, McFadden, Portland; John Donglass, Park- 
er, Winteiport; Annie Bliss, Simmons, Boston. 
Sid 5th. steamer Berks, for Portlaud. 
NEW YORK—Ar 5th, scbs A R Smith, Smith, fm 
Jacksonville; A Rokes, Rhoades. Baltimore; Fennie C Warren, Turner, Portland; Fairfield, Galley, and Chas Comery, Creamer, Providence. 
Below, sch Clara Leavitt, Lombard, from Liverpool 
43 days for Baltimore. 
Ar 5th, sch Ida May, Lamson. Windsor, NS. Cld 5th, schs Juliet. Small, Bahia; Maggie Abbott, Abbott, Para; Congress. Hamilton, Portland. 
Cld 6th. baraue Georeifitta. Small Rjirharlnpn* brier 
L StaDies. Hernmau, Valencia. 
NORWICH—Ar 2d, sch Flora Sawyer, fNutter, Hoboken. 
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6th, sch Effort, Pendleton, 
Philadelphia; Delaware, Whitmore, Pawtucket, to 
load for New York. 
Ar 6th, schs Almon Bird, Drinkwater, Baltimore; 
Terrapin, Wooster, Calais. 
Below 6tb,schs Ophir, Gott, from Calais; Paran, 
Fletcher, Machias. 
Sid 6th, schs Agnes, Young, and Delaware, Whit- 
more, New York. 
NEWPORT—Ar 6th, sch Eugene, Leland, Calais. 
Ar 6th, schs Idaho, Jameson, Rockland; Jane, 
Haskell, BaDgor; C W Dexter. Dunton, Gardiner. 
Sid 5th, schs Mott-Haven, F N Tower, Mansfield, 
M B Rogers, and others. 
NEWPORT—Ar 6tb, sch Etta A Stimpson, Rivers, 
Georgetown tor Portland; Rival, Dunton, Gardiner 
lor New York; Idaho, Jameson. Rockland for do. 
Sid 6th, sch Abigail Haynes, Smith, New York. 
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 4th, schs Alfred Chase, 
Robinson, Bangor lor Providence; John E Dailey, 
Long, Philadelphia tor Boston; Harry Percy, Percy, 
Augusta for Narragansett Pier; Arctic, Emery, from 
Rockland for New York. 
ArothjSchs Mary Ann, Alley, Calais for NYork; 
Only Son, Whitefield, Gardiner for do. 
Sid, brig Carrie E PickeriDgj schs Elvira. Kalmar, 
Catawamteak, C C Bearse, Terrapin, Engene, W G 
Rowe, Sinaloa, Opbir, Teaser, Jane, Arctic, John E 
Dailey, F M Crowley, Mary E Smith. 
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 5th, sch Yo Semite,Webber, 
Round Pond. 
Sid 6th, sch Chase, Ingraham, New York. 
BOSTON--Ar 6th, echs C H Lawrence, Kent.Alex- 
andria; Alida, Lambert, Rondout; Pushaw, Pitcher, 
and Nopoleon, Kendall, Bangor, 
Cld 6th, schs H T Potter, Anderson, for Kennebec; 
Uncle Tom, Look, Addison. 
Ar 7th, sch Adrian, Maddocks, New York. Cld 7tb, sch Highlander, Jordan, Bangor. SALEM—Ar 5th, sch Eliza J Staples, Strout, from Port Johnson. 
Ar 6th, schs A E Willard, Treat, and Jas O’Dono- 
hue, Warren, from Philadelphia for Bangor; Charley 
Bucki, Bagley, do for do; S D Hart, Burgess, do for Yarmouth. i 
GLOUCESTER—Ar 4th, brig Helen O Phinney, Boyd, Cadiz. ; 
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 6tb,sch Eri, Robinson, Port Johnson. 
CRANBERRY ISLES—Ar 3d, schs Rosella, Stan- 
ley, Portland; Vashti R Gates, Holmes, Pern7 for 
Mott-Haven ; Vineyard, Roeebrook, Windsor, NS, for Baltimore. 
FORFEGIY PORTS. 
Sid fm Cephalonia —, brig Edith Hall, Bunker, for United States. 
Ar at Bordeaux 3d inst, barque A C Adams, Cal- 
lum. New Orleans. 
At at Malaga —, barque Jos Baker, Ryder, Tarra- 
gona. 
Ar at Cadiz —, sch Welaka, Perkins, New York. 
Ar at Hamburg 5th inst, barque Evvor, Littlefield, Iquique, (and sailed for St John. NB,) 
Passed Elsinore —. sch J M Rilev. Small, fm stAt.. 
tin tor New York. 
Sid fin Elsinore —, barque Amelia. Burgess, (from 
Cronstadt) for New York. 
Ar at Liverpool 5lh lust, ship John Claik, Peter- 
ing* Wlecasset. j 
Thomas,'wrthcuai!''- Mh Miranda, Mitchell, for St 
Sid tm Rio Janeiro Sept 2d, sch 
Snowman, for Hampton Roads. kr Sid fm Oienluegos 3d inst, brig Adelia McLoon, Munroe, New York. 
Ar at Havana 3d inst, ship John Wait, Deshon, Cardin; barque Florence Peters, Branscomb. Port- 
land; brig Moses Day, Crosby. Bangor; 6th, barque Geneva. Gorham, Boston. 
Sid 28th, brig Sparkling Water, Hlcaborn, Carde- 
nas; 3d inst, brig Josefa, White, Portland. 
Sid tm Matanzas Sept 26, brig Hattie E Wheeler. Armstrong, Portland. 
Ar atSagua Sept 30, sch Etta & Josie, Bunker, New Orleans. 
At Salt Cay, TI, Sept 26, sch Kate Wentworth, Mead, for New York, Idg. 
Ar at North Sydney, CB, 2d inst, sch S B Hume, Diggins. Cardiff. 
Cadiz*1 ^'a^^ax **** Hooper, Gilkey, 
Sid fm Halifax 7th inst, sch Belle Hooper, Gilkey, United States. 
Portland 
* ^0^n’ ^nst’ Bc^ Neitie, Britt, from 
SPOKEN. 
July 27, l&t 35 22 S, Ion 27 18 E, ship Majestic, from Bombay tor Amsterdam, 50 days out. 
Incalculable are the benefits derived by those 
subject to kidney, bladder and glandular complaints, 
diabetes, gravel, urino-genital maladies, retention 
and incontinence of urine, pain in the back and loins, 
female irregularities, excesses, intemperance and 
nervous prostrations, when Hunt's Remedy is ad- 
ministered. Bright’s disease is subdued by tbis 
inestimable compound. oct6deod&wlt 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Please tell the people that you saw their 
advertisement in the PRESS, the circula- 
tion of which, per month, exceeds 100,000. 
CLOSING JHJT SALE. 
REMOVAL. 
Anderson will close out at great 
redaction in prices the stock ot 
Corsets, Kid Gloves, Undervests, 
Pelt Skirts and Hosiery in store 
436 Congress St., (formerly the 
mart) previous to removal into (he 
new brick store under United 
States Hotel. Ladies purchasing 
for fall and winter will find some 
OAAll Knnnn:..n * 1— X — 
oct2 snlw 
GUNS 
Breech and Muzzle Loading, Rifles, Be- ▼olver., Fishing Tackle for Trout, Pickerel, and Simelt, Sporting and 
Blasting Powder at Wholesale 
and Retail. and ammunition \ 
of all kinds. 
7 Shot Revolvfer and 100 Cartridges $5. Repairing oi all kinds. 
T. B. DAVIS, Portland, Me., apr26sneod6m Cor. Federal and Temple Sts. 
FOREST TAB. 
In all domestic experience and in the more skillful 
practice of eminent Physicians, no article has been 
found to compare with Tar for cleansing and healing 
purposes. It may not be known to all that the town 
of “Forest,” in North Carolina, produces the best 
Tar for medicinal purposes. When purified it is 
called “Forest Tar,” and is prepared in several forms 
for the better adaptation to cases of Catarrh and 
Consumption, and as an outward application wher- 
ever a healing process is wanted. Inquire of your 
druggist for the 
“FOREST TAB BOOK,” | 
which will give you some valuable information. 
oct5 sn9ra 
Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion. 
A sate and sure remedy for removing Tan,Pimples, Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the 
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and impartimi to it 
a MABBLE PUBHY. * 
PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE. 
Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK & 
Co., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street. One door above Brown. Portland. Me. ma27sndtf 
LEA & PERRINS’ 
is the only GENUINE 
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE. 
8610___ snlawFtim 
Inhalation. 
A great amount of suffering may he prevented by the use of Dr. Morse’s Medicated Inhalations. 
In Throat Disease it will give relief in a lew 
minutes. It is a sure preventive of Diphtheritie, a disease which has caused so much anguish and be- 
reavement It renders breathing easy. It arrests 
the progress of disease in the lungs, removes tuber- 
cles by absorption, prolongs life and keeps the pa- tient comfortable in hopeless cases, and efiects cures 
in curable cases. C. MORSE, M. D. 
au7sud&w3m 73 Free St„ Portland Me. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
GRAND OPENING 
— OF — 
Cloaks and Jackets 
— AT — 
EASTMAN BROS., 
Monday, Oct. 4th. 
We shall display the finest as- 
sortment ever shown in Maine, 
consisting of over 
ONE HUNDRED 
different styles, selected with great 
care from some of the hest FOR- 
EIGN and DOMESTIC manufac- 
turers. From our long experience 
In this branch of the trade we feel 
confident we can give onr cus- 
tomers entire satisfaction. 
EASTMAN BROS., 
53A CONGRESS STREET, 
002 
PORTLAND, ME,ndtf 
PERSONAL NOTICE.—Notice is hereby 
given that ail officers, sailors and soldiers, 
wounded, ruptured or injured in the late Rebellion, 
however slightly, are entitled to a pension, and 
thousands of pensioners are entitled to an increased 
rate. Apply immediately through Dr. E. B. JACK- 
fON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Cham- ers St., New York. oc29snly 
APPLES. 
NICE MICHIGAN APPLES, 
Packed in the Orchard. 
Warranted three Bushel, to the Barrel, 
and for Bale by 
J. S. CROCKETT, 
85 Commercial Street. 
se25 sn3m 
I never saw or used so good a Cough Medicine 
as WAY’S COMPOUND gYBUP OF 
2 liUNOWOItT. One bottle cured a cold and 
Ps cough of nearly two months standing for me. 
® HENRY C. TRUE, 
Night Yard Master Boston & Maine, 
g Portland, Sept. 25, 1875. 
K C. WAV & CO., 
J Cor. Myrtle and Cumberland So. 
ma22 sntf 
DR. BICKNELL’S SVRITP, 
SE^Sold by all Druggists for the cure of Bowel or 
Sommer Complaints, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera 
Morbus, Colic, &c.,is purely vegetable, without a 
particle ot opiate, highly aromatic, a powerful tonic, 
pleasant to the taste, and guaranteed to give imme- 
diate relief. Prepared only by Edwabd Sutton, ot 
Providence, R. I. jy23sn3na 
Portland, Oct. 5th. 
OR.AKTID 
FALL OPENING! 
— OP — 
MILLINERY 
— AND— 
COSTUMES 1 
We have the pleasure to inform you that we are now 
opening our 
FALL STOCK 
—OP— 
FRENCH PATTERN BONNETS 
—AND— 
ROUND HATS. 
Feathers, Flowers, Laees, Cloaks, 
Costumes and other Novelties. 
S3F*We invite an inspection 4f onr stock 
Thursday, Oct. 7th. 
H. F. GOLDEN, 
Under the Prehlc House. 
ocB dtw 
TUKESBURY & CO. 
have received another fall line ot 
consisting of 
NAVI BLUE, SEAL BROWN, 
DRABS AND DARK GREENS. 
Algo another fine line of 
Black Cashmeres 
at 89c, 90c, $1.00 per yard. 
Double Width Plaids, 
91.33, 91.38, 91.30. 
Single Width Plaids, 
from 33 to 87 cento. 
Blankets and Flannels 
at the Lowest Prices. 
Special Bargains in Ladies’ and Children’s 
Ladies’ Merino Underwear, Hosiery & Gloves 
TUKESJBURY & CO., 
537 CONGRESS STREET, 
oc&ltt Between Oak and Casco Sts. 
~ 
CLOTHING. 
Haring opened the new and elegant store 
NO. 13 MARKET SQUARE, 
Opposite Old City Hall, 
I am prepared to show one of the finest and best 8t0Ck8 of 
MEN’S AND BOYS’ 
CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS 
East ot New York, and with fair and square deal- ing I hope to win the patronage of all that will favor 
me with a call. 
WO TROUBLE TO SHOW 1400D*. 
Prices to suit the times and compare favorably with other houses. 
B. A ARON SON, 
No. 13 Market Square, opposite 
Old City Hall. 
rept22 d3m 
Ask your Grocer 
FOR 
IRISH SOAP I 
Everybody is Using It. 
OCtT isd2w* 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
FANCY HOSIERY 
— FOE — 
MISSES AND BOYS, 
FINISHED SEAM. 
One lot 25 cents, marked down 
from 50. 
One lot 38 cents, marked down 
from 75. 
These are all Wool Goods in 
Stripes, Plaids and Plain Scarlet. 
NELSON & CO., 
495 Congress Street. 
We shall open on MONDAY, 
Oct. 4th, a full line of Ladies’ 
Scarlet Wool Vests and Drawers 
at popular prices. 
NELSON & CO., 
JUST ABOVE PREBLE HOUSE. 
oc2 dlw 
OWEN & MOORE 
Offer one hundred ten dozen miss- 
es’ and Children’s all wool Balmo* 
ral Hosiery, extra length, full fin- 
ished and latest styles stripes in 
two lots, as follows ; 
Sizes 41-2,5,51-2 and 6. at 40c per Pair. 
Sizes 61-2.7,71-2 and 8, at 40c per Pair. 
To those wishing to supply their families for win- 
ter, the lot will be particularly attractive, being pre- 
cisely same quality usually sold tor I Oc to $1 per pair. 
“MERINO UNDERWEAR.” 
50 Dozen Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vest* 
and Pants, all sizes, at 70 cents each, 
’t hese goods we guarantee canal .to any 
sold for less than 91.00. 
N. B,-Wt also take pleasure in announc- 
ing the receipt of a second lot of SO Dozen 
Men’s heavy Shaker Socks which we offer 
at 33 cents per pair. 
OWEN &“MOORE, 
CONGRESS STREET, CORNER BROWN. 
Janl4dtf 
New Millinery! 
JOHNSON* CLARK, 
I¥o. 7 Clapp's Block, 
CONGRESS ST. 
We would inform the Ladies of Portland that we 
have returned from New York with the latest styles 
BONNETS, HITS, RIBBONS, 
—AND— 
FANCY_GOODS. 
One Case Imnerted French Ha tv. 
A Fall lilac Treren.se KM Glares la beet 
Qaality. 
BIBS. I. P. JOHNSON, 
octftllw miss B. B. CLASH. 
ZMIZEIsrS 
ALL QUALITIES, 
—FBOM— 
50 Cents Each 
— TO — 
$8.00 Each. 
Charles Custis & Go., 
493 Congress St. 
ju9 l,tt 
WATER PIPE 
A Specialty. 
SEAMLESS, 
Lap Welded, Wrought Iron 
WATER PIPE, 
From One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter; tn lengths from 16 to 20 feet. 
Capable of Sustaining a Praauare at 
l,OuO lb*, to tbe Bgaare laeb. 
MANUFACTURED BY THE 
National Tube Works Co., 
8 FEHBERTON SQUARE, BOSTON, IASS., 
and mcKeesp.rt, Penn. 
COATED WITH AN 
INDESTRUCTABLE ENAMEL 
WAKBANTBB. 
Joints are connected by onr Patent Sleeve Coup- lings, preventing all leakage. 
Specimens can be seen and obtained on annlicatlnn. 
au»>_WMF3m 
GRAND 
Millinery Opening ! 
O. W. TRUES, 
NO. 418 CONGRESS STREET, 
— ON — 
Thursday and Friday, Oct 7th and 8th. 
NOTICE. 
I shall be pleased to meet my former patrons at the above establishment. 
WILLIAM HODGKINS, Milliner. 
°ct7__d2t 
id ins'! 
New Styles. JLow Prices. 
Large assortment of 
Parlor Halt.. I.onngea, Chain, OTattrcnea, Comfonen and Peathera. 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 
Also the 
Ladies' Co., Catting and Mewing Table. 
FOE SALE AT 
13 FREE STREET. 
Furniture Repaired. 
aep23Ut1_ WOT. DAVENPORT. 
The Celebrated Double Elastic 
IRpencerlan I STEEL FEJ¥S, I 
gr® sale by all dealer* iaStatieaery iror the convenience of those who may wish to try them, Sample Cards, containing one each of the 15 
numbers, will be sent by mail on receipt ot 93 cts. 
Ivlson, Blakeman, Taylor & Co., k 140 Orand Street, New York. 
Bel5___eod3m2p 
REMOVAL. 
MISS SCALES, 
bas removed from 4 & 3 Free Street, to 
^®t68 ®,aPP’s Block, Congress St. 
EDUCATIONAL. 
MWS MARY H. DEERING, * 
WILm .rcceive private pupils In Mathematics, 
fa*-A 1 V,rT.Uterature and the English language. QttMMWHf 14 OKAY STREET. 
Navigation School. 
NABreenTi^NnS^2>' byCapt. Edward Rr en, at No. 97 Franklin Street. For terms 
‘PP^i0 thasame, °r to C. H. Farley, No 9K<- change Street. ___Bepii2eodtt 
MRS. ADA H. EMERSON, 
Will receive a limited number of pupils upon the 
PIANO PORTE. 
RESIDENCE, 36 FREE ST. 
References. MR. if. KOTZSCHMAK. 
MR. J. W. TUFTS, Boston. 
aui3__iseoddtt 
Eaton Family School For Boys, 
-AT- 
NORRIDGEWOCK, MAINE. 
for Circular Address H. p. Eaton, Prim. 
augliMf 
BOYS’ SCHOOL. 
«. C. MITCHELL'S 
Family School for Boys, 
WEST TISBIJRY, 
Martha's Vineyard, Mass. 
Send for Circular to 
M. C. MITCHELL, Principal. 
l°e!5______dtf 
FRANK A. BLACKSTONE, 
6 1-3 DOW STREET, 
Teacher of the Piano Forte. 
Terms 813 for a course of Twenty Les- 
sons. 
ty Refers by permission to Hermans Kotzscbmar. 
ju22 dtl 
Ain’t it Funny I 
Our neighbors say that we sell goods 
so LOW that we can’t make any money. 
The fact Is that we hay oar Clothing 
SO MUCH LOWER 
than all onr competitors that we can 
afford to UNDERSELL them and then 
make money. 
WE IRE OUT OF THE OLD RDT. 
We bay onr goods for CASH and sell 
for CASH ONLY. We don’t hare onr 
books filled with BAD DEBTS. 
WE AVOID ALL MIDDLE 
MEN 
— AHD — 
Get everything at first 
Cost. 
THAT’S WHV 
we can sell 
A Splendid Winter Suit for $9.00 
A Thick Warm Overcoat “ 7.00 
Rough and Ready Reefer “ 5.00 
Heavy Winter Pants “ 2.50 
Walking Pants “ 75 
Overalls and Junipers “ 50 
Children’s Clothing. 
— FOR — 
All Ages and Sizes a spec- 
ialty. 
We keep more Children’s Clothing 
than all the Clothiers pnt together in 
Portland. 
Our Prices range from $5.00 up to as 
nice a suit as you require. 
O U At ENTIRE! 
FALL & WINTER 
has arrived, and we now show to select 
from nearly 
1000 OVERCOATS! 
Over 100 Ulsters! 
HUNDREDS OF SPLENDID SUITS! 
All made equal to custom work and in 
several instances far excelling it. 
OWE PRICE TO ALL. 
WE NEVER COME DOWN, but will 
always tike back goods, exchange them 
or REFUND THE MONEY If not entire* 
ly satisfactory. 
C. D. B. FISK & CO., 
233 MIDDLE ST., 
PORTLAND, ME. 
“w uu 
A. *. mua, 
Manufacturer of 
VARNISHES 
AND 
* 
': / 
And Dealer in 
MACHINERY, 
SPERM, LARD, 
BURNING, AND WOOL 
OILS. 
208 FORE STREET. 
jne2«dem 
DEVOS’S 
-Brilliant- 
OIL, 
SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BT 
All GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. 
For sale by 
cham. McLaughlin a co., 
aul6eod«Sw6m Portland. 
New Fall Goods. 
J. M. DYER & CO. 
Have juet received a full line of Good* for 
Fall and Winter Trade. 
Special attention is called to our stock of 
DRESS GOODS, 
among which are 
Black Silks, Camel’s Hair Cloths* 
CASHMERES, BASKET CLOTH, 
and the new and stylish fabric, 
“SNOW FLAKE,” 
all which will be sold as che.ip as they can be found 
elsewhere. Also 
Trefousse’s First Quality Kid Gloves. 
0Ct2 dtf 
THE PRESS. 
FRIDAY MORNING, OCT. 8. 1875 
THE PBE88 
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes- 
senden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, 
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm 
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city. 
At Biddeford, of Phillsbory. 
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon, At Waterville, of j. S. Carter. At Bath, of J. O. Shaw. 
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co. 
CITY AND VICINITY. 
Municipal Caari. 
before judge knight. 
Thursday.—John Tierney and Mark Killlon. 
Larceny of boards from the lumber yard of L. Tay- 
lor. Thirty days. -Committed. 
Brief Jot tins.. 
Miss Henry who was shot by Reed, will re- 
cover, 
At the Board of Trade meeting yesterday 
morning Mr. W. H. Clifford was proposed for 
membership, and the subject of “Island Navi- 
gation” and “Railroad Contracts” were dis- 
cussed. 
Lieut. Lay of the Dallas has been placed ou 
“wailicg orders.” 
The comptroller of the currency has begun to 
forward to the banks the new issue of national 
bank note currency. These new bills have the 
same appearance as the old ones except in the 
styl* of numbering and the shape of the seal of 
the Treasury Department. The paper, also 
has red and blue threads in it, as greenbacks 
have. 
The rain poured hard yesterday but we do 
not hear of any damage by the storm. 
The Hutchinson Family sing this evening at 
Bath, Saturday evening at Lewiston; they then 
go as far east as Bangor. On their return 
they will sing here again. 
TheMechanio Bines have acoepted an invita- 
tion to attend the fair at Baldwin next Tues- 
day. Several other military companies have 
been invited. 
The citizens mass temperance meeting to be 
held at City Hall Saturday evening promises to 
be of great interest. 
Fruit thieves are not popnlar fellows in Cape 
Elizabeth. Wednesday they were fined $5 and 
costs and sent to jail for thirty days. 
Mrs. Weston of Boston, formerly of Gray, 
has in her possession the first bible taken to 
that town. 
This is the season when it is bandy to have 
a wife, to remind her husband not to go out of 
an evening without his overcoat.—Belfast Jour naL 
Mr. Holmes advertises to teach dancing at 
reduced rates. 
Partland 4 Rochester. 
The Board of Directors of the Portland and 
Bocbester Railroad Co. organized yesterday by 
electing the following officers:—Geo. P. Wes- 
cott, President; Frederick Robie, Vice-Presi. 
dent; William H. Conant, Clerk and Treas- 
urer; J. M. Lunt Superintendent. 
A communication was received from Hon. 
John Lynch, and read by Col. Bobie, which 
stated that it would be impossible for him to 
attend to the duties by the office of President, 
and that he did not desire to be a candidate. In 
view of this fact the following resolve was 
nnanimously adopted: ,, 
Resolved, The Directors of this Company re- 
gret that circumstances are such that our late 
President, Hon. John Lynch, feels compelled 
to leave a position which he has so honorably 
and acceptably filled. His timely and efficient 
efforts on every occasion for the success of the 
Portland and Bocbester Bailroad Co. are fully 
recognized by bis associates, and we feel that 
the many difficulties and embarrassments 
which have heretofore existed have been so 
promptly met by his individual help and re- 
sponsibility that the future becomes an easier 
burden to bear. 
Had to Pat.—The Metropolitan Theatre 
Company are having lots of trouble in their 
travel “down East” They left here for Ports- 
month Monday, leaving a little bill unsettled at 
the City Hotel. Mr. Murray promised to send 
it, but as he failed to do so Mr. Mar- 
tin, the proprietor of the house, took a run up 
to Portsmouth Tuesday. They had a splendid 
house bnt the monev some way got out of the 
box office and Mr. Martin was told he would 
have to wait until the next night. But he 
wasn’t that kind of a man and he made his 
way to tbe stage to interview Mr. Murray. Mr. 
MnrfSn fnnrwl him in Vi!■ mna n« 
ring up the curtain to present “Rip Van Win 
kle.” He snggested that that little bill must 
be attended to or tbe large audience present 
would not be able to witness any “Rip” that 
night. This made Murray mad and he order- 
ed tbe hotel man to leave the stage. But he 
didn’t drive worth a cent. Finding that it was 
no use “Gretchen” was sent for and she proj 
duced a roll of bills from a secret hiding place 
and Mr. Martin was made happy. Then 
the curtain went up. 
The next morning McAvoy was arrested for 
the hotel bill of the company while in Ports- 
mouth. And still they are not happy. 
Army & Navy Coubse —The committee of 
this society are following in the footsteps of 
lyceum committees in large cities, and propose 
to give more concerts than lectures. This will 
be good news to our amusement lovers. The 
opening night by the Richings-Bernard Com- 
pany of thirteen people, will be a great treat. 
Caroline Ricbings Bernard is one of the best 
opera singers in this country, and for the past 
few weeks has been taking the place of Miss 
Kellogg, in her opera Company in San Francis- 
co. The other members of the company have 
been selected with great care and are well 
adapted to the parts they sustain. The compa- 
ny is spoken of so highly where they have per- 
formed that we look forward with pleasure to 
their coming. 
The Ogdensbcrg Excubsion.—The second 
cheap excursion to the White Mountains will 
leave at 8.45 this morning. Thursday’s tickets 
will not be taken, but those holding Thursday’s 
will be taken Monday. But five hundred tickets 
will be eeld and all except seventy-seven were 
disposed of last night. Saturday the train will 
be devoted to the school children and they will 
have an opportunity to take all the tickets, but 
if any remain, others can have them until the 
complement of 500 are sold. The statement 
that 600 went on Wednesday’s train is false. 
Only 500 tickets were sold. 
Change of Time.—The Portland and Roch- 
ester trains which have been leaving this city 
at 2.30 p. m., will hereafter leave at 4 p. m. 
making close connection at the new union de- 
pot m Worcester with New York and Albany 
via Springfield. A drawing-room car runs 
through to Worcester and a sleeping car run 
ning to New York from Worcester is reserved 
for passenger from the Portland and Worcester 
trains. The New York trains arrived in that 
city at 5 a. m. Ample time for refreshment in 
the Worcester station. 
Reap Estate Transfers.—'The following 
are the real estate transfers recorded Id this 
county yesterday: 
Gorham—Lot of land from Josiah D. Mc- 
Lellan to Lewis McLellan. Consideration 
$600. 
Brunswick—One undivided half of a lot of 
land from Levi Dickinson to John Royal. Con- 
sideration $30. 
Cumberland—Lot of land containing about 
twelve acres, from Otbniel M. Pote to Benja- 
min B. Lawrence. Consideration $1000. 
Lot of land from Mary F. P. Merrill to Ben- 
jamin B. Lawrence. Consideration $200. 
Church Breaking.—House breaking is quite 
a common thing, but breaking into a church is 
not so often heard of. Some burglar who was 
anxiouslfor variety broke a pane of glass in the 
rear of Congress Square church Wednesday 
night and entered the edifice. After strolling 
about the church for some time he discovered 
the missionary box, and breaking it open got 
about $5. The money was collected last Sun- 
day for the benefit of the heathen, and now 
they have it without the expense of sending it. 
Haydn Association.—Those of our readers 
who heard the “Pilgrimage of the Rose/’ given 
by the Haydn Association last June, will be 
glad to learn that by request, they will repeat 
the Cantata at Union Hall next Thursday 
evening, and those who did not then hear it 
will secure the opportunity to hear Schumann’s 
delightful composition most charmingly ren- 
dered by at once securing tickets for the con- 
cert at Stockbridge’s. 
ANOTHER Excursion.—An excursion 
through the Notch to the Faby an House has 
been arranged in connection with the Method- 
ist preachers’ meeting to be held at North 
Conway, Oct. 11-13. Tickets $2.50 from Port- 
land and return, good from 11th to 15th. The 
Preachers Association will take the regular 
morning train trom Portland at North Conway 
on Thursday, Oct. Mtb, and return to Portland 
the same evening. 
Disturbance.—About noon yesterday about 
200 sailors collected in an alley just off Com- 
mercial street, and after a long “talk” indulged 
in a free fight. There are a large number of 
sailors in town during this cloudy weather, and 
such affairs are of daily occurrence. 
RETURN OF BOSWORTH FONT. 
Hearty Reception hr the Army and Navy 
Uaiott, Fortland Eight Infantry and 
Mechanic Blues. 
Bosworth Post returned from their trip to 
Haverhill last evening, well pleased with their 
visit. It rained hard all the forenoon jester* 
day, and they remained within doors. In the 
afternoon the rain held up for a short time and 
their hosts, with the Haverhill Band, called 
for them and escorted them to the hall of the 
Post, where they were entertained for some 
time. During the time Chandler’s Band gave 
a concert in front of the hall. Ths excellent 
ainsic was warmly applauded by the crowd in 
the street. After spending a few hours at the 
hall, they were invite! to visit the new Public 
Library. The library has just been opened and 
they were the first visitors to the institution. 
The Post and baud, on leaving the library, 
marched down to the Park, where they were 
photographed. From there they marched to 
the train,under the escort of the Haverhill Post. 
As the train left the depot they cheered their 
Haverhill friends lustily. 
The Post are warm in their praises of the 
treatment they received at the hands of their 
friends in Haverhill. No stone was left un- 
turned to make them enjoy the occasion. The 
police from this city were taken in charge by 
Marshal Bishop and Capt W. R. Webber on 
their arrival,and escorted to a hotel where they 
were entertained in the best possible manner 
during their stay. If any of that force ever 
visit Portland Marshal Parker and his officers 
will be anxious to eutertain them in the most 
approved stylo. 
On arriving in this city they were met by a 
procession composed of the Army & Navy 
Union, Light Infantry and Mechanic Blues, 
with the First Regiment Drum Corps, under 
command of Adjutant Chas. J. Pennell. Af- 
ter the usual courtesies the procession formed 
in the following order: 
Platoon of Police. 
Chandler’s Band—-35 pieces. 
Army and Navy Union, Capt. Dennison. 
Portland Light Infantry, Lieut. Procter. 
Mechanic Blues, Serg’t Brown. 
Bosworth Post Drum Corps. 
Bosworth Post, Commander Hanson—74 men. 
The line of march was taken up through 
Do«l. O 1 _ J n_ -a. 1- a- 
Market Square. The lice of march was illum- 
inated by a good display of fire works, and 
Machigonne engine company decorated and 
illuminated their house in honor of the event, 
As the procession passed the bell on the engine 
was rung. On their arrival at Market Square 
the whole company visited Eeed’s saloou. 
When all were seated, Dr. Gordon, Vice Presi- 
dent of the Army & Navy Union, welcomed 
the visitors in behalf of the Union and the 
military companies, and invited all to partako 
of oysters. It is needless to say that the invi- 
tation was accepted, and the Post gave three 
cheers for the Army & Navy Union and the 
military companies. Only, those who have 
heard the Post cheer can form any idea of the 
noise they made, as every one of them was 
feeling first class. At the close of the repast 
the line was re-formed and the Post e: cor ted to 
their hall, and thus closed their excursion to 
Haverhill. Their reception here was unex- 
pected, and as cordial as it was sudden. The 
Army and Navy were wide awake and, to use 
an old expression, they “did the thing up 
brown.” The Post will watch for an opportun- 
ity to return the compliment, anl thus keep up 
the harmonious feeling now existing between 
the two organizations. 
The Museum.—Certainly no one with any 
show of reason could, unless an advocate and 
admirer of rant, accuse Miss Waldron of lack 
of animation in jher rendition of “Armande 
Chandoce” last evening. From the rising of 
the curtain to its going down she fully sus- 
tained the requirements of her arduous role and 
admirably acquitted herself in the difficult 
part she bad to play. The characterization 
was finished, artistic and vivid. While suffi- 
ciently impassioned it was marred by no ex- 
travagance, had about it no blemish of stagi- 
ness In word, gesture and facial. expression 
Bhe was nothing deficient. Her rendition of 
Armande was certainly the best ever given in 
Portland, and deserving of cordial and hearty 
recognition. Its great charm is its natural- 
ness, Indeed the merit of Miss Waldron’s act- 
ing is in just this respect. She carefully 
avoids all approach to rant, and delights to de- 
lineate her characters by a succession ofjfine 
touches rather than by broad and exaggerative 
strokes. This has sometimes led, unjustly we 
think, to an accusation of want of animation. 
.uui must wiu recognize in ner acting a con- 
scientious attempt at the method of the new 
school of “nature,” which is fast driving out 
the old affectation and staginess, She may 
have failed in some of her studies, but her 
“Armande Chandoce” was certainly a success. 
In jcstice to'the criticisms passed upon her it 
should be said that her rendition was a mark- 
ed improvement over that (given the previous 
night. 
The improvement in acting was not confined 
to Miss Waldron. All did better. Miss Strat- 
ton threw into the part of “Mathilde” a vivaci- 
ty before wanting, and gave a finished and 
rounded impersonation worthy of high praise. 
Mr. Norris’ De Lesparre is an excellent piece 
of acting, free from the melodramic, pictur- 
esque and effective, and certainly the best 
thing he has yet done. Mr. Curtis made a 
laudable and In the main successful attempt to 
correct his faults of the evening previous, and 
succeeded in approaching much more nearly to 
our conception of the good-natnred, honest- 
hearted “Hector.” Mr. Bascomb’s “Baron” is 
a commendable bit of acting, the character be- 
ing admirably suited to his peculiarities. 
It is with pleasure we announce that “Led 
Astray” will be repeated this evening. This 
last opportunity to see it should not be suffered 
to pass unimproved. 
County Fair. 
It wasn’t a good day for fairs yesterday, but 
we are informed by Secretary Dingley that the 
programme intended for Thursday will be tak- 
en up to day, Friday, if pleasant, but if not 
will be the order for the next fair day, Sunday 
excepted. The programme is as follows: 
Forenoon—9 o’clock, family horses will be 
shown for the Society’ premium; at 9£ o’clock, 
exhibition of colts; 10 o’clock, ploughing match; 
11 o’clock. 1 exhibition of gentlemen’s driving 
horses. 
Afternoon—Trotting will take place in the 
afternoon as follows: 
Three Minute Purse—The following entries 
are made for the three minute purse: 
Robie Whitney.ns. b. m. Flora Belle 
L. J. Brackett.ns. s. g. Charley Miller 
John Noyes.ns. g. m. Nellie Sherman 
James Sanborn.s. .- 
J. M. White.Major Enox 
ua Va V It/Ui ...aaaaaa a kJUiail 
Chas. Clark..Blackbird 
E. S. Crosby.Lady Mansfield 
J. H. Sawyer.ns. King George 
Sweepstakes—The following entries have 
been made for the sweepstakes: 
E. N. Perry.ns. Ligbtfoot 
G. & L. P. Warren.ns. Messenger Knox 
V. C. Hall.as. Pbll Sheridan 
Maggie Mitchell.—In speaking of Maggie 
Mitchell who will appear here the 11th inst., 
the Hartford Daily Times says: “Miss Maggie 
Mitchell’s ‘Marie’ in ‘The Pearl of Savoy’ is 
almost as well known to tbe theater-going 
public as her ‘Fanchon’, and it is almost as un- 
iversal a favorite. As a vivid and natural in- 
terpretation of a really charming character, it 
is fully the equal of any of Miss Mitchell’s oth- 
er personations, and in; some respects it re- 
quires more elaborate treatment than any of 
the prominent roles in her reportoire. save pos- 
sibly Jane Eyre. Her three weeks’ engage- 
ment in Boston, just closed, was the most suc- 
cessful of any ‘star’ that has ever appeared in 
New England, the receipts being $27,000. She 
gave three matinees, at which the receipts 
were $5648, and on the days they were given 
they took more money at the box office than 
was taken at all the theaters in the city com- 
bined, and three times more than was received 
at any one place.” 
CITY AFFAIRS. 
At a special meeting of the Board of Mayor 
and Aldermen held yesterday it was ordered 
that notice be given for a hearing on establish- 
ing a sewer on Salem street. 
William. W. Carr, Francis Burnett, George 
W. Rice, and Francis A. Rounds were drawn 
as traverse jurors for the October term, Su- 
preme Judicial Court. 
Lectures.—Mrs. Dr. Elizabeth J. French 
was greeted by a large audience yesterday af- 
noon, at Congress street church. The ladies 
turned out despite the rain. At an early day 
Dr. French will lecture to an audience of both 
ladies and gentlemen. The lady is a speaker 
of rare gifts, and is becoming very popular. 
This evening she will speak at Allen Mission. 
Mr. Langley, a Bangor reformed man, will also 
speak. 
Pnaanal, 
Ex-Gov. Perbam has gone to take a part in 
the New "Sork campaign. 
The names of L. L. Lincoln, esq., and A. F. 
Hersey, late freight agent on the Maine Cen- 
tral, are spoken of as Mr. Angell’s successor as 
superintendent of the E. & N. A. R. R. 
M. L. A.—Tickets for the M, L. A. coarse of 
lectures and concerts are now for sale at the 
usual places. The attractive array of lecturers 
and Thomas’ unrivalled orchestra, make this 
one of the best of the many courses with which 
they havo favored the city for many years. 
I. O. O. F. 
Installation of Officers at Brunswick, 
A public installation of the officers of Pejep- 
scot Lodge No. 13,1. O. O. P. of Brunswick 
took place at Lemont Hall, Wednesday even- 
ing. 
There were present from the Grand Lodge, 
M. W. G. M. Benj. C. Stone, Bridgton; R. W. 
D. G. M. Stephen K. Dyer, Portland; R. W. 
G. W, Wm. E. Hogan of Bath; R. W..G. S. 
Joshua Davis, Portland; R. W. G. T. Daniel 
W. Nash of Portland; W. G. M. Byron Kim- 
ball of Bridgton; JW. G. G. Mark Harden of 
Angus ta. 
The officers installed were N. G., Frank 
Johnson; Y. G., Edward Beaumont; R. S., R. 
B. Melcher. P. S., W. T. Tyler; Treasnrei, E. 
T. Getchell; Warden, A. J, Eaton; Conductor, 
F. H. Wilson. 
A large audience was present at the installa- 
tion exercises, which were of a very interesting 
nature, and were conducted by the officers of 
the Grand Lodge. 
At the close of the ceremonies in the hall, 
the brethren of the Order repaired to the Ton- 
tine Hotel, where the inner man was delighted 
with a most bountiful feast spread by mine 
host Harmon. The festivities were kept up 
till a late hour, and were much enjoyed by all. 
The Centennial. 
The following lettor will be of interest to 
parties who are to exhibit granite at the Cen- 
tennial: 
United States Engineer Office, 
New York, Oct, 2,1875. 
Lieut. Col. James C. Duane, Bvt. Brig. Oen. 
U.S. A Portland. Me. 
General—Having been authorized by the 
War Department to form a collection of all 
kinds of building stone from various parts of 
the country, to be exhibited at the Centennial 
Exhibition at Philadelphia,yon are respectfully 
requested to send, or cause to be sent to me, 
specimens from all the quarries known to you, 
whether owned and worked by government or 
by private parties. 
The specimens should be in the shape of four 
(4) inch cubes, with one rock face, one plain or 
rubbed face (polished if possible) and the other 
ftidaa drussprl in unv nthor mow V.inli atnna 
should be carefully labelled with the name and 
location of th9 quarry, and the name and resi- 
dence of the owner, about in the following 
manner: 
Spruce Head Quarry, 
near Rockland, Maine. 
Bodwell Granite Co., 
Rockland, Me. 
Owners of quarries who propose to send 
samples of stone are expected to pay the ex- 
penses of cutting and forwarding them to this 
office. Very respectfully, 
Your obedient servant. 
Q. A. Gilmore, 
Lt. Col. of Eng,, and Bvt. Maj. Gen. U. S. A. 
Business Notes. 
A Skowhegau correspondent writes that the 
oil factory is running only toffill orders on hand, 
something that has not been the case for many 
years. 
The Lewiston |Journal says the freight busi- 
ness between that city and Portland has never 
been better than at the present time. 
The Journal says that the Auburn shipment 
of shoes during the past week has been 1,000 
cases, and the receipts of leather 70,000 pounds. 
During the previous week the shipments were 
1,702 cases, and the receipts of leather 71,655 
pounds. One year ago for the week ending 
Oct. 7th, the shipments were 1751 cases, and 
the receipts of leather 72,141 pounds. The 
manufacturers continue to be busy in filling 
orders, generally they are not making much 
profit this season. 
STATE NEWS. 
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY. 
The Androscoggin county fair at Lewiston is 
a great success according to the Journal. Eve- 
ry department is fully represented. 
The {Journal says that Messrs. E. C. Millett 
& Son of West Minot, this season, raised 
624 33-52 bushels of onions (52 pounds to the 
bushel) on one-half an acre—so oertify George 
B. Perkins and L. S. Atwood. 
The S. J. Court at Auburn had a full sized 
breach-of promise case to settle. The parties 
were a widow 46 years of age, and a widower 
44. The widower plead that he eourted the wo- 
man but she was “offish,” and further that it 
was no damage to the woman because he hadn’t 
the means to support her as well as she could 
support herself with her pensions. 
HANCOCK COUNTY. 
In Franklin one day last week, a son of Rev. 
S. Wentworth, while at play with one of his 
school mates at or near the school house in 
district No. 2, accidentally fell, dislocating his left arm below the elbow, and fractured one of 
iud uuuca. 
From the Ellsworth American: At the recent 
fire on Water street, one of Two’s boys dressed 
in haste, seizing such clothing as he could find, 
putting it on while running to the engine house. 
The tun was quickly at work with our fireman 
at the brake, when one of his comrades ex- 
claimed, “Seems to me you wear darned good 
clothes.” Ou looking at his jacket he found 
he had donned his wife’s velvet sack trimmed 
with bugles and heads, and rather full in front. 
Nevertheless he continued to break her down.” 
The Ellsworth American has a fish story: 
Last week a cat belonging to Mr. Michael How- 
ard brought home a large eel, weighing between 
two and three pounds, which she had caught in 
the river. The head and paws of the cat were 
wet and covered with saw dust, showing that 
she had been obliged to enter the water for her 
game. The eel was alive and squirming and 
made a heavy load for poor Puss. Mr. Howard 
says that this is not the first time she has been 
a fishing. 
KENNEBEC COUNTY. 
The Journal says that Samuel E. Bailey, au 
aged and respected citizen of Pittston, died at 
his residence in East Pittston on Monday morn- 
ing. He was at church the day previous. 
The annual cattle show of the town of Wayne 
will occur at Wayne Village ou Wednesday, 
Oct. 20tb. 
Judge Woodbury, Capt. Pettengill and John 
W. Chase, Esq., the building committee of the 
board of trustees on the new Insane Asylum, held a meeting Wednesday at the institution to 
consider matters connected with the building 
The Journal says that the managers of the 
Maine Industrial School for Girls held their 
quarterly meeting at Hallowell, Wednesday. 
Messrs. Perham, Page, Stevens, Mrs. Flagg, 
Mrs. Sampson, and Messrs. French and N ash 
were present. They found the affairs of the 
institution in a very satisfactory condition. 
There are twenty-four girls in the school. 
KNOX COUNTY. 
Daniel Webster, a convict in the State Pris- 
on, who had served nearly four years of a ten 
years’ sentence for assault to ravish, was found 
dead in his bed on Thursday morning of last 
week. He was a native of England, about 30 
years of age, and is thought to have died of 
heart disease. 
The Rockland Free Press says that intelli- 
gence was received Saturday of the death of 
Captain George G. Smalley, a highly respected and successful shipmaster of Thomaston. He 
died at Palma, on the island of Majorca. He 
commanded the schooner Agnes I. Grace of 
Waldoboro. He leaves a widow and six chil- 
dren. 
OXFORD COUNTY. 
A Bethel correspondent writes .concerning 
Gen. James Burbank, who died in that town 
Oct. 2d, at the age of 77 years, as follows: Gen. 
Burbank was born in Bradford, Mass., but 
weai wim ms parents to uiieaa, wnere ne spent 
his life until ten years since when the moved to 
Bethel. He was a man of more than ordinary 
intelligence. He was twice a member of the 
Legislature, and fur many years filled town and 
countv offices with credit and to the public sat- 
isfaction. In the days of the militia he was 
elected General, and was always addressed by 
that title. He w is a model citizen, a Christian 
man and widely esteemed. 
PENOBSCOT COUNTY. 
A three-masted schooner called the Maud 
Briggs, is soon to be launched from Oakes & 
Son’s yard in Brewer. 
The Whig says that the Land Agent has de- 
8osited with Albert W. Paine, Esq., at his of- ce in Bangor, schedules of the public lands to 
be sold at auction on the 27th inst., containing 
items of locality, growth, etc,, of the several 
parcels to be sold. 
The Catholic Fair at Bangor, which has con- 
tinued through several days, was a success. 
In view of the fact that the officers of Ward 
7, of Bangor, failed to make the proper returns 
of the late election to send to the City Clerk as 
required by law, the Aldermen have directed 
the Clerk to send a return to the Governor and 
Council with a statement of facts. 
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY. 
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Edes of the Pis- 
cataquis Observer, propose to hold a reception 
on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of their 
wedding, Oct. 13th. The reception will take 
place in Mayo’s Hall, and there will be a fine 
entertainment in honor of the oldest printer 
and his wife at their golden wedding. 
Mr. Justin Whitcomb, a much respected 
farmer of Dover, died very suddenly of apo- 
plexy on Saturday, Oct. 2d. 
A Frenchman who stole about $150, a watch, 
eti., last winter, while employed in the woods, 
was last week sentenced to jail for one year. 
SAGADAHOC COUNTY. 
Our Bowdoiobam correspondent writes that 
the body of William C. Allen, the man missing from Bowdoin Center a few days since, was found in the Cathance river, near what is known 
as the "plank bridge.’’ He had been suffering from disease, which doubtless caused insanity and led to the suicide. H6 was a man greatly esteemed. He served in Company B, 15th 
Maine, and while in South Carolina shot the 
noted guerilla Quantrell after he (Allen) had 
received two shots through bis clothes from the 
bushwhacker. 
SOMERSET COUNTY. 
Our Fairfield correspondent “Seth," writes: 
The horse trot has been postponed to Oct. 19th 
and 20tb, when Gen. Lee and Emperor Wil- 
liam will trot-John Brown, living near 
Waterviile, died Tuesday from the eflect of a 
thistle which he got into bis hand and after 
wards got cold.--The Waterviile ghost has 
disappeared. When a crowd put in an appear- 
ance the manifestations ceased. 
WALDO COUNTY. 
Montville is moving for a division of the 
town, and will go before the next Legislature. 
The Age reports a great deal of typhoid fever 
in Brooks. 
Ou complaint of a citizen in Belfast, the li- 
quors in the city agency were seized because 
the same were sold in violation of law. The 
agency is again open with a new stock, cheer- 
fully remarks the Journal. 
The Journal says that on last Thursday morn- 
ing, the house of Captain Peleg Iioardinan of 
Jslesboro, was destroyed by fire with all its con- 
tents. The family escaped with just what they 
stood in. CapL Boardman had sent his win- 
ter’s provisions by the Brutus, the schooner re- 
cently lost. 
The Belfast Journal says that the creditors 
of the RocklaDdshoe factory did not accept the 
terms of Mr. Critchett of that city. The stock 
has been sold to Boston parties and will be 
worked up at the Warren shoe factory. 
The Progressive Age has added the book 
bindery business to its job department. Mr. 
Corbett, the foreman, has lately returned from 
the Quincy bindery at Portland, where he has 
learned the business. 
George W. Wells having retired from the 
agenev of the Sanford line of steamers in Bel- 
fast, Daniel Lane has resumed the duties of 
that position, which he vacated some fifteen 
years ago. 
The Journal says that on Monday, while 
Mrs. George TJ. White and Mrs. Warren Marsh 
were driving through Belfast their horse be- 
came unmanageable and upset the carriage, 
throwing them both out and dragging the car- 
riage over them. Though both were rendered 
insensible, no bones were thought to be broken, 
but they were severely bruised. 
YORK COUNTY. 
About sixty men are employed in the black- 
smith shop of the department ot construction 
and repairs at the Kittery pavy yard in the fit- 
ting ot the Marion and Enterprise. The spars 
for the latter ship are to be built in the yard, 
by contract. 
A naval court martial, of wbich Colonel H. 
Jones is president, convened at the Kittery 
navy yard on Tuesday for the trial of a marine. 
Capt. I. H. \\ ashburn is Judge Advocate. 
Barnes Brothers’ Ins. Agency.—In an- 
other column will be found the insurance ad- 
vertisement of Messrs. Barnes’ Bros., whose 
agency we are pleased to know has grown and 
progressed in a most substantial manner, aDd 
... i....„„—t *1-- i—* _. >, 
the state. As will be seen by the advertisement, 
they represent some of the strongest and best 
companies in the country and furnish undoubt- 
ed indemnity. Persons having dealings with 
the firm will find that Messrs. Barnes Bros, 
thoroughly understand their business and con- 
duct the same in an honorable manner. They 
also are independent of any insurance combina- 
tion and [judge each risk on its own merits. 
Kendall & Whitney have received a large 
variety of Kustic Hanging Baskets. oc7d2t 
Cabpbtings.—Better b, y of B. Adams & 
Son, 140 Exchange St. selGd&weodtf 
The Eyans Magazine Rifle. 
It would appear to be a very opportune time 
in which to introduce a new fire-arm to public 
notice, when the people at large have become 
interested in good marksmanship, as displayed 
in the recent rifle contest at Ire land, when the 
American team were victorious, and to secure 
the greatest accuracy of aim and speed in firing 
the best arm should bd used,and this the Evans 
rifle claims to be. This rifle is a n w arm en- 
tirely, carrying in its magazine thirty-four 
rounds of 44-100 central fire cartridges, all of 
which may be discharged in twenty seconds; it 
can also be used as a single breech-loader with 
safety and rapidity. Its magazine is absolute- 
ly safe,as each cartridge is carried in a separate 
chamber and cannot by any possibility be made 
to explode in the magazine. The rifle is loaded 
by introducing the cartridge through an open- 
ing in the butt-plate and by a movement of 
the lever underneath the stock the cartridge is 
carried forward and another can be introduced, 
and so on till the thirty-four fill the magaeine. 
The empty shell or cartridge, is discharged by 
the forward movement of the lever. The ad- 
vantages claimed over other rifles are that the 
working parts of this rifle consist of seven 
pieces only, none of which are liable to break 
or rust; that when the magazine is fully charg- ed the whole weight is felt in the bodv 
of the arm, making a complete offset against 
recoil, and as each round is discharged, a per- 
fect balance is preserved, when in position for 
shooting; the barrel of the gun is in no way de- 
formed or endangered by loaded magazine run- 
ning parallel with the same, in which each 
cartridge rests directly one against the other, 
with great liability of accidental discharge; 
there are no spiral springs about the gun to 
rust or break and disable the gun. 
A trial of this rifle was had at Spy Pond, 
Arlington, Wednesday, and at a distance of 
nuu yards an average score of forty-five out of a 
possible sixty, was made by amateurs. The 
Title is very simple iu construction, easily oper- 
ated, not liable to get out of order, and iu 
many other ways is a superior weapon. One 
noticeable feature of its operation Wednesday 
was the almost perfect absenoe of any recoil of 
the piece, and the accurate range, which in 
connection with the absolute safety in its nse, 
makes it a very desirable weapon for tbe sports- 
man, or as a military weapon. It has received 
the highest commendation, both at home and 
abroad, from military authorities and sports- 
men, and the trial of Wednesday abundantly 
proved the justice of these commendations. 
The weapon to be thoroughly appreciated tnd 
its merits understood, should be seen and ex- 
amined at 130 Purchase street, where it will be 
shown and its workings fully explained by the 
courteous agent of the manufacturers, George 
i\ Breed.—Boston Globe. 
Lyon’s Kathabion prevents the hair from 
falling out or turning gray, renews it growth, 
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully 
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic 
ever produced. Used by the elite. Price only 
60 cents. aprl6eod dawly 
Consumption Can be Cubed. 
Schenck’s Pulmonic Sybup, 
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic, 
Schenck’s Mandbake Pills, 
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary 
Consumption. 
Frequently medicines that will stop a cough will 
occasion the death ot the patient; they lock up the 
liver, stop the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage 
follows, and in fact, they clog the action of the very 
organs that causdd the cough. 
Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia are the causes of 
two-thirds of the cases ot Consumption. Many per- 
sons complain of a dull pain in the side, constipa- 
tion, coated tongue, pain in the shoulderblade, feel- 
ings of drowsiness and restlessness, the food lying 
heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity 
and belching up of wind. 
These symptoms usually originate from a disor- 
dered condition of the stomach or a torpid liver. 
Persons so affected, if they take one or two heavy 
colds, and if the cough in these cases be suddenly checked, will find the stomach and liver clogged, re- maining torpid and inactive, and almost before they are aware the lungs are a mass of sores, and ulcerat- 
ed, the result ot which is death. 
Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which does not contain opium or anything calculated 
to check a cough suddenly. 
Scheuck’s Sea Weed Tonic dissolves the food, mix- 
es with the gastric juices of the stomach, aids diges- tion, and creates a ravenous appetite. When the bowels are costive, skin sallow, or the 
symptoms otherwise ot a bilious tendency, Scbenck’s Mandrake Pills are required. 
These medicines are prepared only by 
J. H. Schenck & Son, 
N. E. corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Phila. 
wi oaic ujf an ui uggieifi auu ueaiers. 
jyH ocleod3dp&wlmsn 
The undersigned have formed a 
copartnership and leased the Store 
No. 96 Exchange Street, 
NEARLY OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE, 
Where they will keep constantly 
on hand Goods ol all kinds for 
men’s and boys’ wear, which will 
be made up in flrsi-class style at 
very moderate prices. We hope, 
by strict attention to business, and 
fair dealing, to receive a fair share 
ot business. 
^■PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE OUK 
GOODS AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING. 
Remember Ibe 
96 EXCHANGE ST. 
M. H. REDDY. P, 0. DONNELL. 
jy21 eodCm 
REMOVAL, 
NEW JEWELRY STORE. 
O. II. XiAMSON, 
Watch-Maker and Jeweller, 
has removed to his new and commodious store 
NO. 201 MIDDLE STREET, 
Nearly opposite toe ‘‘Falmouth.” 
i Where he will open for sale a fine stock of 
Watches, Jewelry, Silver Ware, Opera 
Glasses, Clocks, &c. 
?aMIDDLE street, 
GRAPES US BULK. 
REOEIVED THIS DAY. 2,000 pounds of fnice Concord Grapes in Bulk, and for sale cheap.. 
S. P. BARBOUR, 
oct7d3t No. 18 Market Street. 
DRAIN TILE 
FOR SALE BY 
KENDALL & WHITNEY. 
8e9 glim 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS 
"The Best Insurance 
— At the — 
LOWEST CONSISTENT RATES!” 
Barnes Brothers, 
tadtadpls, 
28 Exchange Street, 
PORTLAND, IRE., 
ctrepresen ting^j 
First Class, Reliable and 
Independent Companies, 
which are unsurpassed in character, stand- 
ing and strength, furnishing the most 
UNDOUBTED INDEMNITY ! 
The average BOOK VALVE ef ltd 
STOCK af ibe Companiea rcpretealed at 
Ihi. Agency, 
exceed# that of any other Agency in Port- 
land, fhne being the beat method of judg- 
ing of a Company’s true standing and 
strength. 
MERCHANTS’ 
INSURANCE COMPANY, 
OP NEWARK, N. J. 
(1858.) 
Assets, Jan, 1, 1875, • 8793,990 91 
Surplus for Protection of 
Policy Holders, 549,951 09 
Net Surplus above Capital, 349,031 09 
Book Value of Stock, 973 OO 
Assets July 1, 1S75, 834,970 OO 
WESTCHESTER 
FIRE INSURANCR COMPANY, 
OP NEW YORK, N. Y. 
(1837.) 
Assets July 1st, 1875, 8807,318 80 
Surplus for Protection of 
Policy Holdere, • 410,998 01 
Net Surplus above Capital, 109,998 01 
Book Value of Stock, 168 OO 
COMMERCIAL 
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
OP NEW YORK, N. V. 
(1850.) 
Assets Jan. 1, 1875, $499,870 98 
Surplus for Protection of 
Policy Holders, ■ 317,335 81 
Net Surplus above Capital, 117,335 81 
Book Value of Stock, ISO OO 
Assets Sept. 1, 1875, 481,109 83 
ALLEMANNIA, 
INSURANCE COKPANY, 
OF PITTSBURGH, PA. 
(18 G 8.) 
Assets Jan. 1, 1875, |- 8473,677 34 
Surplus for Protection of 
Pklicy Holders. 343,796 69 
Net Surplus above Capital, .» 43,796 69 
Book Yalue of Stock. • 18100 
GIRARD —% ~ 
FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.. 
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
(1853.) 
Assets Jan. 1, 1873, $833,193 93 
Surplus for Protection of 
Policr Holders, 436,097 87 
Net Surplus above Capital, 136,097 87 
Book Yalue of Stock, 133 OO 
Assets INarck 1, 1875, 863,413 81 
PRESCOTT 
INSURANCE COMPANY, 
OF BOSTON, HASS. 
(1856-1873.) 
Assets Jan. 1, 1873, 8333,099 99 
Surplus for Protection of 
Policr Holders, 338,710 OO 
Net Surplus above Captal, 38,710 OO 
Book Value of Stock, 119 OO 
BUFFALOljERMAN 
INSURANCE COMPANY, 
BCFFFALO, N. ¥. 
(1867.) 
Assets Jaa. 1, 1873, $533,601 96 
Surplus for Protection of 
Policr Holders, 434.191 Ol 
Net Surplus above Capital, 334,191 Ol 
Book Yalue of Stock, 317 OO 
Assets Julr 1, 1875, 580,014 86 
STANDARD 
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
OF TBENTON, N, J. 
(1868.) 
Assets Jan. 1, 1875, 8379,735 98 
Surplus far Protection of 
Policy Holders, 333,733 91 
Net Surplus above Capital, 33,733 91 
Booh Value of Stock, m OO 
Assets July 1, 1875, 397,313 35 
PEOPLES’ 
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
OF TRENTON, N. J. 
(1861.) 
Assets July 1, 1875, 8475,973 13 
Surplus for Protection of 
Policy Holders, 308,102 07 
Net Surplus above Capital, 168,103 07 
Book Value ot Stock, 184 OO 
Rochester German 
INSURANCE COMPANY, 
• • 
OP ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
(1873.) 
Assets Jan. 1, 1875, 8313,707 69 
Surplus for Protection of 
Policy Holders, 330,748 38 
Net Surplus above Capital, bO,748 38 
Book Value of Slock, 115 OO 
CITIZENS’ 
INSURANCE COMPANY, 
OF NEWARK, N J. 
(1869.) 
Assets Jan. 1, 1875, 8393,135 98 
Surplus for Protection of 
Policy Holders, 331,981 31 
Net Surplus above Capital, 31,981 31 
Book Value of Stock, • 110 OO 
Dwellings, Household Furniture, 
Churches and similar risks taken for one year, 
or for a term or years, in the very best Com- 
panies on the most favorable terms. Choice Mer- 
cantile and other desirable Risks placed in first- 
CLiss Companies at the Lowest Consistent 
Kates. 
Open Policies issued on Merchandise for short 
terms. 
Builders’ Risks at fair rates. 
It will pay to consult this Agency 
before insuring. 
BARNES' BROS., 
38 Exchange Street, 
PORTLAND, ME. 
Oct. 5, 1875. ocSdtf 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
REPORT OF THE CONDITIO* 
— OP THE — 
CANAL NATIONAL BANK, 
— OF — 
PORTLAND, ME., 
At Close of Business Oct 1, 1875, 
RESOURCES. 
Loans and discounts.$1,011,423 82 U. S. bonds to secure circulation. 533,000 00 Other stocks, bonds and mortgages. 13,100 00 
Due from redeeming and reserve agents. 159,361 16 
Due from other national banks. 18,353 C4 
Banking house. 20,000 00 Current expenses. 3 650 6J 
Checks and other cash items. 16,855 71 
Exchanges for clearing house. 16,370 60 
Bills of other national banks. 40,000 00 Fractional currency and nickels. 812 42 Legal tender note*. 32,000 00 Five per cent, redemption fund. 23,977 50 
$1,888,934 94 
LIABILITIES. 
Capital stock.$ 600,000 00 Surplus fund.120,000 00 Other undivided profits.243,221 09 363,221 99 National bank notes outstanding. 469,510 00 ? j “DPaid. 1.235 00 Individual deposits. 425,202 04 Certified checks... 10,036 95 Cashiers checks outstanding. 1.486 78 Due to other national banks. is,242 18 
$1,888,934 91 
STATE OF MAINE, I 
~~ 
Cumberland, ss. f 
I, B. C. Somerby Cashier of The Canal National 
Bank of Portland,” do solemnly swear that the 
above statement is true to the best of m v knowledge and belief. B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this Seventh 
day of Oct.. 1875. GEO. C. PETERS, 
Justice of the Peace. 
Correct Attest, W. W. THOMAS, 1 
F. W. BAILEY, | Directors. 
A. L. G1LKEY ) 
oct 8d3t 
BEPOBI OF THE CONDITION 
OF THE 
Casco National Bank 
-A.T PORTLAND, 
IN THE STATE OF MAINE, 
At the close of Buxine. Oct. 1, 1873. 
RESOURCES. 
Loans and discounts.$1,403,728 31 
U. S. bonds to secure ciiculation. 533.000 no 
inner stocks, Donas ana mortgages. 4,000 00 Dne from approved reserve agents. 86,175 29 
Due from other national hanks. 9,755 06 
Real estate, furniture and fixtures. 75,000 00 Current expenses and taxes paid. 3,340 24 Checks and other cash items. 76,781 97 Rills oi other natiODal'banks. 69,533 00 Fractional currency (including nickels).. 841 72 
Sp ie. 7,041 88 
Legal tender notes. 25 000 00 
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer 
(5 per cent of Circulation). 24,000 00 
*2,320,197 47 
LIABILITIES. 
Capital Stock paid in.* 800,000 00 Surplus fund.160,000 00 Other undivided profits.254,116 34 414,116 34 National Bank Notes outstanding. 480,000 00 Dividends unpaid. 2,644 63 Individual Deposits. 611,028 94 
Due to other National Banks. 12,407 56 
*2,320,197 47 
STATE OF MAINE, I 
County of Cumberland, i 
I, William A. Winship, Cashier of the aboved 
named Bank, do solemnly swear that the above 
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this seventh 
day of October. 1875. 
WM. T. SMALL, Justice of Peace. 
Correct Attest, J. Walker, ) Geo. P. Wescott, { Directors. E. H. Daveis. ) 
oct8 d3t 
Orin Hawkes & Co. 
CUSTOM DEPARTMEN. 
f» 
Custom Tailoring 
A. SPECIALTY. 
Constantly in stock all the new and desirable 
Fabrics in 
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN 
WOOLENS ! 
In nil tirade.. Colors, nod Styles-and 
having in oar employ a 
First Class Cutter. 
We can assure the citizens of Portland, that we can 
malt a 
CUSTOM GARMENTS 
— IN THE — 
Best ot Shape and at Reasonable Prices. 
482 & 484 Congress St., 
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE. 
8e2 d&w4m36 
“JOB LOT !” 
300 PIECES 
Wide and showy patterns Ham* 
burg Edges at 10c, 12c and 16c 
per yard. 
This lot is iully 25 per cent, under 
price, and by far the best value 
we have ever offered for these 
prices. 
OWEN &~MOORE, 
Congress Street, Cor. Brown. 
oct8 dlw 
M. & A. P. DARLING, 
531 CONGRESS ST., 
Offer for sale at REDUCED PRICES their entire 
Stock of 
RICH LYONS VELVETS AND SILKS 
In all Colors. 
MALTA AND THREAD LACES, 
SACK AND DRESS TRIMMINGS, 
Bonnets and Hats in Yelvet and Straw, 
Ribbons, Flower., Feathers aud Veils. 
ct8 dlweod2w 
Portland, Me,, Oct. 6th, 1875. 
WE, the Trustees of the A. M. E. Church on Mountfort St. in this city, after a careful in- 
vestigation of the present condition of our church 
property, find it to be impossible for us ever to 
get it under our control; therefore, 
Resolved. That we sell out our entire claim on the 
church, now held by Mr. S. L. Carlcton and others, 
and that we take what money we have in hand, given to us by the public, and build a small church that 
we can pay for; and that we do earnestly solicit aid from all tne friends of our cause. In the name of 
Him from whom we derive oil blessings, please to 
help us. Ail persons soliciting aid will have books with this preface in them. 
(Signed.) D. N. MASON, Pastor, 
oct8dlw J. S. BROWN, Sec. 
■WTHTTnu' jet Tnrpifnv gtvpv tu*. *.y.n ank...i 
JLN ber haft been duly appointed and taken upon I 
himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of 
SARAH LAMB, late of Westbrook, 
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given 
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de- 
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required 
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said 
estate are called upon to make payment to 
WILLIAM H. HEAL, Administrator. 
Westbrook, Oct. 5, 1875. oct8dlaw3wF* 
Forest City Dye House 
NO. 94 UNION STREET, 
Office, 313 Congress Street, Portland, Me. 
Gentlemen’s Garments Cleansed or Dyed Brown, Black, Bine-Black and Blue, and pressed ready lor 
wear. Shawls, Dresses, Sacques, &c. Dyed or 
Cleansed. No Kipping required. An Agent wanted in every Town in the State. sep6M&F2mua 
Portland Provident Association. 
ANNUAL MEETING. 
The annual meeting of the Portland Provident As- 
sociation for the election of officers for the ensuing 
year will beheld at its Rooms,City Building,Thurs- 
day, Oct. 14th. at 7 1-9 o’clock. 
C. C. HAYES, Sec’y. 
Portland, Oct. 8, 1875. oc8dtd 
Wanted. 
A CAPABLE KITCHEN GIRL. Apply at 38 High Street. oc8dlw* 
WANTED 
A FEW TABLE BOARDERS at 662 Congress Street. oc8d3t* 
Vermont Copperas, 
THE BEST FOR DYEING, as well as best DISINFECTANT known. Better than 
Cblo. Lime, cheaper and odorless. Use in solution. 
HOWE & GOODWIN, 
GENERAL AGENTS, 
Nos. 11,12,13 India, and 52 Central Sts., Boston. 
DTEWOODS, INDIGO, COCHI* 
NEAL, ANILINES. 
oc25dly 
Cheapest Book Store in the World 
119 EXCHANGE STREET. 
100,000 Book* withaat regard ta cast. 
Gaad Clacks, Watches aad Jewelry cheap. 
Repairing aad Cleaaiag well-dene aad 
Warranted. 
ALBERT COLBY’S SONS, 
»g5tt Pablishers aad Reeltsellers. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
===== 
FOK 
THE 
For Sabbath Schools, onr beautiful 
Shim'll" Rivnn 33 cl.. The new- 
CC 1 c Cat, a8 is One of ,he best of Sunday School Song Books. 
For Singing Schools, the famous 
Song Monarch. fy^^miS 
Singing Classes. 
For Devotional Meetings, (just published) 
Living Waters. Ws. 
rich treasury of the sweetest hymns and tunes. 
For C/ioruses, Conventions and Choirs. 
The Leader. Chains. 
Chorus Choir. 
Perkins Anthem Book, 81.50. Easy Anthoms. 
Trial hv .Tnrv sn.©o. dust pub- 11T, OUrJ. lished. A most mirth provoking Operetta, with flue muBic. 
Sent, post-paid, for retail price. 
•Liberal discounts to Societies and Conventions. 
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston. 
CHAS. H. DiTSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. T. 
oc5 d& ,v2w 
W. F. STUDLElT 
WILL OFFER 
EXTRA INDUCEMENTS 
— IK — 
LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S 
UNDERWEAR 
THIS WEEK. 
Also a lot of 
LADIES’ NICE 
FELT SKIRTS 
at the extraordinary low price of 75 cts. 
PI.EANE CALL AND EXAMINE, 
QC6dlw 
$300 Reward $300 
ottered for the arrest of 
Jonathan Watson, O. W. Plum- 
mer and Thomas McCarthy, 
who escaped from the Jail in Portland, on the night 
of September 16th. 
DESCRIPTION. Arc. 
Watson’s see 54, 5 feet 10 inches high, blue eyej, 
dark hair turning grey, full grey beard no mustache, 
light complexion, and corpulent. Had on grey 
pants, dark coat, checked vest, light checkered low hat, at time of escape. 
Oreatei M. Plommcr age 25, 5 feet inches 
high, cross eyed, dark hair, light conplexion, slight mustache. Had on light pants, dark coat and cap 
at time of escape. 
Thomas McCarthy age about 40, 5 feet 10 inches high, hair light brown, nfixed with grey, 
clean sbaved. Had on light pints dark frock coat, 
soft black hat, at time ot escape. 
The above reward will be paid for the arrest ot the 
three, or $100 for either. 
sep!8dtf_WM. I.. PENNELL, Sheriff. 
REDUCED RATES 
— TO — 
Boston, New Tork, Chicago, St. Louis, 
San Francisco, and all points West, 
via all the Bail and Steamboat Linea. 
Portland & Rochester Tickets 
— TO — 
Worcester, Springfield, Hartford, New 
Haven, New York, Philadelphia, and 
Washington at a redaction. 
MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS 
Lewiston,Augusta and Bangor less than regular fare 
IIOSTOV BOAT TICKETS. 
ROLLINS, CORING & ADAMS, 
No. 33 Exchange Street, Portland. 
jy3dtf 
CUT GLASS 
FOR DOORS, WINDOWS, SHIP’S 
CABINS, &c„ Ac. 
fllHE undersigned is now prepared to furnish cut X glass, either white or enameled In any quantity 
and at the shortest notice. 
The workmen employed are men of experience and 
oic an eamui an <uij m new LU|UMiU, auu au BUin ID 
warranted to give satisfaction. 
Glass signs and table ware cat and engraved to any 
design of letter, name or wreath in the best manner. 
A variety of new and original designs lor Door, 
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or may 
be had on application by mail. 
my terms are as low mu can be obtained 
in the country. 
C. H. FARLEY 
4 Exchange Street, Portland 
ap29 dtf 
Stem Winding Watch 
FOR $12.00. 
A GOOD Stem Winding, Open face Watch, that we warrant to keep good time for $12 00. Will 
send to any address C. O D. Can be returned by 
paying Express charges, if not perfectly satisfactory. 
J. A. MERRILL & CO., 
JEWELERS, 
No. 239 Middle Street. 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
oct2dS&Wtecxl2'ff 
H. M. Payson & CO., 
DEALERS IN 
Government Bonds, 
State and City Securities, 
BANK STOCK, Ac , 
32 Exchange Street. 
my27eodtf 
WILLEY & TYLER, 
TAXIDERMIST 8, 
16 Temple Street Portland, Maine. 
Bird., Animal., Dear Head., Flake., Ac. 
prepared, Staffed and M.aated la arder. 
ARTIFICIAL ETES, LEAYES, &c, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 
Hat Bird, and Featkcr. a Specially. 
lEyFancv Pigeons and Fowl of the best Breeds on 
band In their seaaon; also, Eggs for Setting. 
4..Q At 4 
DR. ELIZABETH J. FRENCH, 
a lady who announces a new path in 
Electrical Therapeutics, 
The Discovery of Electrical Crania. 
Diagnosis, 
may be consulted for a 
FEW DAYS 
— AT THE — 
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Room 4 
Dr. French can produce certificates Betting forth 
her success in bunarcds of critical cases, octitf 
L A M S 0 TV, 
PORTRAIT 
Photographer, 
244 middle St. 
Artistic l.ife gind Portraits n Specialty: 
from Eife or copied from all hind * of 
Smaller Piclnres, such as Old Dagn »r» 
otpyes, Tin-types. Ac. Ac. 
sel6>ltf 
Ammunition and Sporting Goods, 
Wholesale and Retail. 
O. L. BAILEY, 
4S Exchange Street, Agent for Du Font’s Fov- 
derMllls. Revolvers at Hednced Prices 
jy Please tell us where you saw this Advert ise- 
ment.an30iseodtt 
DRA1MGE. 
ALL persons interested in drainage will find It to their advantage to call on the 
Pierce Manufacturing Company 
ot cement pipes. Also contractors for constructing 
sewers, digging wells, cementing cellars, etc. Pipe Works, Corner Fox and Cove Sts., Portland. Me. Send all orders to J. L. SMITH, 
apraidtf_ u. s. Hote 
ICE. 
CARGOES OF PURE 
Famished aad Shipped by 
N. O- CRAM. 
dec9’73l8dtt 
To JLet* 
A SUIT of rooms without board. Apply at No. IT Dauforth Street. my24di»t 
AUCTION SALES 
F. O. BAILEY dc CO., 
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants 
Salesroom 176 Fore Street, 
(ORce 13 Exchange Street ) 
». O. BAILEY. O. W. ALLIS. 
Regular sale of Furniture ami General Merchan- 
dise every Saturday at salesroom. 176 Fore street, 
commencing at 9 o’clock a. m. 
Consignments solicited. ocSdtf 
CONTRACTOR’S SALE" 
— OF — 
HORSES, &C., 
AT AUCTION. 
Saturday, Oct. 9th, at 10 A. in., at Horse 
and Carriage .Hart, on Plata Mtreet 
WE thall sell to close a Contractor’s business for the season, 15 Horses. In the lot are some ex- 
tra workers and tine drivers, double and single. Jiggers, Damp Carts, Open and Top Carriages, Double and Single Harnesses for work and driving, 
one light Sleigh, <Sc., &c. At 111 by order of As- signee, one new Phaeton, Built by Lockhart, a very fine Carriage. Also the usual variety of Lew ana second hand Carriages, Harnesses, &c. 
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers. 
octC__d4t 
Genteel Furniture 
AT AUCTION. 
We shall sell on 
Saturday, Oct. 9th, at 10 o’clock A. M„ 
AT HOUSE NO. 1 PEERING PLACE, 
11HE Furniture consisting of Parlor Suits in B. W. and Crimson Terry. Parlor Suits in B. W. 
and Hair Cloth, Etagerie, French plate Mirrors, B. 
W. Chunber Set, Tapistry and Ingrain Carpets B. 
W. Pillard Extension TaSle, Parlor, Chamber. Din- 
ing Room and Kitchen Furniture, Furnace, Magee 
Cooking Range, Refrigerator. &c., &c. 
F. O. Bailey dt Co.; Auctioneers. 
oct6 d4t 
Saw mill and Clothes Pin Fac- 
tory for Sale at Auction. 
/ SSIGNKK’S SALK. 
IN BANKRUPTCY, District Court of the United States, District of New Hampshire, In the 
matter of K. H. TOLMAN & CO., Bankrupts, In 
Bankruptcy. Notice is hereby given that pursnant to an order of the District Court of the United Statee for the Dis- 
trict ot New Hampshire, 1 shall sell at public 
auction, on tho premises at Jackson Village. New 
Hamiwhlrp no Wh'IIVITQIl A V nninho* <V7*h ... ti 
A. M., the following described real and personal 
estate of said bankrupts, as unincumbered property free from liens,incumbrances; viz. Six acres of lana 
in Jackson, Carroll County, with buildings thereon, 
consistingof a two story Clothes Pin. Saw and Shingle 
Mill.heatedby steam, three dwelling houses and barn. The mill contains an 80 horse power engine ana 
boiler but little used and in perfect order. Clothes 
Pin Machinery,Board Saw,Shingle Machine. Planer, 
two Bolting vJachines,Box Machine, Lath Machine, Pail Handle Machine, Turning Lathe, Copper Dry 
Kettle, Belting and other Machinery, which will be • sold at same time. Also the right to maintain a 
dam at the Outlet of Junior Lake, and raise the 
sameBour feet, and to maintain an aqueduct from 
said Lake to said Factory and the dwelling bouses. 
Also another tract of land in said Jackson, known 
as the Thomas Hill Lot; being lot number 4, in the 
Gridley location, heavily covered with hemlock, 
sprnce and hardwood. The above property is situa- ted at Jackson Village, in a heavily wooded country, 
in the immediate vicinity oi the Portland & Ogde ns- 
burg Railroad. The buildings were built in 1873.and 
the machinery is new and in good order. Mo better 
opportunity to engage in this business can be found. 
For further particulars inquire of the suberi her at 
Conway, N. H. 
Oliver P. Meserve and Joshua Trickey,at Jackson, 
or James D. Fessenden, Portland, Maine. 
HIRAM C. ABBOTT, 
sep22dtf Assignee of E. H. Tolman & Co. 
AUCTION SALES" 
MORGAN & DOW, 
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants, 
* 
Saleiram No. 18 Exchange Ml. 
A. M. MORGAN. M. G. DOW. 
Regular Sales of Furniture. Groceries anil Genera 
Merchandise every SATURDAY, at Salesroom No. 
IS Exchange street, commencing at 10} o’clock a. m. 
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made. 
Portland, May 15th. myisdtf 
1875. Fall taoD. 1875. 
H. Talbot & Go., 
6 Clapp’s Block. 
We have just opened an unusually large stock of 
TRIMMINGS 
— IN — 
Fringes, Braids, Gimps, 
Buttons, 
— and — 
Feather and JIIoss. 
We have them in fine goods 
Especially adapted to Velvet and nice 
Cloth Garments, 
«l. *-vm_—__ _i._a._ 
Our stock of 
LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S 
UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY, 
la larger and more varied than can he found in nay other place la the City, raBe- 
ing from Cartwright & Warner's dewa to 
the 30 cent kind. 
LADIES’ TIES, 
SILK MUFFLERS, 
SILK POCKET HDKFS., 
LINEN HDKFS., 
WORSTED EMBROIDERIES 
AND WORSTEDS. 
Cutter’s Spool Silks and Twists, 
Tke most Perfect Goods ia Use. 
Also, the Exclusive Sale in this City of 
PAPER LAPBOARDS, 
which no lady who has work to cut and prepare 
should do without. 
Light, Easily Handled and CHEAP! 
oct6 diw 
FOUND AT LAST 1 
A Home Laundry, 
where Ladies and Gents ean have their 
Clothing Lanndried Clean, White 
and with fine Polish 
AT REASONABLE RATES. 
No Cklorides or Acids used. 
igp’Family washing solicited. Bundles sent for 
and delivered at 
58 Federal Street, opposite the Park 
I. C. TAILOR. 
oc4 d3w 
JAMES L. WILLEY 
Formerly of the firm of Jones St Willey, 
Fashionable Boot and Shoe Maker 
No. 16 Temple Street, 
OPPOSITE ADAMS HOUSE. 
Mr. Willey has resumed business as above, and is 
ready to serve his old customers, and would be 
pleased to meet many new ones. 
Mr. Willey pays personal attention to the manu- 
luciuro ui tiHaiev ana ueiuMnes'i rue 
Boat* and Shoe*, and at prices LOWER than any 
other maker tor the same quality of workmanship. 
y Repairing done in the neatest manner at 
satisfactory prices Ju2dtf 
Bonds for Sale. 
Portland Municipal 6’s. 
Portland Aid of Railroad 6’s. 
And other Good Securities, by 
SWAM 4k BARRIUTT 
200 Middle St. 
__eodtf 
WIM dowjpra WES. 
BURRO WES BRO’S., 
Don’t keep every body waiting for window frame* 
when yon can get them at Borrowe. Br«>.,ou 
twenty-four hours notice. All kinds of house flnlih 
on band or made to order. 
Canter Croa. and Fore Street*. 
*ep20_PORTLAND, ME. deodlm 
BENJ. F. McKESlCK, 
Formerly of the firm of 
NIcKaiiek & Kennard, Preble St| 
HORSE SHOERS, 
Has Opened a Shop 31 Pearl Street. 
Under the firm name of 
McKUSICK & ELLIOTT. 
where he will be pleased to see his old friends and 
many new ones. _sep29d2w 
BRICKS FOR SALE. 
400,000 Bricks 
Delivered in any part of the city in quantities to 
suit purchasers by 
F. W. CLARK 
1028 Congress Street. 
nellat. 
Fireproof Roofing Paint. 
The best and cheapest Snow 4k Daria Patent fltlnte Hoofing Paint for Sbingle, Tin and Iron Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon 
or applied by 
J. N. McCOY & co., 
08 Spring 81., Portland, 
BOOFEBS AND PAINTEBS 
Jy24 <JU 
[CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.] 
can. ever expect to be blessed with, and the adapta- 
tion of the volume of an irredeemable paper curren- 
cy to the evcrohanging wants of trade by annual leg- 
islation will be found an utter impossibility. But 
now. imagine a Congress controlled by statesmen 
like Gov. Allen, who thin* that more and more cur- 
rency must be issued until the money of the country 
stays out of the banks,* or imagine a Congress man- 
ipulated by a ring of unscrupulous and adroit finan- 
cial sharpers, and such a Congress wielding the tre- 
mendous power ot changing at pleasure the current 
value of every dollar, and every dollar’s worth of 
property you have. Does not your head swim at the 
prospect? Aud yet that is the power wielded by any 
Government, intelligent or idiotic, honest or rascally, 
which is charged with the office of “making and 
keeping the volume of irredeemable paper money 
equal to the wants of trade.” You, my Democratic 
friends, say that it was not you who conferred such a 
power upon the Government by the creation of the 
irredeemable paper money. That is true enough. 
It was done, under the pressure of the extreme ne- 
cessities of the civil war, by Republicans. But does 
that change the question? Previous lo the civil war 
you would have found among the great statesmen of 
the Republic hardly a single one who would have ad_ 
mitted the constitutionality of an act of Congress 
making anything but gold and silver coin a legal 
fonder. I know well that the^upreme Court, after 
the war, did consider such an act justified by the ex- 
tremity of the national"danger. But now the na- 
tional danger is over. We are at peace. The North 
and the South have shaken hands in renewed friend- 
ship, and no foreign euemy threatens our shores. 
All national danger, with what justification it 
might afford of exceptional measures, has vanished; 
and now you Democrats of Ohio propose to continue 
hat awful power of the Government, inseparable 
from an irredeemable paper money system; nay, you 
propose to perpetuate it—for what purpose? Not to 
defen I the life of the Republic against armed aggres- 
sion, but to produce certain effects upon the busi- 
ness of the country. You not only admit the power 
of the National Government to change at will all 
current values in the country; to dispose of the pri 
vate fortune of every citizen at its arbitrary pleasure* 
Nay, in the face of the efforts of others to strip the 
Government ot a discretion so despotic, you insist 
that that power shall be exercised by what you eu- 
phoniously call “making and keeping the currency 
equal to the wants of trade,” by the interference of 
the Government, and you still call yourselves Demo- 
crats and claim the confidence of the people by your 
fidelity to the great principle that popular liberty 
and free institutions must be secured by a strict lim- 
itation of the powers of the Government. 
A PRACTICAL VIEW OF INFLATION. 
Now, a word about inflation, as the price of 
corruption and profligacy. You, my Democratic 
friend, profess to contend for frugal, economical, 
honest, pure government. So do I. Is there a 
single candid man among you who sincerely be- 
lieves that frugality, economy, honesty, and purl- 
ry oi government. can oe promoted [>y an expan- 
• sion of our irredeemable currency, or are even in 
*any way compatible with it? Let us look at a 
plain, practical side of the question. It has fre- 
quently been asked, How are you going to get your 
additional greenbacks afloat? The query seems to 
have caused some embarrassment, and the answer 
has usually been, “Oh, we shall get it out some- 
how.” But there is no need of indeflniteoc.s. 
The matter is capable ot pr :ise statement. Ob- 
viously there are two ways to set additional cur- 
rency afloat. One is by buying up United States 
gold-bearing bonds in the market, or by buying gold 
to pay oft the bonds as they fall due. But it is 
certain that this method will answer only in a very 
limited measure for this simple reason; as you put 
out new greenbacks, with the prospect of a large 
emission, the greenbacks will rapidly depreciate 
as to gold, and as the bonds are payable, principal 
m 
and interest, in gold, they will maintain their gold 
value, and their price in paper money will thereby 
become so high that the method of putting out 
greenbacks by purchasing bonds will soon become 
very unpopular and be dropped. Or if you mean to 
repudiate the bonds, of which, as I understand’ 
there is at present no declared purpose, then, o* 
course, you will simply repudiate them and not 
buy them up at all. But there is another way 
to put afloat new issues of greenbacks. It is 
by carrying the expenses of the Government beyond 
its resources; and this, I have no doubt, will be 
resorted to as the favorite method. Do yon know 
what that means? Imagine a Congress making 
appropriations of money for the avowed purpose ot 
getting out, putting afloat, spending as much money 
as possible, and adopting systematic extravagance in 
expenditures as a necessary measure of financial 
policiy to the end of making and keeping the volume 
of currency equal to tlic wants of trade. What a 
day ot Jubilee there will be among the thieves and 
rascals who think they can gain not only wealth 
bat respectability by stealing as much as possible of 
the public money. Let it be known that ditches 
must be dug, that embankments must be thrown up, 
and that railroads and steam-boat lines must be 
subsidized for the very purpose of spending money 
—V V. .uvvuiiwivj HO 1UBUO UUU ft.l 
equal to the wunts of trade.” What a harvest of 
Jobs, what a crop 9! rings this blessed country will 
bear; wbata glorious time for enterprising con- 
tractors; what a seductive season for Congressmen 
to help a friend, for a little share in the profits; 
what a carnival ot fraud; what a flying about of 
stray millions, for mind you, money will be no 
object; on the contrary, it must be spent, and the 
more spent the better, for the greenbacks must be 
gotmt in obedience to the mandate, “to make and 
keep the volume of tho currency equal to the wants 
of trade.” No! felllow-citizens. this no Jest. This 
is no exaggeration. You adopt a financial policy, 
making it the duty of the National Government to 
put out new issues of currency, in any way that 
will serve the object quickest, and unlimited ex- 
travagance will be the necessary, the inevitable con- 
sequence. There never was a State ever so well 
administered, there never was a people ever so 
frugal, there never was a Government ever 
so careful, which did not, by the emission of 
large quantities of irredeemable paper money, run 
Into the vortex of profligacy and corruption. It has 
never been, it will never te, otherwise. It is the 
very nature of thingB. When you manufacture this 
so-called money by merely printing a few 
words on a slip of paper, it appar- 
ently costs nothing. You are deluding 
yourselves with the idea that you are creating wealth, 
without stopping to think of the ultimate day of 
reckoning, which demands the settlement of accounts. 
When you spend such money for the very pnrpose of 
getting it out, the wildest extravagance is unavoid- 
able, and the extravagance ot Government always is 
the very hot-bed of peculation and corruption. The 
Rings will thrive, and the honest men will pay the 
cost; but not only the Government officers does it 
corrupt; still more grievously will it demoralize the 
people, when by the fluctuation ot so vicious a mone- 
tary system the possessions of everybody become un- 
certainfrom day to day. Every man of business will 
by the very force of circumstances be made a gam- 
bler. What is worth something to-day and may be 
worth nothing to-morrow, is likely to be the foot-ball 
of chance; and when everybody, to save himself 
sees himself forced to overreach everybody else, the’ 
principles of honesty are easily forgotten. The sting 
ot necessity stimulates unscrupulous greed, end the 
general example silences the the voice of conscience. 
Honest labor appears as fruitless drudgery, and to 
live on one’s wits becomes the order of the day. The 
history of nations is full of pertinent warnings. 
American society can escape such a fate just as little 
as any other, if we flood this country with that kind 
of money which in its very nature carries the poison 
of false pretense and seduction. My Democratic 
friends, we have seen in our days many startling 
ui cmuczziemeni, peculation, ana rraud. We 
have seen Credit Mobilier Rings, Whiskey Rings, 
Mail Contract Rings, Indian Rings, and what not. 
I have denounced these things no less earnestly than 
you, but I tell you all these things will appear insig- nificant compared with the corruption and profligacy which must inevitably ensue when you put in opera- 
tion a financial policy, which, in order to make and 
keep our Irredeemable currency equal to the wants 
of trade, will oblige the Government to spend money In streams for the very purpose of getting it out; tor 
then reckless extravagance, with all the wastefulness 
and corruption inseparable from it, will no longer 
appear as a mere incident—it will become the sys- 
tematic practice of your Government, I he very basis 
of your scheme of finance. Democrats, do you ask 
for the confidence of the people on the ground that 
you are enemies of corruption and friends of econom- 
ical, honest, and pure Government? If so, then 
make haste to mark with the stigmaof condemnation 
those of your leaders who attempt to inveigle you 
into the approbation ot a financial policy which by 
the force of necessity will make the Government 
more corrupt and profligate than ever. I venture to 
affirm that while the Democratic party puts forth 
strict limitations of the power of Government and 
the suppression of corruption as its first objects, those Democrats who advocate an inflation of our 
currency are advocating a more despotic and danger- 
ous exercise ot governmental power and a more de- 
moralizing, oppressive extravagance and corruption zhan we eyer experienced, thus betraying the very 
principles which the Democracy most loudly profess. 
I trust that no candid man will deny that I have 
made good my assertion. The interested partisan 
may quibble, but no patriotic man will close his eye 
to the truth. 
THE EXCUSE FOB ALL THIS. 
What excuse, then, can be presented for such a 
betrayal of professed principles? What advantages 
can bo baneful a policy offer to compensate for such 
curses? The excuses put forth shine by their flim- 
siness. Here is a very curious one from Gov. Allen 
himself. In one of his first speeches he said sub- 
stantially this: “Not the Democrats but the Re- 
publicans forced the greenback currency upon the 
people. The Republicans are responsible for it. 
They, therefore, ought not to villify their own child. 
And, since they have forced the greenbacks upon us, they must not find fault with us if we accept the situation and give them more than they bargained 
r. Ah, Gov. Allen, this will hardly do; not even to a pinch. You may not be satisfied with the past nancia po cy of the Republican party; neither “ y0U ”0t can your8elf a reformer ? Do 
you not ask the people to vote for you on the ground that you are a reformer? Is it not the office ot a true reformer to remove bad things and put better things n their place? And now you come and say that yotu 
opponents have forced upon us a bad thing and you 
propose to reform by giving us more of it. You are 
opposed to all dangerous assumptions of power by the government, and now you propose to reofrm by 
giving us more of that. You are opposed to corrup- 
tion and profligacy, and propose to reform by giving 
us more of that also. Indeed, a fine assortment of 
eformatory sweets in that inflation pill I No, Gov. 
Allen, that will never do. If yon propose to reform 
the evils you so loudly denounce by giving us more ! 
ol them, you and your iriends are not the sort of re- 
formers sensible men will take to. If, indeed, that i 
Bhould turn out to be the real reformatory spirit ot 
the Democracy, then prudent and patriotic men 
must leel in duty bound to turn around and look for 
reformation somewhere else. Hut surely, even were 
I a lifelong Democrat, that kind of reformatory 
spirit I should, as a friend of the party as well as of 
my country, feel bound to aid in putting down, to 
prevent it from doing fatal mischief to both; for this 
kind of reformatory spirit might at last reform Con- 
gress into an insone asylum, the public service and 
the machinery of the government into the elements 
of a penitentiary, and the party into a terror to all 
honest and civilized men. But there is another ex- 
cuse which at first sight appears more respectable. 
It is said times are hard, business is languishing, our 
industries are depressed, thousands of laborers are 
without work, the poor are growing poorer, the 
country is in distress, something must be done to 
aflord relief. The question is what that something 
should be. As wise men we must first ascertain the 
nature of the disease before determining upon 
the method of cure. The Democratic platform of 
Ohio affirms that the business depression was 
caused by the contraction of the currency wrought 
by the Republican party. Time and time again it 
has been shown that this statement is false on its 
very face, but the inflationists, driven to the neces^ 
sity of throwing dust in the eyes of the people, ex- 
hibit such an able-bodied perseverance in mis- 
statement that I shall once more take the trouble to 
give the figures ot an authentic statement before me. 
From that statement it appears that in 1873, when 
the business crash occurred, there were in the aggre- 
gate more legal tenders and bank notes out than ever 
before. Including the fractional currency, there 
were 89,000,000 more than in 1872, over $29,000,000 
more than in 1871, over $52,000,000 more than in 
1870, over $58,000,000 more than in 1869, over $56,- 
000,000 more than in 1868, over $16,000,000 more than 
in lb67, and even if we count the compound interest 
notes into the volume of circulating currency, we 
find that we had in 1873—the year of the crash—a 
general aggregate of $9,000,000 more than in 1872, over 
$29,000,000 more than in 1871, over $57,000,000 more 
than in 1870, over $56,000,000 more than in 1869, over 
$2,000,000 more than in 1868, and yet just the year 
last mentioned has generally been called the year of 
unexampled prosperity; and when, during all these 
years, the currency had reached its greatest volume, 
that collapse came wjiich the inflationists will have 
us believe was caused by contraction. There is the 
record. There was expansion and no contraction, 
and if there was no contraction, then contraction 
cannot have caused the collapse in business. That is 
so simple a demonstration that I think Gov. Allen 
Should understand it. And yet I shall not be sur- 
prised to-morrow to see an inflationist come before me 
who, in the face of these facts and figures, will affirm 
that it was the contraction of the currency which did 
all the mischief. IVhat was, then, the cause of the 
crisis of 1873, the consequences of which are still upon 
us? I wonder why political economists of the infla- 
tion school will never remember that similar disturb- 
ances occurred in Austria, and a succession of tail" 
ures In England, and similar things in all European 
countries, France being a notable exception. It so 
happens that in countries thus afflicted, especially 
Germany, not only no contraction of currency had 
taken place, but rather an increase of its volume, 
partly by influx of coin through the war indemni- 
ties, partly by an increase of hank currency, while 
In France business appears prosperous, although not 
only heavy dratts were made on the national re- 
sources lor the payment of the German war indem- 
nity, but a steady contraction of paper currency has 
been going on all the time for the last three years for 
the purpose of returning to specie payments, which 
had been suspended during the German war, and 
when you study the condition of things preceding 
collapses in European countries, and in ours, you 
will find that the agencies of kindred nature were at 
work there and here. No contraction cf the cur- 
rency whatever, rather an expansion of it; butin- 
dustiial enterprise overleaping itself; an extensive 
production of things for which there is no immedi- 
ate demand; the sinking of capital in great under- 
takings, which could yield no immediate return; 
windy schemes, stock gambling, wild speculation in 
all possible directions, and the creation ot imaginary 
values, wasteful extravagance in private expendi- 
tures and high Jiving, a morbid desire to get rich 
without labor, an excessive straining of the credit 
system, until finally the bubble burst and the people 
found that they were by no means as rich as they had 
believed themselves. So it was there and so it was 
here. France, on the other hand, had gone through 
a disastrous and destructive war. She bad to pay 
heavy sums of money, $5,000,000,000 as a war indem- 
nity, and largely increased her debt. She was ap- 
parently prostrated. "What was to he doDe? Issue 
more currency to restore prosperity, our inflation- 
ists would have said; hut no, a financial policy de- 
termined otherwise. Not believing that the coun- 
try could recuperate by deceiving itsetf, they issued 
no more irredeemable paper money. They reduced 
the volume of that which was in circulation. They 
worked sturdily and steadily toward resumption, so 
that a franc not only pretends to be but is a franc, 
and he who has one knows what he lias. The people 
set to work again, in a frugal and laborious way 
their industries, producing things for which there 
was a demand in the market. No capital as sunk 
in useless enterprises, no wild 6pecnlation, no self- 
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find France to-day, in spite of her disasters, econom- 
ically in a more satisfactory condition than the coun- 
tries around her. There is a striking lesson before 
us. No wise man will study it without profit. 
WILL INFLATION FURNISH BELIEF. 
Now, it being conclusively shown that the depres- 
sion of business was not brought on by the contrac- 
tion of the currency, but by causes which alwayg 
produce such results, the question recurs whether an 
inflation of currency will furnish the relief we need. 
You say that though the banks in business centres are 
full of money lying idle for want of employment, we 
want more currency. I tell you business can have 
as much as it likes without any further act of the 
Government. According to law every one of you, or 
any association you may form, having the necessary 
capital, can start a bank of issue. A general license 
to that effect, through the Free Banking act, was 
given by Congress last winter. We heard so much 
of the West and South wanting more local circula- 
tion and starving for greater bank facilities. Now 
you can make yourselves comfortable. All legal 
impediments are removed. You can issue any 
amount of currency, but behold, the currency will not 
inflate one cent’s worth; and you, worthy patriots, 
who clamor for more currency do not lift a finger to 
create more. Why? Here is a reason given by the 
Cincinnati Enquirer: '‘There is not currency enough 
in circulation to buy the bonds to deposit with the 
National Government and obtain national currency 
in exchange.** This is genius; it ranks with the most 
brilliant financial utterances of Gov. Allen himself* 
But I appeal to you—business men, laborers, farm- 
ers—who honestly desire to do right and look up to 
your party leaders for instruction. If you want an 
instance of impudent, insulting assurance with which 
these men depend on your being too ignorant and 
stupid to tell an obvious fact from an obvious false- 
hood, look at this. Here is the great representative 
organ of inflation Democracy—the tabernacle of its 
brains, the feeding-pipe of its wisdom. And now, 
while everybody knows that millions and millions of 
money are lying unemployed in the bueiness centres 
of the country East and West, looking tor investment 
sufficiently safe, while every body knows that in 
every larg8 city in the land there are dozens of cap- 
italists with abundant means which they might de- 
vote to the creation of bank paper issue if it were 
profitable j while everybody knows that there is 
scarcely a town of respectable size without men of 
meana fnllv ahlft t.n farm a. camhinafla™ f/vr 
sose; that organ, fighting the truth as its personal 
enemy, coolly asks you to believe that there is not 
currency enough in the country to permit the pur- 
chase of bonds as a basis for further national bank 
iBssues. When I read such things I do not know 
what to admire most, the audacity of the inventors 
or the pitiable weakness of the invention. But the 
absurdity of that statement appears In its full glory 
when we look at all the circumstances of the case. 
Not only did the business of the country not show 
that it needed more when it refused to issue more in 
spite ot its opportunities, but it proved that it had 
more than it needed by surrendering a large portion 
of the bank currency in cliculation. On the 1st of 
July of this year new currency^iad been issued to 
new aud old banks amounting to $7,780,000, but 
according to a letter addressed to me by the Controll- 
er of the Currency, $23,579,134 of legal tender notes, 
have been deposited with the Treasuier for the pur- 
pose wf retiring national bank notes, under the act o 
June 20, 1874, while under the redemption system, 
created by the same act, over four millions dollars 
national bank notes have been retired, by far the 
Jargest part of this reduction taking place in the 
West and South, which, we are told, were starving 
for more circulation. By the 15th of September that 
figure had risen to nearly twenty-nine million dollars. 
How is this? The business of the country is, they 
t-ell us, suffering most terribly for want of currency 
and that same business of the country not only not 
accommodating itself by issuing more when it has 
an opportunity, but voluntarily surrendering many 
millions of what it has. Let the Enquirer explain. 
Perhaps that exponent of inflation wisdom will say 
now that we have not currency enough to keep us 
from giving up that which we have got. But there 
are the facts. There is contraction—not contraction 
by the Government, not contraction by the Re- 
publican party, not contraction forced upon the busi- 
ness of the country—but a contraction of the cur- 
rency voluntarily 6et on foot by the business 
of the country when that business was at 
perfect liberty to choose expansion as well. Is it not 
a sad spectacle indeed to see not only publi men 
reckless enough thus cruelly to mock the ere lity 
of the poor and needy, but multitudes patient lis- 
tening to such raving absurdities instead of repelling 
the insult thus wantonly offered to their good sense? 
An irredeemable paper money, cheap money, the 
people’s money! Inflation the relief of the poor! 
I entreat you, laboring men, poor men, give me your 
candid attention one moment. Suppose we issue 
more currency, as the Ohio platform euphemistically 
calls it, to make and keep the volume of currency 
equal to the wants of trade. In other words, we 
embark in the cause of inflation. 
now WILL INCREASE OF CURRENCY OPERATE? 
I will not argue here the constitutional point, 
whether Congress has the power to increase the vol- 
ume of greenbacks beyond $400,000,000, and whether 
the Supreme Court, as I expect it would, might de- 
clare such ©e act void and of no force. Suppose it 
can be done without any legal impediment; how 
will it operate? Here is a capitalist, a merchant of 
extensive means, or a wealthy speculator; in the 
morning he takes up his paper and reads that Con- 
gress has passed an act to issue auother hundred or 
two hundred millions, with a prospect of more, Ho 
knows, as a matter of course, that thereupon the 
premium on gold will rise, tho purchasing power of a 
greenback dollar will decrease. The next piece of 
news he gets in or from Wall street is, gold is going 
up and likely to rise steadily. What does he do? 
He begins at once to trim his sails to the wind, he 
seeks a way to take advantage of fluctuations going 
on or still in prospect. For, being a man of means, 
commanding hundreds of thousands he easily finds 
that way. If he is a cautious man lie lias of course, 
lent out money, or given credit only on short time, 
and he at once calls in money due him with rigor- 
ous severity to save himself from the fleets of de- 
preciation. The debtor may groan, but he will have 
to pay or go into bankrupty, for a rich man saves 
himself before the storm, and puts his money into 
investments not apt to be unfavorably affected by 
fluctuations of currency. If he be a merchant he 
will at once put u* prices to provide against depre- 
ciation of currency, sell only at large profits and for 
cash, for he is not anxious to sell, and, being a 
wealthy man, not obliged to sell, knowing, as be 
does, that his goods will rise in current money value 
on his hands, while his ere Jits would depreciate, So 
by taking advantage of fluctuations going on, wbleb 
as a man of means he is able to do, he not only 
saves himself, but makes a handsome profit by 
shrewd calculation, or, if he be a speculator and a 
somewhat venturesome mau, he will speculate on 
the rise in the price of stocks or goods in true gam- 
bling style, and, perhaps, contrive to run into large 
liabilities, expecting to pay them off in money of 
less value then that in which he contracted them. 
Happily, the latter species of operators will some- 
times be caught, but not unfrequently they succeed, 
and so on through the whole chapter. Thus the rich 
man, haviog the means to play fast and loose, standing 
upon that eminence in the business world where he 
can feel the drift of every breeze and watch the ap- 
pearance of every cloud on the horizon, enjoys the 
ifulest opportunty and all the facilities which wealth 
furnishes amid the fluctuations of the currency and 
of prices, to lend out or to draw in money, to give 
up one investment to make another, to buy or to 
sell, to speculate on a rise or fall—in one word, to 
take advantago of every chance, not only for his 
safety hut for his profit, as his good judgment may 
suggest, and in the end he will, if he was a shrewd 
calculator, have grown richer than ever before by 
these very fluctuations; and if you had your eyes 
open you could jiot fail to observe that the time 
when an irredeemable currency, with its ever-fluctu- 
ating changing of values, prevailed in the country, 
was ju8tthe time when the rich man grew rapidly 
richer, and enormous accumulations of wealth fel 
into single hands. But now look on the other side 
of the picture. Here is a laboring man who works 
for wages. He is honestly toiling to support himself 
and his family, and maybe he has succeeded in sav- 
ing a few hundred dollars and deposited them in a 
savings bank. Now, Congress resolves to issue more 
money in abundance, and inflation comes in good 
earnest; the laboring man, (who has listened to Gov. 
Allen or Gen. Carv.^ thinks the millennium is enm. 
ing; the people’s money will be plenty. The gold 
premium rises, and prices of commodities also. The 
worthy laborer does not, like the rich man, read 
the financial articles and market reports in the 
metropolitan journals. The rise of gold premium 
troubles his mind very little, for the people’s money 
is to be cheap and plenty, but some day he goes 
down to the store to buy things for his household 
and his family, and to his surprise he finds that the 
prices of groceries and shoes and clothing, and so on, 
have become much higher than before. “How is 
this?” he asks. “Well,” says the dealer, “gold has 
gone up, and I have to pay much more for the goods 
I buy, therefore I am obliged to charge more.” To 
build a sm all house he applies to a money lender for 
a couple of hundred dollars at low interest, on two 
or three years* time, to be secured by a mortgage on 
the house and lot. “Low interest and three years’ 
time!” exclaims the money-lender. “My dear man> 
you do not understand the period; since more and 
more greenbacks are issued, the *Value of the dollar 
decreases rapidly, and if I lend you money now on 
three years* time how do I know what that money 
may be worth at the end of three years? Perhaps 
ten cents in gold, or nothing, and you cannot pay 
me interest enough to cover the risk.** But there 
are more curious experiences in store for him. The 
policy of “making and keeping the volume of cur. 
sency equal to the wants of trade, requires the issue 
of larger and larger quantities of the people’s mon- 
ey; for the wants of trade, instead cf being satis- 
fied, demand more. With every new issue the prices 
of nece.'-saries of life rise higher and higher. As the 
value of paper money goes down, the speculators 
and gamblers of the country do a roaring business. 
Prosperity develops to such a point that a bushel of 
coal costs $20, and a jacknife its weight in green- 
backs. The worthy laborer’s deposit in the savings 
bank, once sufficient to build a little house, will no lon- 
ger buy a decent pair of boots, and as the rise of p. ices 
of the necessaries always runs far ahead of the rise 
in his wages, he has been rather consuming what he 
had than laying up jiew savings. Finally the inevi. 
table crash approaches. The prudent rich man has 
anticipated its coming and taken his precautions. 
He can do so, for he has knowledge and means, but 
the poor man is a victim to his necessities. To take 
precautions is not possible for him. He is swept 
along by the tide. A feeling of distrust creeps 
over the business community, one day our worthy 
laborer goes to his place of work as usual. “I am 
sorry,” says his employer who sniffs the breeze; 
“there is an overstocked market and a downward 
tendency, and I am obliged to take in sail. I have 
but little work for yod at low figures, or no work at 
all at last.” The shipwreck is Complete. The rich 
man is in the life-boat, and the poor man in the 
breakers, with nothing to float him. About that 
nine x viuy. Alien auu v*eu. ^ary wm come 
along and repeat their speeches about “The people’s 
money.” What will then the poor laborers respond? 
Talk to me about your people’s money. It is gam- 
bler’s money. The blood sucker’s money. The 
Bharpers’ money. The devil’s money. And it may 
then perhaps be wise for Gov. Allen and Gen. 
Cary and the other apostles of “the people’s money” 
to stay away from the streets where their robbed 
and outraged victims congregate. I apprehend the 
vengeance of the poor, which Mr. Kelley, of Penn- 
sylvania, in this campaign so loudly threatened 
against advocates of resumption, might turn the 
other way 
We are told that an expansion of currency, and its 
consequent depreciation will benefit the poor, inas- 
much as it will benefit the debtor as against the cred- 
itor, by enabling the former to pay off his debts in 
less value than that in which they were contracted. 
The morality of that argument I will not diicuss. I 
prefer to leave it to the conscience of the people. 
But let us look at the pretended facts upon which it 
is based. Is it true that the poor men are the debt 
ors of the country ? To contract debt requires credit’ 
and credit is based upon the means with which to 
pay. Men of very small means are seldom in debt, 
because they have no opportunity for being so. If 
we had statistics of the private indebtedness iu the 
United States before us, they would unquestionably 
show that more than seventy-five per cent, of it is 
owing by men commanding comparatively large 
means, and that the laborers for wages are the least 
ndebted class of society, even in proportion to their 
earnings and savings, and next to them, the farmers 
and the small business men. But laboring people, 
are to a very heavy amount, creditors of the country. 
I venture to say that there is neither a manufacturer 
nor a merchant, nor a professional man of means in 
this assemmbly, who is not a debtor, and among his 
creditors are, in ninety-nine cases of a hundred, his 
workmen or his servants, to whom he owes wages for 
part of a week or a month. It has been calculated 
by good authority that the wages thus constantly 
owing, for an average of a half-month’s service or 
work, amount, in the whole country, to $120,000,000. 
And who is it that owns the deposits in the savings 
banks, amounting to about $760,000,000? Not the 
rich, but the laboring people and persons of small 
means, who put their surplus earnings there for safe 
keeping. 
It is estimated that the same class has in national 
and private banks, aud in trust companies, another 
$200,000,000, and that nearly $130,000,000 is owing 
tnem m otner Kinds or debts. There is, then, the 
Bum of about $1,200,000,000 owing to the laboring 
people and men ot small means, constituting their 
savings to that amount. That class are creditors, 
and yon pretend that for their benefit you will ex- 
pand the currency. Gold being at fifteen per cent, 
premium those savings have a value of $1,020,000,000 
in gold. Expand the currency until gold is thirty 
per cent, premium, and yon have robbed 
those people of $180,000,000. Expand it until the 
gold premium is fifty per cent., and you have strip- 
ped them of $420,000,000 of hard-earned money. 
When the legal tenders were first issued our people 
had to gain their first .experiences with an irredeem- 
able Government currency since the revolutionary 
war. The greenback appeared not as a trick of schem- 
ing financiers, but as a creature of public neces- 
sity. The people had lull confidence in the integ- 
rity and good faith of the Government as to the ful. 
fillment of its promises. When the events of tho 
war went disastrously against us, doubts arose as to 
the ability of the Government to redeem its pledges, 
but not as to the honesty of its intentions. Those 
doubts affected the value of paper money, but when 
the chances of war turned in our favor and at last tlie 
arms of the Union triumped, there was scarcely a 
man in the land who did not believe that what the 
Government had promised would, as a sacred obli" 
gation, be faithfully performed, and the confidence 
which the legal tenders commanded at home was 
commanded by our bonds abroad. But if you inflate 
the currency under the present circumstances, what 
will be the condition of things? Then the ad- 
ditional greenbacks will not appear as creatures 
of an imperative public necessity, to save the life of 
the Republic in the extremity of its peril. They 
will appear as a product of a scheme, the purposes 
of which are dark. The world will begin to suspect 
that when a government, in tho face of the disas- 
trous experiences of mankind, resorts to so extraor- 
dinary and dangerous a measure without necessity, 
its integrity cannot longer be depended upon. 
Doubts will arise, and very serious doubts, not as 
to ability, but as to the honest intentions of the 
Government to redeem its promises, and these 
doubts will fall upon our business life like a deaden- 
ing blight. The last remnant of confidence will be 
paralyzed. The world will see the specter ot Repu 
dlation looming behind so reckless a financial poli- 
cy. The faith of mankind in the integrity 
ot our Government giving way, our credit 
will be shaken to its very foundations. 
And as you sometimes see depositors of a bank ex- 
cited by a rumor that the cashier is making away 
with the cash, and instinctively unite in a feverish 
run upon the oounter, so you must not be surprised 
if, in a general alarm about threatening dishonesty, 
you see the securities not only of the Government 
but of our private corporations also, flung by hun- 
dreds of millions into the market, producing a 
crash more fearful and destructive and a paralysis 
more deadly to all our economic interests than any 
people on earth can remember for generations past. 
But I ask you with all candor and soberness, busi- 
ness men, farmers, laborers, bonest and patriotic 
citizens of all classes, is it not time to stop such wan- 
ton schemes of mischief? I here being an abundance 
of money in the banks that lies unemployed, it is 
evidently not more money we need. 
HOWTO RESTORE CONFIDENCE. 
What do we need then? Confidence; confidence 
which will induce timid capital to venture into en- 
terprise. And what is the first requirement tore- 
store confidence? It is stability, above, all things. 
Stability ot current values which renders possible 
business calculations of reasonable certainty. When 
the capitalist is assured that the dollar of to-morrow 
will have the same value as the dollar of to-day, and 
this stability of value finds full security in a rational 
and fixed monetary system, then, and no sooner, will 
he liberally tru9t his money to those who want act- 
ively to employ it and promise a fair return. Let us 
understand the teachings of our own history. There 
are many among us who remember the great crises 
of 1837 and 1857 in the United States. In both cases 
the country was flooded With ill-secured, unsafe bank 
currency, aud feverish speculation prevailed. Then a 
crash came; speculation collapsed; the bubble of 
fictitious values burst ; the rotten banks broke, and 
their currency was swept away; business was par- 
alyzed; people were in distress, as they are now. 
What remedy was applied? The natural, the only 
efficient remedy; and it applied itself. No fresh in- 
fusion of more unsafe money. No. Just the re- 
verse. When the self-acting contraction of cur- 
rency and credit had done its work, business enter- 
prise began once more to feel firm ground under its 
feet. Business men had less of that which called 
itself mouey, but they were sure that eveiy dollar 
they did have not only called itself a dollar, but was 
a dollar and would remain a dollar. Examine the 
crisis which broke out two years ago inSentember 
1873. That crash did not contract our currency. On 
the contrary, what there was remained, and shortly 
after the volum3 of greenbacks was increased $26,- 
000,003 by successive issues from the so-called re- 
serve. Money did not disappear, as it did in 1837 
and 1857. There was more of it than before, and 
yet the general stagnation and suffering continue, 
and the tuture appears to us dark and gloomy with- 
out any sign of improvement. Yes, we have more 
money than before; but who of you can tell me 
what that money will be worth twenty days after 
the opening of the next session of Congress? Who 
of you can tell me what wild antics that money may 
play with the fortunes of all of us, if those who 
clamor inflation now shall obtain control of the na- 
tional government a year hence? My fellow citizens, 
all sane men agree that of the great problem which 
oppresses us there is but one ultimate solution. It is 
the return to a specie basis. 
RESUMPTION THE ONLY RATIONAL REMEDY. 
Whatever other schemes may be devised, they do 
not even pretend to have a permanent final settle- 
ment of the question in view. The resumption of 
specie payments is the only rational one, for no other 
system will remove current values from the reach of 
the arbitrary power of the government. No other 
can give to current values that stability without 
which no safe business calculation can be made. No 
other can restore that confidence which is the first 
^>« iuvhumi/6.ui a ucn pcuuu piuapciuj> jjui tuu 
resumption of specie payments is also the only 
possible solution. It must at last come. Even the 
inflationists, while wildly seeking to throw difficul- 
ties in its way, still admit that finally it must come. 
It is as inevitable as fate. Is it not the part of pru- 
dent men, then, to move resolutely and with un- 
flagging firmness in the direction of an end so de- 
sirable, and also so inevitable? I shall certainly not 
attempt to deceive you by denying that when a coun- 
try is once cursed with an in*deemablo paper mon- 
ey the resumption of specie payments is not an easy 
process. Like the cutting out ot a cancer, it is an 
unpleasant and difficult operation; but if health is 
to be restored the cancer must be cut out. It is one 
of those evils which cannot be cured without pain, 
and cannot be permitted to linger without peril. 
Delay will only prolong the suffering and increase 
the danger. An attempt is made to deceive with a 
well-sounding catch-word. They call gold the bond- 
holders* money, and our irredeemable paper money 
the people’s money. Can that be the people’s 
money whose value in the people’s hands is apt to 
vanish into nothing, and is sure to vanish into 
nothing if much more of it is issued? I too 
am in favor ot a people’s money, but it is of another 
kind. No, it is not right that the people should 
have a money of less value than the bondholder. It 
should be equalized; but you cannot take from the 
bondholder his gold unless you repudiate our na- 
tional obligations, which, as honest and patriotic 
Americans, who have the honor of the country at 
heart, you will not do. Neither can you bring the 
bondholder’s gold down to the level ot your pape r 
money, as long as that paper money remains what it 
now is, or is made even worse. But what you can 
do is to lift your paper money up to the level of the 
bondholders* gold, so that you can get gold in ex. 
change for it. That can only be done by a return to 
specie payments; then it will indeed be the people’s 
monejflfend the bondholders will have no better. It 
Trill bo trao po«>j>Vo*0 mcroy, #»T ihfvn your dollar 
will be and remain, a real dollar; no longer a lying 
piece of paper, whose value depends upon the tricks 
of demagogues, and about which you have to in- 
quire every morning what it is worth. 
A WORD TO HARD-MONEY DEMOCRATS. 
A word now to those Democrats who, in their 
hearts, still adhere to their old, good creed, and 
would spurn the false doctrines of their present 
leaders did they not consider themselves, by party 
interests, bound to submit. I deal fairly with you, 
gentlemen. I do not speak to you as a partisan, for 
I am none. I am in earnest when I say that all 
I desire for this country and myself is constitutional, 
honest, just and wise government, and little does it 
matter to me at the hands of what party the coun- 
try receives it, provided it be in truth constitu- 
tional, honest, iust and wise. Neither do I conceal 
from you my opinion that the old parties, as now 
constituted, are ill-fitted to solve that problem, and 
that an active union ot the best elements of the two 
would better serve the purpose. But if the two old 
parties are to continue to divide the field, then for 
the sake of the public interest I want each of them 
as good, not as bad, as possible. But since you seem 
to believe the interests of the Republic are to be 
served by your party alpne, I speak to you as parti- 
sans who desire to promote the efficiency of their or- 
ganization for good ends. Have you considered what 
consequences the success of the inflation Democracy 
of Ohio will bring on? Imagine that its candidates 
be elected, and its policy be indorsed by the people 
of this State. Imagine the movement spreading and 
imposing its doctrines upon the Democratic National 
Convention. What then? All of vour hard-money 
Democrats will be remorselessly sent to the rear 
Your influence will be utterly crushed out, for the 
men who will then rule your party want nohe of you. 
Why do I say this? Not to appeal to a selfish im- 
pulse, but because it is true, and I sincerely regret 
it, for I should be happy to see each party guided by 
its best men. But more than that. Suppose the in- 
flation Democracy, having taken possession of the 
national organization of your party, do succeed in 
their rush for the national power, and having one of 
their own men in the Presidential chair and a ma- 
jority in Congress, proceed to carry out their pro- 
gramme—what then? Then unlimited inflation, 
and, as an inevitable consequence, universal bank- 
ruptcy and ruin, more destructive than ever. And 
then, remember the attithde of your party on tho 
slavery issue and questions connected with the civil 
war that cost you sixteen years* exile from power. 
Let your party become responsible now for the disas- 
ters which inflation will bring along with it, and it 
will be looked upon as the common enemy, and any 
organization that in four years may rise up against 
it will be able to wipe it out of existence, however 
rotten in morals that organization may be itself. 
What is, then, the true dictate of your party allegi- 
ance in its nobler sense? To preserve in your party 
the power of doing good service by defeating those 
who seek to make it only an engine of mischief and 
of suicide. And how are you to defeat them? 
I remember the time when I received a high com- 
pliment at your hands for having shown independ- 
ent spirit enough to oppose my own party by voting 
against it when I considered it in the wrong. This 
is a great emergenev, in which a signal service is to 
be done for the best interests of the country, and you 
hard-money Democrats of Ohio can find no better 
opportunity to enable me to return your compli- 
ments lor the patriotic spirit of hn independent act 
Indeed, it is a great emergency. I solemnly appeal 
to every good citizen of this State to be mindtul of 
bis responsibility. Upon your action on the 12tfc of 
October hangs a great decision. If the people of 
Ohio strike down the inflation movement In their 
midst, that will be its final overthrow. It may lin- 
ger on, but the power of its onset will be broken. If 
this fail, and the advocates of barbarism and ruin 
rush victoriously into the field of next year’s greater 
r.nntAQt' tlmn w)l<» tnmiv Kilt futnrn ir.innrotitinu mnrr 
have to look back upon the one hundredth anniver- 
sary of American independence (the time whijli be- 
fore all others should fill the national heart with the 
noblest aspirations) as one of the blackest years in 
the history of the Republic. To meet the danger 
here is therefore the first thing needful. Upon the 
honest men of all parties 1 call to unite in common 
effort. Let no one fear that the defeat of an opposi- 
tion party, which uses the advantages of iis position 
to promote such nefarious schemes will be interpret- 
ed as an approval of wrongs on the other side, for I 
assure you, when this great danger which threatens 
to ingulf ns all in a whirlpool of corruption, ruin and 
dishonor, is successfully averted, you will find the 
men who combated the wrongs of either side, as true 
as ever to their principles Citizens of Ohio, you are 
charged with a great office. You have to give th« 
world the assurance that the people of the great 
i American Republic are an honest and au enlightened 
people; that their integrity and intelligence may be 
trusted alike, and that mankind may count upon 
them in the forward march of civilization. I entreat 
you not to fail in so glorious a duty. 
Horsemen Attention ! 
THE Undersigned have opened a shop at the cor- ner of Cumberland and Preble Streets, where they intend to carry on the business of Horse Shoe- 
ing in all its branches, interfering, over reaching, 
corns, false quarters, trush and cracks, purmiced 
feet and nancular joint,lameness,a specialty. (1 rate- 
ful for past favors and by strict attention to business, 
they hope to merit a share of the public patronage. N. B.—None but the most skilful workmen em- 
ployed. 
WM. SNELL, 
JAMES SMITH, 
W. iff. ALLEN At CO. 
oct2 diw 
_WANTS. _ 
Wanted. 
IN Bath, an Agent to sell Fleiscfimann & Co.’s Compressed Yeast. Address. 
C. A. BECKFORD, 
sep29eod2w* 502 Congress St., Portland. 
Wanted. 
BY a married lady a furnished room with hoard. Address, stating terms, which must be moder- 
ate, W. B., Press Office. 
octGdlw* 
Wanted. 
BY Lady a furnished room with board. Address, A. I*., Post Office. 
oct6dlw* 
Wanted. 
ONE First-Class Tin Plate Worker anil one Tin Rooler. LEMONT & FISHER, 
oct5d2w* 15 Lisbon Street, Lewiston. 
Wanted---American, Scotch or 
English. 
A MIDDLE aged woman who wants a good steady home, to do general housework. Wages satis- 
factory. Apply COR. HIGII AND PLEASANT ST. 
ocl4 dtf 
Help Wanted, 
RELIABLE Woman to take care of a young child. Reference required. Apply to 
oct4dlw45 FREE STREET. 
Wanted. 
A SMART Salesman. Apply between 10 and 11 A. M. J. M. DYER & CO., 
oct2tf No. 6 Free St. Block. 
Wanted. 
TWO First-clas3 Tiu Plate and Sheet Iron Workers. NUTTER BROS. & CO. 
sep30dtf 29 Market Square. 
Wanted. 
A PARTNER with about three hundred dollars to join me in a safe and profitable business to 
be established in Portland. Address, GEORGE 
THOMAS, 662 Congress St. sep29dtf 
Girls Wanted. 
A COOK and Chamber Girl, a short distance from the city. Apply at No. 33 High Street, 
sell dtf 
REAL ESTATE. 
F. G, Patterson’s Beal Estate 
BULLETIN. 
MONEY TO LOAN! 
ON first class Real Estate Security, in Portland, or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on 
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F. 
G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate. Office 379J 
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle 
and Pearl streets.au28tt 
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.-The new 2J story house, No. 6 Bradford Street; contain- 
ing 14 rooms, gas and Sebago; marble mantels in 
both parlors; cemented cellar; good furnace; parlors 
and hall elegantly frescoed. This property will be 
sold on liberal terms and at a discount irom cost. 
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, 
Williams’ Block. oct5dlm 
Groce cY stand for sale.-1The stock, good will and fixtures of one of the best 
rrocery stands in Portland, with 
a business of about 
12,000 per year. Also a five years lease of the 
store and two tenements. Terms cash, or part cash 
and bankable paper. Apply to F. G. PATTER- 
SON, Dealer in Real Estate, Wiliams* Block. 
oct5d3w 
House lor Sale-Price SI,600. 
A NEAT H story house in good condition; seven' rooms; lot 35x70. The property is located in a 
good neighborhood, and within five minutes walk of 
Market Square. Title perfect. Apply to F G. PAT- 
TERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Williams* Block, 
oc 15_ dim 
For Rent. 
THE ROOM ill the new part of the United States Hotel, recently occupied by M. Hogan, will be 
let in its present condition: or wiil be divided to 
suit. This room being thirty-five feet square; 
will make two excellent stores Ironting on Congress 
Street. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in 
Beal Estate, Williams’ Block, second east of City 
Hall. _sepl4dtf 
Cottage lor Sale. 
rPHEvery desirable Cottage on Thomas street, 
A near Spring street, is offered for sale. It con- 
tains nine beautifully finished rooms, and all the 
modern improvements tor comfort, elegance and 
health. The lot consists of 5000 square feet of nicely 
graded and cultivated land. Inquire of HENJRY T. 
CARTER, 188 Fore street sep!4tf 
F<inn fnr nr I’YPlmnpp 1 ! 
Situated in Bartlett, N. H., on the 
Z'-'V lino of the P. & < >. R. R., consisting 
» of 300 acres—100 acres intervale, 
balance in pasture and timber 
_ 
> lands. The buildings consist of a 
one story house and barn 40x60. There are about 3000 cords of hard and soft wood. Will exchange 
*or property in Portland—personal property or good 
negotiable paper. Apply to F. O. PATTERSON, 
llealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, Second Block 
East of City Hall. se7dtf 
Farm (or Sale. 
SITUATED at Falmouth Foreside, near Post Of- fice and stores, consisting ot about seven acres. 
The buildings consist of a 1J story house of ten 
rooms, wood house and stable connected. Alse stone 
wharf ami boat home, There are 130 young fruit 
trees in good condition. The above place will be sold 
at a good bargain if applied for soon. Enquire of 
J. R DELLOW, 
on the premises. 
c«t7 _diw» 
For Sale or to Let. 
THE Block of new, pleasant and sunny houses on Chestnut Street, with 7,000 feet ol land. The 
housees are new; containing 10 rooms each, with 
oath room, water closets, gas fixtures and fur.iace; 
with all modern improvements in any first-class 
house. If not sold by October 2d, will be let, $550 
per anumn. A favorable opportunity to purchase a 
first-class house in the heart of the city, on very 
favorable terms. Apply to 
JOHN C. PROCTER, 
sep28d2w 93 Exchauge Street, 
Grocery Stand for Sale. 
A CAPITAL chance is offered for a smart, ener- getic man to engage in the retail grocery trade 
in a pleasant village a few miles from this city, and 
if applied for before October 15th will be sold at a 
bargain. Church, school and post office near by. 
Satisfactory reasons given for selling. For further 
particulars address, M., Press Office. 
oct4 dlw* 
For Sale or to Lei. 
II on Pine Street, we now ofter for sale or lease 
house No. 142 in that Block, and No. 1 Carroll 
Street. MATTOCKS & FOX, 
sep29dtf Counsellors at Law, 183 Middle St. 
$400—House Lots—$600. 
FINE HOUSE LOTS FOR SALE within ten to twelve minutes walk of City Hall at prices from 
$400 to $600, $1200 aurl $3000 
liOtM to locate on three years with the privilege 
of buying. 
SOLID WHARF TO LEASE, 
On Back Covo foot of Franklin Street, convenient 
to railroad and well adapted for a Lumber or Coal 
Wharf or a Stone Yard. MOSES GOULD, 
se25d4w _55 North Street. 
Valuable Real Estate for 
Sale in Decring. 
A two etory double house and one 
and a halt story store with about 
feet Ian(l at Morrill’s Cor- 
es! r i:-?ner. For particulars inquire of 
DAVID TORREY 
Deerfng/Sept. 11, 1875.selldtf. 
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE 
THE brick dwelling house, with the large lot of land connected therewith, situated at the cor- 
ner of Free and South streets, and now numbered 27 
South street. 
Also the three*storied brick store. No. 183 Fore 
street, now occupied by Joseph Coolidge. 
Also the lot of land on the northwest side of Fore 
street, being the lot between land owned by tbe 
heirs of Isaac Illsey and brick store o**ned and occu- 
I pied by Jerome B. Fickett. Also the large lot ot land in the iear of the last 
mentioned lot, and also in rear oi tbe brick stores 
Nos. 187. 185 and 183 Fore street. 
| Also tne wooden store with the lot on passage way 
leading from Central wharf to Moulton street, being 
the store and lot now occupied by Bryant & Burns, 
; Puran and Bl<*ck Makers. Also stores and lot on the southeast side of Fore 
street, occupied by A. Huntington and by J. H. 
Bond A Co. 
Also the three-story brick dwelling bouse, occupied 
by the subscriber. No. 77 State street, with land and 
stable, Ac. The lot is say 80 feet on State street, 
Also four house lots on Anderson street, and two 
house lots on Oxford street. 
Aiythe above will bo sold on favorable terms. Two^hirds of purchase money can remain on mort- 
gage at 7 per cent interest per annum. 
Address the subscriber through Post-office BOX 
983 for information. 
FRED’K. FOX. 
aug12dtf 
For Sale or to Let. 
ffXHE lot and buildings formerly occupied by Stew- 
X art & Melcher. on West Commercial St. An 
excellent chance to start a manufactory. The main 
building is three stories high, 60x75, with counting 
room and room for engine and boiler. A spacious 
shed and good dry houses attached. The lot is near- 
ly 300 feet square. MATTOCKS & F<)X, 
mySdtf 183 Middle St. 
Brick House for Sale. 
MY residence, 15 Winter street. House of brick, 2£ stories, contains 12 finished rooms wth oj>eii 
summer kitchen, woodhouse, etc., attached, good 
cellar. Sebago water, large brick cistern, furnace, jjas 
throughout, healthy location, good sewerage, wide 
lot. and pleasantly sltuaied with plenty of sunshine. 
Will be sold at a bargain as 1 am about to remove to 
another city. CHARLES M. llAWKES. 
Enquire of JOHN C. PROCTOR. 
August 11th, 1875. dtf 
BOARD. 
Board. 
ONE or two boarders can be accommodated with pleasant rooms at 416 Cumberland street, cor- 
ner of Green, also to let with board a pleasant front 
chamber unfurniehed with side room and large closet 
attached. selldtt 
Summer Boarders. 
A few Summer Boarders will be taken by the day 
or week at Norton’s Hotel, East Baldwin. This 
house is delightfully located on the line of the P. & 
O. R. K. and only 25 miles from Portland. 
€i. K. NORTON. 
References;—S. C. Strout, Esq., Hon. Bion 
Bradbury, C. F. Libby, Esq., A. L. Dresser, Esq., 
Gen. C. P. Mattocks, Col. A. w. Bradbury. ju23tt 
To Let with Board 
PLEASANT furnished oiwinflrnisbed rooms. 62 FREE STREET. 
my22tf 
Job Printing of every description non!* 
ly executed at thia Office. 
LOST AND FOUND. 
Lost. 
A PACKAGE OF BOSTON & MAINE RAIL- ROAD TICKETS. The Under will be reward- 
ed by leaving the same at this office, 
octl U3t* 
Strayed or Stolen. 
ON the night of October 3, from the stable of Frank Sweat, Falmouth, a STONE GREY 
HORSE with breast plate harness on. and red halter 
made of webbing. No shoes on hind feet. Whoever 
will give information or leturn said hor«e shall be 
suitable rewarded, or address FRANK SWEAT, 
Falmouth, or N. W. GO WEN, Duck Pond, West- 
brook, Me. oct6d3t* 
Lost. 
BETWEEN Decring’s Bridge and Woodford’s Corner, a very nice LAP TiOBE. The tinder 
will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at 
Horse R. R, Office. ALMON LEACH. 
QCtG_ dtf 
Notice. 
A GOLD, “bunting, stem-winder watch.” marked Lange, Dresden, No. 48i8, was feloniously 
taken from me on the 22d of Sept, inst It was 
highly prized by me, for many precious and endear- 
ing associations, and as coming from my deceased 
son. 1 will give 250 dollars for it—which is more 
than it is worth to the holder. 
JOSEPH HOWARD, 
Portland, Sept. 27,1875. oct4dtf 
STOVES. 
Richardson & Boynton’s 
Wrought Iron 
FURNACE. 
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This furnace is without exaggeration, 
the most powerful heating furnace ever 
made. I* has the best (irate and Sifter 
ever put in a furnace. The radiators are 
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted 
in the most thorough manner. 
Warranted Perfectly Gas Tight. 
ECONOMY AND DURABILITY 
UNEQUALLED. 
Please call and examine it before pur- 
chasing. 
Nutter Bros. & Co., 
29 MARKET SQUARE, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
ang2d cod Cm 
TIXGLEY’S 
AUTOMATIC FURNACE REGULATOR 
■A.STIJ 
HEAT GOVERNOR. 
Throughly tested for the last four year?, and is 
ottered with confidence, as a perfect remedy for the 
from Hot Air Furnaces as ordinalily managed. It is 
a sure remedy lor the escape of gas or smoke through 
the house. It saves coal. It preven s clinkers aud 
sifting of ashes It insures danger against fire irom 
an over heated Furnace. It saves care and time in 
the management of the Furnace, and gives uni- 
formity of temperature with every change 
of weather. In fact you have only to supply the 
coal and leave the Furnace to the care of the 
“Governor.’’ Attached to Brick or Portable Fur- 
naces old or new, aud warranted to give satisfaction. 
Mr. Bucknam: 
Sir—I have had Tinglcy’a Automatic Heater or 
Heat Governor attached to my Furnace now several 
years and am well satisfied with it, both as a heat 
regulator and tuel saving apparatus. 
Yours Respect fully, JAMES BAILEY. 
All kinds of Hot Air Furnaces put in order, and 
repaired at short notice by 
FREDERICK BUCKNAM, 
No. 199 Fore Street* 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
ang20deod3m 
D K. PIERCE’ 
IMPROVED 
WROUGHT IRON FURNACE, 
Tins is the ONLY 
Furnace that is 
made ENTIRELY 
of Wrought Iron. 
It is the ONLY 
Furnace without 
dangerous joints. 
It is made of FOUR 
NUMBERS heav- 
ier Plate Iron than 
any other Furnace. 
It watches its own 
draft. It is sold at 
a very moderate 
rate price, and will 
last a life time 
WOLLASTON 
HEATING AND 
VENTILATING 
Co., Manufacturers, Proprietors and Wholesale and 
Retail Dealers, 59 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass. 
Send for Circular. 
All who require furnaces this season in Portland 
and vicinity 
WILL FIND THIS FOR SALE AT 
0. W. FULLAM’S, 
97 Federal St. 
Who is authorized by us to give 
COMPLETE GUARANTEES 
with each Furnace sold. 
Please Call and examine. 
sell 3 m 
TO THE 
BONDHOLDERS 
— OF THE — 
New Jersey Midland Railway Co. 
As I have been commissioned to lay before vou a 
plan for reorganizing the New Jersey Midland Rail- 
way Co., allow me to call your attention to several 
important points in said pian. 
The *IR*T and principal point for your consid- 
eration is, that the “purchasing Company” guaran- 
tees to every Bondholder all rights and security that 
Is now covered by the present mortgages. 
SECOND.—It contracts to make one-third(J) of 
your secnrity a marketable one, by giving a Bond, 
with Coupons, payable semi-annually from date, 
which must make it equal in value to the price orig- 
inally paid; so that this one-third will be equivalent 
to the price I hat you are now getting for the whole 
amount. 
THIRD.—The balance, two-thirds (§), is given 
in a First Mortgage 30-Year Bond, with Coupons, payable at the option of the Company in cash or 
scrip, said scrip tundable for the first six years into a 
First Mortgage Income Bond, which Bond is entitled 
to all income to the amount of the Coupon attached, 
after paying interest on the First Mortgage Bonds. Under this plan, the Company will be able to meet 
its obligationspromptly. 
FOCRTII.—The Purchasing Company propose to pay off all prior liens now standing ahead of the 
First Mortgage Bonds, and receive In payment fl>r 
such advances, the First Mortgage Income Bonds. 
The new Company feel justified in doing this, in con- 
sideration of the a'dvantages to be derived by putting 
the two Corporations into one Company. 
FI FTH.—Unpaid Coupons are converted into a 
First Mortgage Income Bond, and all junior securi- 
ties and claims are secured by the purchasing Com- 
pany as to their priorities. 
ii metse jMiiiiis are cicany bci. ionu au'i unuer- 
stood, it would seem io be for the best interest of ev^ 
ery bondholder—to place his security in au improved 
and marketable shape at once, and by so doing re- 
move the Company from its present uncertainties 
and the Courts. 
All persons desirous of joining in said plan, or any 
information concerning it, will be forwarded tlie doc- ; 
uments, by sending their post-office address 10 
A. Ij. HATCH, Commissioner, 
52 William St., New York City, 
P. O. Box, 1065. 
New Yobk, Sept. 101b, 1875, oct4deod&wlm40 
Notice. 
THE undersigned respectfully informs the Public that he has opened an office for the sale or trans- 
fer ot Beal Estate, and all kinds of merchandise. I 
have on hand now several lots and houses for sale in 
the most desirable location. I have also the finest 
and for building or plastering purposes. Parties in 
need of the same will please call on 
E. PONCE, 
Boyd Block, Cor. Middle and Exchange. 
anr!3 dGmlvis 
Business Chance Cheap 
The Marble Mauufncturlng Establish- 
ment Jio. 3 Treble Street. 
Must be sold to pay bills, or sell at auction soon. 
The Stock is Mantle Frames. Monuments, Tablets, 
Gravestones; &c. Please call and examine as 1 otter 
them less than cost. 
cctld3wT. F. FLANNERY. 
FOR SALE, 
Steam Engine and Boiler 
fjpHE ENGINE an upright of about six horse A power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about 
louble the power of the engine. Apply to WIL- 
LIAM LOWELL, 36 Union street or YV. II. PEN- 
NELL & CO., 38 l niox.street. Jne28dtf. 
Notice. 
PERSONS requiring work don pleaoe apply to “Home” of W.C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain 
and family sewing, dress-mak'ua, copying, embroid- 
ns an<T 2ancy-wurk u wools. Ac.. Ao. oc2»tf 
HOTELS. 
WESTMINSTER HOTEL, 
O NT THK EURO PIC A.NT IPJ-.-A.N'- 
Corner Irrinic Place nud h Nlreet New 
York. 
One Block from Union Square and Broadway. The most central, and yet quietest location in the 
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and churches. Elevator and all modern improvements. 
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and 
Btages. 
sep27d&wly40 C. B. PERKIN, Prop. 
SUMMER RESORTS. 
DE WITT HOUSE, 
LEWISTON, MIC., 
Corner Tine and Park Streets, 
II IS. WINfi, Proprietor 
A first-class Hctel in every respect, ar- 
ranged especially with a view to the wants 
of the commercial and pleasure seeking 
public. 
marl3-dtf 
DOVER EGG BEATER. 
FAMILY SIZE. g jj 
THK 
FORM SAFE DEPOSIT CO., 
I Chartered bran act of the ljegUlaturc 
of Maine 1875, 
— FOR THE — 
Safe-keeping of Valuables and the Rental 
of Safes, 
— IN ITS- 
Fire-proof and Bnrglar-proo 
VAULTS. 
97 Exchange Street. Portland. 
DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS: 
John Massey, H. J. Libby, F. K. Swan, Jacob Me- 
Lellan, William E. Gould, Philip H. Brown, William 
G. Davis, William Hammond, W. H. Anderson, 
Frank Noyes, L. D. M. Sweat, A. W. Coombs, Port- 
land ; Abner Coburn, ^ kowbegan; Anson P. Morrill, 
Readiield; Joseph Dane, Kennebunk. 
t. O. n. SWEAT, President. 
A. W. COOUBS, Secretary. 
m^*For circulars or information addre 
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland. 
jne14dtf 
Gregg Brick Machine. 
OFFICE OF ISAAC GREGG, JR., & CO., 
108 South Foubth St., Philadelphia. 
The undersigned are now manufacturing, and have for sale, their Universal Brick Machine, ol the vari- 
ous capacities, as follows:— 
Size No. 1,capacity 6,000 Bricks perday, Price $1,000 
Size No. 2, 10,000 Price $1,500 
Size No. 3, 20,000 Price $2,000 
Size No. 4, 30,000 Price $2,500 
Stifl tempered clay of strong or weak qualities is 
worked by It, and the BriekB aro hacaed up for dry- 
ing ilirectlv from the machine. 
This macnine is very simple ol construction. It 
can he managed as easily as a hand-press, the moulds being led Benaiatelv and by hand labor. It produces 
STRETCHERS anil PAVING BRICKS equal to any manufactured by hand, andean be adjusted to mould 
FRONT BRICKS tor repressing. Circulars giving 
full particulars will be forwarued to ant address by 
application as above. Orders are solicited, and all 
machinea warranted to nerfnrm rpnrpupniMl 
ISAAC GREGG, Jr„ Sc CO. 
jy7eo<124t 
A NEW BOOK BY 
MARK TWAIN 
.Jnst ready for Canvassers. Now thpn is the lime to 
get Ter/itory. Don’t stop to experiment on other 
books. Take one you know will sell. Prompt action will give you choice ot field, and Golden Returns. 
Get on the course at once and you will win. Outfit 
costs nothing, everything furnished. Send in your 
names, and towns you w.mt, or for circulars at once. 
Address, AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hart- 
ford, Ct. _seLkHwt 
m U T? DD AA I? Tbi* ia t0 certify X IlJCi m. JiUv #tIiat 1 have been a 
great sufferer from 
CATARRH lor many years. I have tried all 
remedies and have been treated by several ot the 
best physicians of New York and also at the hospit- 
als, but all of no avail; they said 1 could not be 
cured and must die. My head ached continually, 
and the discharge from my bead was very profuse 
and offensive, the bones were corroded and rotting 
away, my senses of smell and taste were entirely 
gone, my bearing badly affected, and my eyesight so 
much impaired as to require the use of glasses; I 
was unable to do anything, and was confined to my 
bed a large portion of the time; when I commenced 
using DR. LANK’S CATARRH CURB, 
and am to-day a well woman. The discharge has 
entirely ceased, have no headache, the senses of 
taste and smell and hearing entirely restored, have 
discarded the use of glasses, and I feel that I cannot 
repay you for what yon have done for me. 
Mrs. Kate Hughs, 427 W. 32d Street, N. Y. 
KfpDT A T The above can be verified by ap- lniiiJj plication to Mrs Hughs. 
V HENRY REED & CO., DUllLIii 643 Broadway, New York. 
Bcpl5d4wf 
$i,suu rtturn ua $iuu 
Invested in Stock Privileges in Wall St. Books 
and Circulars telling, “How !tis done,” sent free. 
Address Baxter & Co-, Bankers, 17 Wall St., New York.__se!5d4wl 
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FOR 
COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS, 
AM» ALL THROAT DISEASES, 
TTSEJ 
Wells’ Carbolic Tablets, 
PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES. 
A THIRD AND PURE REMEDY. 
Soil by Druggists genera 11?, ami 
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.. Boston. Mum. 
g6p'i8 <Hwt 
mRXPMNATORY CIRCU41I) fn LAK bow $ I  TO $500 invea-JHJ IU 
ted in Nt«ck Privilege*, has paid 
TlT)TlT1and will pwy large profit*. Rail- (t»rnn 
1 Illlijroad Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought 4) JUU 
on .Vlargin* Interest Nix per Cent allowed 
on deposits subject to sight draft. Puckwmer A 
Co. Bauke*« aqd Broker*. No IO B all 
Street, New Yore, P, O. Box 4 JI7 
»ep28__t4w 
ABBOTTS Age It* Wanted for Every 
Town. 
P0PUL4II A ijandgome octavo vol. illustrated. 
uiwr/iPT Now ready. Ono canvasser is taking jllnruii 1 oyer 100 su'iscribers per week. Every 
family in the State should possess a 
OF copy. For territory and terms ad- 
dress 
B. B. RUSSELL. Publisher, 
M4INE. sep28t4w 55 Cornhill, Boston. 
AGENTS WANTED 
For the *‘WI« XV A IU nud WARP1TII or 
Royal • hief in Chain*.” by Hon. A. B Mea- 
ebam, ex Supt. of Indian Affairs, and giving a Com 
plete and Truthful History ot Govt. Transactions 
with the Indians for Thirty years. Startling and 
Thrilling Narratives and Adventures, in fact t e 
most wonderful hood or the Age. The leading Pa- 
vers are full of its praise. Secure an Agency 
at once if you want a good bunine**, of I>. L. 
GUERNSEY. Publisher, Concord, N. H. *ep28Mw 
BEST OF PAY FOR AGENTS. 
To sell our Ntereoncopic Views, Chromos, 
Sewing Milk, and I*i»»eu Thread. Address. 
D. L. GUERNSEY, Pub., CONCORD, N. H. 
sep28___t4w 
THE $50,000 BONANZA. 
Invested In Wall St., often 
WO JgJ.WWF leads to a Fortune Full 
particulars sent free. Address, PENDLETON 
& BEAD, 03 Wall Slreel, New York. 
sep28tlw 
n day guaranteed using our Well An. 
*er *• Drill*. 9100 a month paid 
to good Agents. Auger book free, Jin 
Auger Co., St lands, Mo. 
_ 
sep28t4w 
FOR MOBILE. 
Bark “Mcsllaad,’’ having part of her cargo engaged. For freight apply to 
ocl4dtf CHAR, H. CHARE & CO. 
MEDICAL 
Coughs,('old*. Hrous 
chitiu, More Thronl, 
Influenza, Croup, 
Uhoopiug Cough, 
llour«eue»M, Liver 
Complaint, Pains or 
*or*nes» in the Chest 
,jr Wide, Blending at 
ihe l.ung»,an<l every affection of the throat, ldnnh an«l chest, are 
si»eeddy and permanent ly cured by the use ot Db. 
... Wistab’8 Balsam of 
wild CHERRT, wnicli does not dry up a cough and leave the cans# behind, as in the ca^e with most rem- 
edies, but loosens b, cleanses the lungs and allays ir- 
ritatitn, thus removing the cause of the complaint 
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED 
by a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is 
proved by hundreds ot testimonials it has received. 
None genuine unless signed “L BUTTS on the 
wrapper. 
30 ct*. and Ola bottle: large bottles much the 
cheaper. 
SETA W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietor*, Boston, Mas*, bold by dealers generally. 
Ja-0_ eodeow&weow4 
DISEASES OF THE FEET 
A. SPECIALTY ! 
CORNS, 
Bunions,Bad Nails and Cliilblaius 
Treated without Pain. 
Dr. WELCH and WIFE, or BOSTON, 
Surgeon Chiropodists, 
Have located at 
216 Federal St., Cor. Teuiple, Portland 
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO LA DIES 
Operations performed by MUS. DR. WELCH. 
Don’t fail to Ret a box of Ur. Welch’s Bnnlon 
Ointment. Parties treated at their residence per 
°lder-__ se!8dtf 
SCIENCE OF LIFE * 
Or SELF PRESERVATION. 
WRITTEN by the Chief Consulting Physician of the Peabody Medical Institute, author of a 
Treatise on Diseases ot the Throat and Lungs, Phy- siology ot Woman and her Diseases, a Treatise on Nervous and Mental Diseases, late Surgeon U. 9. A., 
etc., etc. It treats upon MANHOOD, how lost, how 
regained and how perpetuated, cause and cure of 
Exhausted Vitality, Impotency. Premature 
Decline in Man, Sperroatorihcea, or Seminal Losses 
(nocturnal and diurnal). Nervous and Physical De- 
bility, Hypochondria, Oloomy Forebodings, Mental 
Depression, Loss of Energy, Haggard Countenance, 
Confusion of Mind and Loss of Memory, Impure 
terrors of Youth, or the indiscretions or excesses 
of matnre years. 
“The untold miseries that result trom indiscretion 
in early life, may be alleviated and cuied. Those 
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new Medical Work published by the Peabody Medi- 
cal Institute, Boston, entitled 'The Science of 
Life, or Self Preservation.* Price $1.00. Vitality impaired by the errors of youth or a too close appli- cation to business, may be restored and manhood re- 
gained. The Institute also publishes 'The Physio- 
logy of Woman and her Diseases Price $2.00. 
The best book of the kiDd extant. Also another 
valuable medical work treating exclusively on Men* 
tal and Nervous Diseases', more than two hundred 
royal octavo pages, 20 elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin. Price only $2.00. Barely 
enough to pay tor printing "—London Lancet. 
“The Book tor young and middle aged men to read 
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation. 
The author has returned from Europe in excellent 
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician 
of the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfinch 
Street, Boston, Mass.—Republican Journal. 
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and 
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing of 
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical institute, which are teaching thousands 
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.” —Phila. Eng. 
“It should be read by the young, the middle aged and eveu the old.” New York Tribune. 
“Let all get this great work on disease-* of the ner- 
vous system, just published by Peabody Medical In- 
stitute. It Ls as readable as a romance.”—Bangor Daily Commercial, Jan. 12 1874. 
“Inis book will put hosts of people on their guard against the terrible consequences of habits 
which are directly calculated to make a wreck of 
human nature.”—Maine Standard Jan 9, 1874. 
“It others alleviation to the afflicted, it shows how 
misfortune may best be borne, how Its physical and 
moral consequences may have their forces turned 
aside and be rendered comparatively harmless.”— 
Chicago Times. 
The above book contains 300 pages. l?mo., bound 
in beautiful French cloth; illustrated, Price only 
$1.00. Sent by mail, to all parts ot the world, closely 
sealed, postage paid, on receipt of price. 
Catalogue sent on receipt of 3 cent postage 
stamp. 
Address the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE. 
No. 4 Bulfinch Sr.. Boston, Mass,, opp Revere 
House. 
N. B.—The author can be consulted on tbe above- 
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill, 
secrecy and experience. Office hours, 9 A M. to 3 
P» _nov2deod1y. 
Notice to the Public. 
THAT to save them from the venders of sparious medicines I have induced DR S. MARSHALL, 
a competent and exoerienced physician, to open an 
office in Portland, No I Itlrrile St., where all the 
genuine remedies ot the late Dr. J. CLAWSON 
KELLEY can be obtained. 
x> JR. MARSHALL 
will be in constant attendance at the above named 
office, where those suffering with Pulmonary Con- 
sumption, Coughs. Bleeding at the Lungs, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Cancer, Diseases ot the Liver, Heart, Kidneys and Spleen, Eruptions of all Descriptions, Dropsy, Tumors, Asthma, Female Complaints, Cos- 
tiveness, Dairhoea, Fits, St. Vitus Dance, Nervous 
Prostration, Rheumatism, Impotency, Bronchitis, Gout, Neuralgia, Hysterics, Apoplexy, or any other 
disease, can consult him free of charge from 9 
o’clock a. m. to 9 o’clock p m. 
Cases which h .ve been pronounced incurable by other physicians are especially solicited. Dr. Kelley’s Medicines have reached and cared hundreds ot just 
such cases. If a patient suffering with any of the 
above diseases has any reasonable amount of Der- 
vons strength remaining, he can be cured with these 
remedies. See certificates of remarkable cures hi 
our “Medical Adviser.” 
I shall be in attendance at the Portland offleo 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays of the first and third 
weeks of each month. Respectfully submitted to the public. Dr. S tniJEL EUWARDM. 
*e21 _d6m 
DR. KENISON^ 
\ I Chiropodist, 
\ V Continues to visit Portland at 
JcORi^v the UNITED STATES HOTEL, 
/ on the second week of each feuNioNR^afcmonth;next vi8lt 0ct-12th* --Room n Boston, 37 Tremont 
Stieet and 57 Temple Place. Located in Boston since 
1840.sep2Cdtf 
Astonishing Developments. 
Continued success of the 
CRATED OXYGEN TREATMENT! 
Experience proves it to be a radical cure for the 
following diseases: 
Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma, CatarTh, Hu- 
mors, Eruptions, Pimples, Salt Uhenm, Scrofula, 
Liver Complaints, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Dropsy, Femals Complaints. Dyspepsia, &c., &c. 
Persons convalescing from Fevers, Diphtheria, Ac., 
will find this a powerful auxiliary. 
Persons sufleriug from the above complaints will 
please call at the office, 3 Cnhoon Block, wher*5 
they can obtain a copy of the treatise on ••ITS 
ACTION AND REmULTS,’* free. Where 
also may be seen a large number of testimonials from 
residents of this oity. 
Office hours from 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 p. m. 
avgU dtf 
CITY ADVERTISEMENTS 
NOTICE. 
NOTICE is hereby given that Brackett Street Bridge over the track of the Boston & Maine 
Railroad Will be closed to travel daring the building 
of anew bridge, commencing Octobers, 1875, until art her notice. 
R. M. RICHARDSON, 
Chairman Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and 
Bridges 
Portland, Oct. 5, 1875.octSdtf 
TAXES FOR 1875T 
CITY OF PORTLAND. 
Treasurer’s Office, I 
September 1, 1875. 1 
]\T OTICE is hereby giver, that the Tax bills for the i. v year 1875, have been committed 4o me with a 
warrant for the collection of the same. In accor- 
dance with an ordinance of tho City, a 
Discount ot Five Per Tent. 
will be allowed on all taxes paid within sixty days from tho date of the commitment thereof. 
H. VV HEK8EY, 
sep2dtd Treasurer and Collector. 
ASNIGSNEE’N SALE IN BANKRUPT- CY of the real and personal property ot the 
PENSACOLA LUMPER COMPANY, Bankrupt. 
To be sold as an entirety. By order of the U. S. 
District Court, the undersigned will tell at public 
auction, by Adrian H. Muller A Son, Auctioneers, 
on Friday, the 5th day of November next, at lg o’clock noon, at the Exchange Salesroom, 111 Broad- 
way. in the city of New York, all the real and per- 
sonal properly of the above named bankrupt, con- 
sisting of new steam saw mill, stores, blacksmith 
and carpenter shop and tools; 28 dwelling bouses; 
wharf and landing; 1 large stern wheel steamer; 
9 lighters; platform scales: office and house furni- 
ture; 6 tons old iron; 110 T rails; 6 tougue switcho*; 
clock; 14 jack screwsi 2 slab cars; 1 wagon: 2 mule 
carts; 2 double and 1 single harness; 1 mud drum 
6 pairs Iron car wheels; pile driver; 7 skitts; l yawl 
boat; 11 iumber trucks; 1 grist mill; Sold iron boil- 
ers; 3old engines; cetween 30,000 and 40.000 (line 
logs in the booms ami stream; about 10,000 acres of 
pine land in the counties of Escambia and Santa 
Rosa, Florida; an umiivioed ball inieiest. in 
all limber on 4,500 acres in the county of Escam- 
bia, Florida: 43,406 57-100 acres of pine land in the 
county ot E«canjbia, Alabama; an undivided half 
interest in 7, 688 acres pine land In said county of 
Escambia, Alabama: 1 store at Whiting, Alab«ma, 
Mill, bouses, etc., situated at Molino, 23 miles north 
of Pensacola, cn Pensacola and Louisville Railroad, 
whose tracks run info the mill yard. The attention 
ot capitalists and lumbermen is invited to this sale which is peremptory, and embraces ail the property, real and personal, of the Pensacola Lumber Com- 
pany. Terms—ten per cent, cash on day oi sale* 
40 per cent, within 30 days; 50 per cent. In six equal 
promissory notes, with endorser, bearing interest at 
7 per pent, and payable in 3,0,9,12, 15, and 18 months from the day of sale, sepured by mortgage, tor full Inventory .description and particulars, apply to the undersigned, at his office. No. 56 Wall street. New York, or to Adna c. Caun, Esq., Molino, Flor- Ha. C. EDGAR SMITH, Assignee. William R .Darling, 56 Wall Street, New York. Solicitor for .assignee, 
6e2.>dtnov5_61 Pine Street, Now York. 
FUR THE ISLANDS, 
THK 
YACHT RIVAL 
A is now ready to take private parties to 
Ax Diamond er Pl«**»*nm« Fovwi deep 
/i\ Pi»hinji, or to any of the Pleasure 
Reports in Casco Bay. Will accommodate ^*^^™*sixteen people comfortably. HasCro<iuet 
and other amusements aboard. I* also tit ted with 
Dishes for Chowder or Cuuner Fry. .... 
A thoroughly competent man provided to take 
charge ot the Vacht. Apply lor termb to 
GEO. W. RICH & CO.'S STOKE, 
1,3 KOBE STBEET. 
Jytl dtf 
